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Abstract

This dissertation examines four medieval Christian texts that describe the love between the
soul and Christ in violent terms and demonstrates how images of violence, such as wounding,
striking, and beating, illustrate the reciprocal suffering of the Christian who is lovesick for Christ and
of Christ, lovesick for the soul. These texts challenge the normative account of suffering in Christian
theology as always rooted in sin and uncover an underappreciated historical moment when Christian
thinkers conceptualize suffering as intrinsic to loving God. Through my readings of Richard of St
Victor (d. 1173), Beatrice of Nazareth (d. 1268), Hadewijch (d. 13th c.), and Angela of Foligno (d.
1310), I trace the emergence of this alternative vision of suffering as well as its waning and merging
into more normative theologies of sin. In calling attention to this little known strand of theology, I
draw on the history of medicine to analyze how “violent love,” as Richard of St Victor calls it,
harnesses the concept of lovesickness, in order to show how specific, historical constructions of the
body inform and produce an incarnational theology that defines the relation of humanity to an
embodied Christ. Such a Christian notion of desire that is embodied in both the Christian and in
Christ, lovesick for one another, offers an alternate history of Christianity’s fraught relations to
bodies, gender, and desire.
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Introduction
Richard of St Victor’s The Four Degrees of Violent Love conceives of the love between the soul
and Christ through the prism of a single verse from the Song of Songs. Much of his interpretation,
and especially of the intersecting discourses in which he locates this love, hinges on his knowledge
of two different Latin translations of the biblical verse in question: the Vulgate and the Vetus Latina,
or Old Latin, of Song of Songs 2:5.1 In The Four Degrees of Violent Love, Richard begins his treatise
with this verse, but uses a different translation of the same verse in the Benjamin Minor.
In the Benjamin Minor, Richard follows the Vulgate,
Fulcite me floribus stipate me malis quia amore langueo. (Canticum Canticorum 2:5, Vulgate)2
Prop me up with flowers, press me with apples, for I am sick with love.

However, in the treatise The Four Degrees of Violent Love, he cites the same verse but from the Vetus
Latina.:
Confirmate me inter unguenta, constipate me inter mala, quia vulnerata caritatis ego sum. (Canticum
Canticorum 2:5, Vetus Latina Itala, Cod. Sal. (De Bruyne R.B. 1925)3
Strengthen me with oils, press me with apples, for I am wounded by love.4

1

The earliest Latin translations of the Bible that survive come from North Africa. These texts,
collectively known as the Vetus Latina, are not a single entity, but a set of roughly contemporaneous
translations of biblical texts into Latin. Jerome’s 4th-century Vulgate translation, which notably
translated the Old Testament from the original Hebrew rather than from the Septuagint, gradually
replaced the Vetus Latina texts over the span of the Middle Ages. For more information, see C.S.C.
Williams, “The History of the Text and Canon of the New Testament to Jerome,” in Cambridge
History of the Bible, vol. 2, ed. G.W.H. Lampe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), 27-53;
and Raphael Loewe, “The Medieval History of the Latin Vulgate,” in Cambridge History of the Bible,
vol. 2, ed. G.W.H. Lampe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), 102-154.
2
Cited in Richard of St Victor, Benjamin minor, PL 196, Col. 17A.
3
The Vetus Latina includes examples like this one, evoking woundedness, as well as others more
similar to the Vulgate version that refer to being sick with love.
http://www.brepols.net/Pages/BrowseBySeries.aspx?TreeSeries=VLD-O
4
Richard’s version has a different case ending for charitas from the Vulgate; his version reads:
“Vulnerata charitate ego sum.” (PL 196, 1207C). Translation of the Vulgate here is my own.
1

The phrase “for I am wounded by love / quia vulnerata caritatis ego sum” then forms the basis for
an extended rumination on the violence of love, which is the main topic of the treatise. By freely
alternating between the two translations of the verse, Richard suggests a parallel between illness and
woundedness, as well as between lovesickness and violent love.
One point of departure for this dissertation lies in the substitution of woundedness for
illness and the convergence within Richard’s treatise of violent love and lovesickness. Violence and
sickness provide two different etiologies of suffering that come together and are transformed
through their interactions in the context of Christian theology. In that sense, this dissertation might
be understood as part of a history of the suffering of love—a pun on the two senses of passion. In
the pages that follow, I will analyze texts that use figures of violence and illness to describe that
suffering love. Though it is tempting to try and maintain the rhetorical nature of these figures, they
continually escape such characterization and bleed over into the realm of the physical and of bodies.
This is to say that medieval people speak and think differently about how love, and especially
Christian love, works. Love is an illness with physical and psychic effects. Christian love is also a
wounding that mirrors Christ’s crucifixion in the soul of the Christian, while shifting that wounding
from the physical and historical to the spiritual and the now.
Lovesickness is a concept inherited and developed by medieval writers from classical authors
of both medical and literary texts. Although symptoms varied, the understanding was that love was a
passion of the soul, in other words, a psychological condition rooted in an imbalance of the humors.
Medieval thinkers would develop more specific symptomologies, which varied from source to
source, but included burning fever, insomnia, pallor, thinness, difficulty speaking, sunken eyes,
unstable pulse, depression, and various kinds of insanity. As such, lovesickness straddled the divide
between body and soul, affecting the complete human person. Medieval medical treatises give
detailed accounts of what constituted the disease of love, borrowing heavily from classical sources

2

preserved in Arabic and newly available in translation. At the same time, a new literature of love,
notably the poetry of the troubadours, sprang up in 12th-century southern France, and spread to
northern France, the Low Countries, and Germany. Despite its multiple roots in literature and
medicine dating back to classical sources, lovesickness took on new and variegated forms in the
Middle Ages, including in Christian discourse.5
The primary focus of the dissertation will be violent love, the category brought into wide
discussion by Richard’s treatise, though I will return to the subject of lovesickness often as a
privileged lens for analysis. That is to say, I do not assume that turning to the medical and literary
category of lovesickness will fully explicate Richard’s and other authors’ accounts of violent love, but
instead I will hypothesize that taking the relation between lovesickness and violent love seriously will
help to explicate violent love’s iterations in medieval theology.
This dissertation examines the works of four medieval Christian authors: Richard of St
Victor (d. 1173), Beatrice of Nazareth (d. 1268), Hadewijch (d. 13th c.), and Angela of Foligno (d.
1310). Their texts describe the love between the soul and Christ with images of violence, such as
wounding, striking, and beating. I argue that such images illustrate the reciprocal suffering of the
Christian who is lovesick for Christ and of Christ, lovesick for the soul. These texts challenge the
normative account of suffering in Christian theology as always rooted in sin and uncover an
5

Peter Dronke, Medieval Latin and the Rise of the European Love-Lyric, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1965-1966) and Peter Dronke, The Medieval Lyric. 3d ed. (Woodbridge, UK: D. S. Brewer, 1996) are
foundational to this area of inquiry. Linda M. Paterson, The World of the Troubadours: Medieval Occitan
Society, c.1100-c.1300 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), and Marisa Galvez, Songbook:
How Lyrics Became Poetry in Medieval Europe, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015), provide
different perspectives on the troubadours. Anthologies include: Pierre Bec, Gérard Gonfroy, and
Gérard le Vot, Anthologie des troubadours, 3d ed. Series Bibliothèque médievale (Paris: Union Générale
d’Éditions, 1992); Eglal Doss-Quinby, Joan Tasker Grimbert, Wendy Pfeffer, and Elizabeth Aubrey,
eds. Songs of the Women Trouvères (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2001); Robert Kehew,
ed. Lark in the Morning: The Verses of the Troubadours, a Bilingual Edition, trans. Ezra Pound, W. D.
Snodgrass, and Robert Kehew (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005); and Samuel Rosenberg,
Margaret Switten, and Gérard Le Vot, eds., Songs of the Troubadours and Trouvères: An Anthology of Poems
and Melodies, Garland Reference Library of the Humanities 1740 (New York: Garland, 1998).
3

underappreciated historical moment when Christian thinkers conceptualize suffering as intrinsic to
loving God.
There is no evidence to establish precise textual influence from Richard to any of the other
authors in question. The thematic similarity between the texts is due instead to broad cultural
networks, as ideas circulated across medieval Europe in secular, medical, and religious writing about
love, especially in the twelfth century following the troubadours. With respect to violent love, many
scholars have noted the prevalence of violent language in Beatrice, Hadewijch, or Angela, and
pointed back to Richard as among the first to have written extensively on the violence of love, but
few have attempted more extensive study of the theme.
The texts I examine in this dissertation have been discussed in surveys of mystical theology,
including Bernard McGinn’s magisterial multi-volume works.6 Yet few scholars have attempted to
examine the mystical texts that concern violent love. Such an approach is useful because it deploys a
category from medieval texts themselves, rather than imposing one from modern discussions, as
scholars do when they rely on “mysticism” as an organizing category. I do not propose throwing out
the term entirely; it is significant for historiographical projects in particular, and did also carry
meaning in medieval texts. Namely, “mystical,” derived from the Greek mystikos, referred to a
method for interpreting scripture that revealed hidden or secret meaning. It did not, however, refer
to a discrete body of Christian spiritual literature pertaining to ineffable experience of knowledge of
God, a meaning it takes on in the early modern period. By eschewing “mysticism” as the primary
organizing principle for relating these texts to one another, one can avoid the pitfall of thinking in
terms foreign to the texts themselves. These writers never thought of themselves as mystics, or at
least never left textual evidence that they did so. Thus the need arises to move beyond that

6

Bernard McGinn, The Presence of God: A History of Western Christian Mysticism (New York: Crossroad,
1991).
4

terminology to see what other approaches to the history of mysticism might arise. I hope to
contribute to that work of moving beyond the category of mysticism by finding new ways to
understand and interpret “mystical” texts, and especially, by uncovering surprising differences
between texts often thought to be similar.
Perhaps the author who comes closest to the project of this dissertation is Karma Lochrie,
albeit in a much shorter form. In her contribution to Constructing Medieval Sexuality, Lochrie connects
Richard of St Victor with Angela of Foligno and Hadewijch as each engages with the violent side of
mystical love, which she terms “mystical love noir.”7 She distinguishes “mystical love noir” from
courtly literature because of the gender-bending and queer possibilities she sees in mystical sex. So
Hadewijch figures herself as the knight, and Bernard as a bride of Christ. Such queer possibilities are
wholly absent in courtly literature, according to Lochrie.8 This claim is inaccurate; E. Jane Burns, in
the very same volume, points to the queerness of courtly love literature, and recent scholarship
suggests that the “rules” of the genre were often flagrantly broken.9 In examining these texts,
Lochrie looks for queerness in how the religious texts differ from their secular counterparts. She
notes, for example, that lovesickness is usually, though not always, a masculine affliction,10 and
suggests that the mystical twist on lovesickness is that it is most often suffered by women. Lochrie’s
primary point is that “mystical love noir” “precipitates a crisis in the conventions through the
dissonance it enacts.” This claim requires some qualification, since the gendered conventions of
both courtly love poetry and lovesickness are only conventions, and are in fact broken not only in
7

Karma Lochrie, "Mystical Acts, Queer Tendencies", in Constructing Medieval Sexuality, Peggy
McCracken, and James A. Schultz, eds. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997), 180-200,
at 181.
8
Ibid., 182.
9
E. Jane Burns, “Refashioning Courtly Love: Lancelot as Ladies’ Man or Lady/Man?” in Constructing
Medieval Sexuality, Peggy McCracken, and James A. Schultz, eds. (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1997), 111-134.
10
Mary Frances Wack, Lovesickness in the Middle Ages: The Viaticum and Its Commentaries, Middle Ages
Series (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990), 8.
5

mystical texts, but also in secular ones. It is telling that Lochrie rarely calls them “Christian” texts.
Her attention outside the sphere of Christian thought obscures some of the queerness she seeks, in
the sense that these are novel ways of articulating Christian desire. As I hope to show, part of the
ingenuity and creativity, and indeed the queerness, of these texts is in weaving themes taken from
outside Christian literature into its center.
Jessica Boon’s forthcoming chapter for the Brill Companion to Hadewijch, like Lochrie’s work,
takes the violence of love as its explicit focus, and makes connections between Hadewijch and
earlier thinkers, including Richard of St Victor. She also extends her analysis into early Christianity.11
This critical contribution likewise catalogues and analyzes evidence from Hadewijch’s corpus with
regard to the wound of love. Boon creatively reads Hadewijch’s darker passages as referring not to
Minne’s absence, but to her painful presence, though I will argue that clear textual evidence points
to the more established interpretation made by Paul Mommaers, Rob Faesen, and Patricia Dailey.12 I
mention Boon’s work here specifically because she considers the violence of love as a subject
worthy of reflection, and because she relates the theme in Hadewijch to Richard of St Victor’s
treatise.
Some feminist scholarship of the 1980s and 1990s engages in historical retrieval projects
with the often implicit aim of locating authentic women’s voices in Christian mystical texts.13 Julie B.

11

Many thanks to Jessica Boon for providing me with an advance copy of her chapter. Jessica Boon,
“Wounded by Love: The Agony of God’s Touch in Hadewijch and Ruusbroec,” A Companion to
Hadewijch (Leiden: Brill, expected 2017).
12
Paul Mommaers with Elizabeth Dutton, Hadewijch: Writer, Beguine, Love Mystic (Leuven: Peeters,
2004); Rob Faesen, Begeerte in het werk van Hadewijch, (Antwerp: Peeters, 2000); Patricia Dailey,
Promised Bodies: Time, Language, & Corporeality in Medieval Women’s Mystical Texts, Gender, Theory, and
Religion (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013).
13
See for example Caroline Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to
Medieval Women, New Historicism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987); Fragmentation and
Redemption: Essays on Gender and the Human Body in Medieval Religion (New York : Cambridge, Mass.:
Zone Books ; Distributed by the MIT Press, 1991); Barbara Newman, From Virile Woman to
womanChrist: Studies in Medieval Religion and Literature, Middle Ages Series (Philadelphia: University of
6

Miller, however, voices concern with exactly the elements that Lochrie finds so fascinating: the
darker side of erotic mysticism. Miller reads the texts as highly problematic because they replicate or
valorize violence and masochism, a notably under-theorized concept in her analysis. Because the
texts show women taking pleasure in suffering, Miller suggests that they are necessarily caught up in
the snares of patriarchy. But is the fact that some medieval women Christian writers claim to take
pleasure from their suffering always necessarily and only a result of patriarchy? Miller does not ask
that scholars seek less problematic voices from the past, but rather for historians to distance
themselves from what she sees to be an overt sanctioning of these materials as subversive or
challenging to patriarchal norms. While my own scholarship attempts to continue the work of this
earlier generation of scholars in including and integrating texts written by women to the history of
Christian theology, I differ from Miller and her dismissive reading of violent love. I do not see them
as shining beacons of liberation, but as necessarily caught up in the discourses of power, including
patriarchal power, intrinsic to medieval and modern worlds.
So while there has been some work on Richard of St Victor’s conception of violent love and
its deployment by later authors, no scholar has yet performed a sustained reading of Richard’s
treatise with the works of Beatrice of Nazareth, Hadewijch, and Angela of Foligno with an eye to
the multiple meanings of violent love. I intend to fill that gap with this dissertation. Through my
readings of these four authors, I trace the emergence of this alternative vision of suffering as well as
its waning and merging into more normative theologies of sin. In calling attention to this little
known strand of theology, I draw on the history of medicine to analyze how “violent love,” as
Richard of St Victor calls it, harnesses the concept of lovesickness, in order to show how specific,
historical constructions of the body inform and produce an incarnational theology that defines the

Pennsylvania Press, 1995), Grace Jantzen, Power, Gender, and Christian Mysticism, Cambridge Studies in
Ideology and Religion ; 8 (Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995).
7

relation of humanity to an embodied Christ. Such a Christian notion of desire that is embodied in
both the Christian and in Christ, lovesick for one another, offers an alternate history of Christianity’s
fraught relations to bodies, gender, and desire. In addition, looking at these texts together allows me
to show the ways in which violent love interacts with theme of lovesickness that also appears in each
of these texts, and helps clarify how lovesickness was transposed into a Christian key from its
sources in vernacular literature.
In chapter one, I examine Richard of St Victor’s Four Degrees of Violent Love, a treatise widely
copied and distributed in medieval Europe, to determine how the creator of the category of violent
love used a verse from the Song of Songs verse to engage with the darker side of Christian love.14
Central to Richard’s exploration is the power of violent love to transform the soul and to render it
capable of charity. I will explore Richard’s rhetorical strategy of comparing the four degrees to other
lists of four, and show that both the analogies and disanalogies inherent to these comparisons point
to the central ineffability, not only of God, but of the path to God that Richard is at pains to
convey, both through and at times in spite of his words. I will also introduce the medieval medical
and literary concept of lovesickness to test the limits of its explanatory power. To what extent does
Richard’s violent love overlap with lovesickness? How do both concepts transcend medieval
Western dichotomies of body and spirit? What functions does violent love serve that exceed or
escape the purview of lovesickness? Finally, the chapter will attempt to explain why Richard
considers violent love a preparation for ordinary Christian charity rather than a direct ascent to
heavenly union.

14

Richard of St Victor, "Les quatre degrés de la violente charité," in Ives: Építre à Séverin sur la charité.
Richard de Saint- Victor: Les quatre degrés de la violente charité. (Paris: J. Vrin, 1955), 126-177. For a recent
English translation, see Hugh Feiss et al., On Love: A Selection of Works of Hugh, Adam, Achard, Richard,
and Godfrey of St Victor, Victorine Texts in Translation ; 2 (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2011), 261300.
8

In chapter 2, I turn to Beatrice of Nazareth’s Seven Manners of Love.15 Beatrice’s short treatise
depicts a spiritual itinerary in which violent love plays a crucial role in the soul’s journey to God.
Violent love frustrates any notion of straightforward ascent in Beatrice’s itinerary by appearing in
several of the manners alongside, before, or after episodes of relative joy, pleasure, or rest. These
mixed manners highlight the sense that the proper spiritual life for the Christian in the world is not
one of progress, but of a constant alternation or admixture of multiple affects. For Beatrice too,
violent love appears alongside and sometimes in conjunction with symptoms of lovesickness. The
chapter will explore the meanings of the interaction between violence and lovesickness in Beatrice’s
text, especially as these concepts destabilize the image of the housewife, which for Beatrice is the
quintessential manager of a household, and which she uses as a figure for how Minne or Love ought
to rule the soul. The ways in which violent love disrupts the image of peaceful and masterful
management cause me to question any reading of Beatrice that prioritizes such peaceful
management over the conflict that Beatrice consistently describes.
In chapter 3, I analyze Hadewijch’s Songs, formerly known as the Strofische Gedichte, and
consider Patricia Dailey’s reading of the songs as pedagogical in order to think about how the Songs
form an affective pedagogy.16 Such a pedagogy aims to instill the various affective positions of the
Songs in the singer, so that she is wounded by love and also lovesick for God. I examine the various
forms of violent love illustrated in the Songs to think of how the absence of Minne, the violence of
Reason, and the mocking of the stranger each wound the soul on its journey.

15

Jos Huls, The Minne-Journey: Beatrice of Nazareth’s “Seven Ways of Minne.” Mystical Process and
Mystagogical Implications (Leuven: Peeters, 2013).
16

Hadewijch, The Complete Works, trans. Mother Columba Hart, O.S.B. (Mahwah, N.J.:
Paulist Press, 1980); Patricia Dailey, Promised Bodies: Time, Language, & Corporeality in Medieval Women’s
Mystical Texts, Gender, Theory, and Religion (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013).
9

In chapter 4, I continue reading Hadewijch, but here with an emphasis on the Letters and
Visions, in order to explore both the practical application of Hadewijch’s ideas as they appear in the
letters as well as the multiple functions of the visions in working out how love hurts, and in
particular, how suffering and pleasure relate to one another in her writings.17 Central questions of
the chapter include: How is the soul meant to handle the pain described in the Songs that results
from violent love? What is the function of visionary pleasure? Do the visions anticipate Hadewijch’s
vision of the afterlife? Does the suffering intrinsic to loving God end after death? How does
Hadewijch relate suffering and love to the crucifixion, and is this peripheral or central to her view of
violent love?
In chapter 5, I shift my focus to southern Europe and in particular to the writings of Angela
of Foligno.18 Angela’s book stands in obvious contrast to the previous texts especially because she
grounds violent love in the crucifixion and she understands the crucifixion as an act of loving
forgiveness in spite of—and in the face of—the sinfulness of humanity and in particular of Angela
herself. The centrality of penitence in Angela’s spiritual itinerary as recorded in the Memorial gives a
stark new meaning to the suffering love she enacts and reflects. The position of the soul in relation
to God, while marked as unequal in Hadewijch, in Angela is accentuated and colored by her
emphasis on sin. This chapter asks how and why penitence gives rise to mimetic violent love, and
how the apophatic language at the end of Angela’s itinerary both moves beyond and is nonetheless
firmly grounded in the person and body of Christ.

17

Hadewijch, Brieven, ed. Jozef van Mierlo, 2 vols. (Antwerp: Standaard-Boekhandel, 1947); De
Visioenen (Leuven: De Vlaamsche Boekenhalle, 1924-1925); Hadewijch, The Complete Works, trans.
Mother Columba Hart, O.S.B. (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1980)
18
Angela of Foligno, Memoriale, Prima edizione., Uomini e mondi medievali ; 40 (Spoleto:
Fondazione Centro italiano di studi sull’alto Medioevo, 2015); Complete Works, Classics of Western
Spirituality (New York: Paulist Press, 1993).
10

In the pages that follow, the reader will find analyses of medieval texts that address the
darker side of erotic longing for Christ. The authors in question explore the full implications of
yearning for a God who is in heaven, and whose absence wounds them. The violent love they
describe recalls secular love lyric—both Latin and vernacular, biblical love song, and medical
treatises in an amalgamation of references that often digress or perhaps progress into apophatic
plaints about the ineffability of God. These flirtations with the limits of human language seem
perfectly natural outgrowths of the tumultuous affective swings that Richard, Beatrice, Hadewijch,
and Angela evoke, tracing hot desire and cold abandonment, and even the despair that leads to a
willingness to fight back against God on the battlefield of love. By reading these texts as
approaching the edge of what can be expressed in language, I want to suggest that apophatic
theology should not be considered as divorced or separate from the body or affect, as these texts
surely demonstrate, but that in these texts, one can see the limits of reason as contiguous and bound
up with the limits of affect and of the body.

11

Chapter 1: Richard of St Victor: Lovesickness as a Sign of Violent Love

Richard of St Victor’s The Four Degrees of Violent Love, a treatise widely copied and distributed
in medieval Europe, is the first work to engage with the darker side of Christian love in a sustained
manner.19 In the treatise, Richard argues that violent love transforms the soul to render it capable of
loving not only God, but also the neighbor. Richard introduces the medieval literary concept of
lovesickness to test the limits of its explanatory power. To what extent does Richard’s violent love
overlap with lovesickness? Richard compares the violent love of the soul for God to lovesickness,
drawing on the medical and poetic conceptions of the illness. How do both lovesickness and violent
love transcend medieval Western dichotomies of body and spirit? What function does violent love
serve that exceeds or escapes the purview of lovesickness? Finally, the chapter will attempt to
explain why Richard considers violent love a preparation for Christian humility and love of neighbor
rather than merely a path for direct ascent to heavenly union.
At the time of the composition of the treatise, Richard was prior of the Augustinian canons
at the abbey of St Victor in Paris. These canons formed a community of prayer based on the Rule of
St Augustine. Though only founded in 1108, the abbey had already achieved a wide reputation for
the intellectual rigor of its school, which was open to religious and laymen alike. While surviving
sources tell little about Richard’s life, it is clear that he preached often at the abbey, and that he had
teaching responsibilities at the school, particularly over novices.
Richard likely composed The Four Degrees of Violent Love during his priorate. He addresses the
treatise to his brothers, and exhorts them to aspire to loving God in the particular ways he outlines
19

Richard of St Victor, "Les quatre degrés de la violente charité," in Ives: Építre à Séverin sur la charité.
Richard de Saint- Victor: Les quatre degrés de la violente charité. (Paris: J. Vrin, 1955), 126-177. For a recent
English translation, see Hugh Feiss et al., On Love: A Selection of Works of Hugh, Adam, Achard, Richard,
and Godfrey of St Victor, Victorine Texts in Translation ; 2 (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2011), 261300.
12

in the treatise, with an aim not only to bind them in union to God, but to transform them into the
image of Christ’s love for humanity. While Richard discusses love in terms of inter-Trinitarian
relations in some of this other works, this treatise draws on simple but challenging imagery and
ideas, which may account for its popularity, as it is well represented in the manuscript tradition.20
Richard begins his treatise, The Four Degrees of Violent Love, by citing the Old Latin version of
the Song of Songs:
Confirmate me inter unguenta, constipate me inter mala, quia vulnerata caritatis ego
sum. (Canticum Canticorum 2:5, Vetus Latina Itala, Cod. Sal. (De Bruyne R.B.
1925)21
Strengthen me with oils, press me with apples, for I am wounded by love.22
In another work, the Benjamin Minor, Richard makes use of the newer translation from the
Vulgate:
Fulcite me floribus stipate me malis quia amore langueo. (Canticum Canticorum 2:5,
Vulgate)23
Prop me up with flowers, press me with apples, for I am sick with love.
If Patrice Sicard is right in his ordering of the Ricardian corpus, then the Benjamin minor was written
before the Four Degrees, and in it, Richard uses the Vulgate version.24 Why does Richard refer to an
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archaic translation of the verse, then, if he is aware of both versions? It is also clear from the treatise
itself that Richard is not only aware of the two versions at the two different times in which he
composed the Benjamin minor and the Four Degrees, he also has both translations in mind, whether
consciously or not, when he writes the Four Degrees. How else does one explain his abrupt shift from
discussing the first degree, which he describes as wounding love, to discussing that same degree in
terms of illness, only lines later, and with no transition whatsoever? Note how Richard turns from
violence to illness as his description continues:
But, behold, let us return to that degree of love (amoris) that we placed in the first
position and called wounding. Do you not think that the heart appears to be pierced
when that fiery sting of love (amoris) penetrates one’s mind to the core of his being
and transfixes his affect, so much so that he is completely incapable of containing or
concealing the boiling of his desire? He is ablaze with desire; he seethes with feeling.
He boils and pants, groaning deeply and drawing long, deep breaths. These may be
for you the sure signs of a wounded soul: the groans and the deep breaths, a face
growing pale and pining… Such is the habit of those who are tossed about with this
type of fever: sometimes they are burned more sharply, while at other times they are
revived somewhat by the opportunity of their occupations.25
The wound Richard describes is an invisible condition; as he says, it requires signs. Whatever wound
the sufferer receives is evidently not observable; otherwise, why would Richard describe the signs
necessary to identify a wounded soul? It is the soul, not the body, which is wounded, even if visible
signs point to that wound.26

Patrice Sicard, “Figure Vittorine: Riccardo, Acardo e Tommasso,” in Figure del pensiero medievale: storia
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trahens. Haec tibi anime vulnerate certa sint signa, gemitus atque suspiria, vultus pallens atque
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The signs he describes are of a particular type; they are symptoms of an illness. The patient
groans and is pale, struggling to breathe and burning with fever. Given that Richard describes a
person in love with God, it would be clear to any medieval reader that Richard refers here to a
person suffering from lovesickness. Richard moves between the two conceptual models given to
him from the two translations of the Song of Songs verse by pivoting from invisible wound to
visible symptoms of lovesickness through the medium of the visibly suffering body. This chapter
will argue that Richard’s interpretive move to consider lovesickness as the visible expression of
violent love illuminates how violent love both coopts and critiques literary conceptions of love as it
Christianizes them and ultimately puts them in the service of a patently practical and outwardly
focused Christian charity.
Richard’s Contemporaries on Love: William of St Thierry and Bernard of Clairvaux
Among Richard’s contemporaries, William of St Thierry (d. 1148) and Bernard of Clairvaux
(d. 1153) were the most influential theoreticians of Christian love. William and Bernard were not
only contemporaries, they knew one another and convalesced together in 1125 at Clairvaux.27
During their shared time, the two were said to have reflected on the importance of love as expressed
in the Song of Songs, though the two thinkers left behind somewhat differing accounts of that love.
William wrestles specifically with the relation of love to reason. Rather than privileging one above,
the other, William saw the two as equally necessary and complementary. In The Nature and Dignity of
Love, William describes love and reason as two eyes striving together to look toward the light of
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God.28 As he explains, “…when they help one another—when reason teaches love and love
enlightens reason, and reason merges into the affectus of love and love lets itself be confined within
the limits of reason—then they can do great things.”29 William thus sees the path to God as both
intellectual and affective. William’s vision of an intellectual and affective approach to the divine
harmonizes well with Richard’s own work, which itself reflects the rigorous intellectual life centered
at the abbey school, as well as his life in religious community as an Augustinian canon.
Bernard of Clairvaux’s most well known contribution to medieval understandings of love
come primarily in the form of commentaries on the Song of Songs, revised multiple times as highly
literary sermons, in which he develops the notion of experientia as central to the Cistercian monk’s
path to paradise.30 For Bernard, the secret knowledge hidden in the Song of Songs is for the
spiritually advanced, and that knowledge consists in nurturing an erotic desire for God. Bernard’s
highly influential writings on love helped advance the more personal and affective path to God that
was central to his Cistercian calling, but they were also representative of larger spiritual currents in
his day. Bernard’s championing of the affective path to God is consonant with Richard’s project
because violent love is a species of the via affectiva. However, the two thinkers did not see love in
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exactly the same terms. As Bernard McGinn notes, Bernard did not dwell on love of God as a
violent phenomenon, though he does touch on the topic at a few points in his corpus.31
Despite Bernard’s general neglect of violent love, his reflections on Christ’s passion in
Sermons on the Song of Songs give some suggestions about how he conceives of violence, crucifixion,
and love. In Sermon 20, Bernard reflects on the crucifixion as an act of love. In particular, Bernard
considers incarnation, the taking on of flesh, as necessary to win human love; human hearts are most
attracted to fleshly things. Thus Christ’s taking on flesh was to attract Christians away from carnal
pleasures and toward spiritual ones.32
In Sermon 62, Bernard indicates several possible interpretations for the clefts in the rock in
order from most spiritual advanced to most accessible for even the spiritually inept. It is in this latter
category that Bernard mentions meditation on the cross: “If even this is not possible to someone, let
him place before him Jesus and him crucified (I Cor 2:2), that without effort on his part he may
dwell in those clefts of the rock at whose hollowing he has not labored (Jn 4:38).”33 Thus passioncentered contemplation figures in Bernard’s view as the lowest form of spirituality, available to the
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spiritually inept, and does not stand as the central image or model for contemplative devotion, as it
will in Richard’s treatise.
In sermon 61, Bernard refers to another author, identified in the Sources Chrétiennes as
Apponius by way of Bede, who interprets the clefts in the rock as the wounds of Christ, though that
interpretation is standard by the 12th century, and goes back at least to Gregory the Great.34 Bernard
conceives of the wounds as not to be imitated by the Christian, but instead as wounds that heal us:
“For ‘he was wounded for our transgressions.’ (Isaiah 53:5) What sin is so deadly as not to be
forgiven in the death of Christ? If therefore a medicine so powerful and efficacious finds entrance to
my mind, no disease, however virulent, can frighten me.”35 In this instance, Bernard does not
consider the passion as exemplary as much as redemptive, and Bernard does not identify Christ’s
wounds here primarily as wounds of love, as he does in Sermon 29.
In Sermon 29, Bernard specifically treats an excerpt of Song of Songs 2:5 in the Old Latin
translation,36 “vulnerata caritate ego sum.” This is the same verse and translation that forms the textual
basis for Richard’s treatise, and so represents a helpful point of comparison for how Bernard
conceived of violent love. Interestingly, Bernard’s interpretation of the verse centers neither on the
soul’s wound nor on Christ’s, but on a third figure:
In the process [Mary] experienced through her whole being a wound of love that was
mighty and sweet; and I would reckon myself happy if at rare moments I felt at least
34
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the prick of the point of that sword. Even if only bearing love’s slightest wound, I
could still say: “I am wounded with love.”37
By placing Mary as the mediatrix between we who accept the wound, which is the love of Christ, and
Christ who inflicts the violent wound, Bernard renders that love qualitatively different than its
context in the Song of Songs would suggest; erotic love between lovers, which Bernard might have
imagined between the soul and Christ, takes on a maternal color.38 This is not to accuse Bernard of
prudishness; despite his concerns about carnal love, he writes 86 sermons on the subject of erotic,
albeit divine, love. However, by interpreting the wounding love in the Song of Songs as maternal,
Bernard shies away from thinking about erotic pain, and resorts to an allegorizing exegetical strategy
that allows him to displace this wounding love from its erotic context. Bernard asserts that humble
humans can experience this violent love at a remove, through the mediation of the perfect maternal
love of Mary.
Taken as a whole, Bernard’s scattered comments about violent love point to the conclusion
that he did not consider it the most important path to God. While Bernard’s writings on love
certainly contribute to an increasing attention to the role of experience in the affective path to God,
his meditations on the Song of Songs do not emphasize the wounds of Christ or violent love, but a
more general desire for God that shapes the life of the monastic on his or her path to salvation. At
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the same time, Bernard of Clairvaux, like William of St Thierry, wrote about love as a personal,
affective, and experiential path to the divine, and pushed Christian theological reflection on love in
ways that would allow for Richard’s later treatise, The Four Degrees of Violent Love, to innovate a
powerful variation on the theme of the via affectiva: violent love.
Violence in Christian and Secular Writings
Although Richard’s treatise was the first to explore violent love in a sustained, focused
manner, other Christian writers before him had written about the theme in passing. Earlier
associations between love and violence in Christian theology often centered on the body of Christ as
the site where the violence of the passion meets the love of God. Gospel accounts of the passion
provide the key scriptural sources for these earlier thinkers. The Gospel accounts point to the
fulfillment of Hebrew prophecies and provide the basis for typological interpretations of the
Hebrew Bible. The Christian writers who precede Richard in writing about violent love interpret the
passion as a fulfillment of three major texts: the Psalms, the suffering servant passages from Isaiah,
read liturgically during Holy Week (Isaiah 53:2-5,7; 63:1-3), and the Song of Songs.39 For example,
Origen's commentary on the Song of Songs describes the wound of love as the health-bestowing
wound of salvation.40 In so doing, he clearly links the wounds of Christ on the cross with the wound
of love in Song of Songs.
Another early Christian writer, Gregory the Great, whose work was later compiled by
William of St Thierry, interprets the violent love passage from Song of Songs with a veiled reference
to classical tropes. Gregory comments on Song of Songs 2:5: “But [our hearts] are wounded that
39
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they may be healed because God strikes unfeeling minds with the darts of love for him and soon
makes them full of feeling through the burning heat of charity. Hence here the Bride says; I have
been wounded by love…”41 Here Gregory sees the arrows of love as a tool God uses to inspire a
proper love within Christians, a love that will bring them back to Godself. The notion of a god that
shoots people with arrows that cause them to fall in love recalls Cupid, here Christianized so that the
wounded fall in love with God rather than with other human beings.
Centuries later, the Meditations of Saint Augustine, written in large part by John of Fécamp (d.
1079), provide another, more graphic example of the confluence of love and violence in Christian
theology. John writes:
By the saving wounds which you suffered on the cross for our salvation and from
which flowed the precious blood of your redemption, wound this sinful soul of mine
for which you were willing even to die; wound it with the fiery and powerful dart of
your charity that is beyond compare. You are the living Word of God, effectual and
more piercing than any two-edged sword (Heb 4:12). You are the choice arrow and sharpest
of swords, so powerful that you can penetrate the tough shield of the human heart:
pierce my heart, then, with the dart of your love, so that my soul may say, “I have
been wounded by your love,” (Song of Songs 2:5) and abundant tears may flow day
and night from this wound of your rich love. Strike, Lord, strike this hard heart of
mine with the sharp spear of your love and by your power pierce deep into my
inmost self. Grant me an abundant source of water and make my eyes a real fountain
of ever-flowing tears.42
41
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up by Richard.
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Columbia University Press, 2002), 149. Meditations of Saint Augustine, trans. Matthew J. O’Connell
(Villanova, Pa.: Augustinian Press, 1995), ch. 37, pp. 114-115; Liber meditationum, PL 40, col. 935-936:
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John’s striking language pulls together the image of violent love found in the Song of Songs with the
violence of the crucifixion, just as Origen had done before him, but the personal, devotional
character of the work, in addition to its emphasis on personal sin, set it apart, and render it much
more like Angela of Foligno’s late thirteenth-century writings than Origen’s commentary. Still, this
excerpt from the Meditations represents a passing moment in the work, rather than the sustained
development of the idea of violent love that Richard would achieve in his treatise.
Intense focus on the passion of Christ in devotional sources is characteristic of the later
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, though precedents appear in the early Middle Ages.43
Certain twelfth-century sources, other than Bernard of Clairvaux and William of St Thierry, likewise
included passing references to violent love. Anselm of Canterbury's (d. 1109) Orationes sive
meditationes, in particular the prayer to Christ, conceive of Christ's passion as a prism through which
the subject might identify with Christ, either directly through him, or sometimes through the
intermediary of Mary.44 Aelred of Rievaulx (d. 1167) invites further participation in the passion of
Christ through the use of richly sensuous imagery in De institutis inclusarum.45 Gilbert of Hoyland (d.
1172), the first of the Cistercians to continue Bernard of Clairvaux's unfinished commentary on the
Song of Songs, refers to the love between the lovers of the Song as violent, but interestingly puts the
arrows in the Beloved's hands: “Do not hesitate, O Bride, to aim such weapons at your Spouse. Use
devout glances as your darts...do not be content to wound your Beloved once, but strike Him with
efficax et penetrabilior omni gladio ancipiti (Heb 4:12). Tu sagitta electa, et gladius acutissimus, qui
durum scutum humani cordis penetrare tua potentia vales, confige cor meum jaculo tui amoris: ut
dicat tibi anima mea, Charitate tua vulnerata sum; (Song of Songs 2:5) ita ut ex ipso vulnere amoris tui
uberrimae fluant lacrymae nocte ac die. Percute, Domine, percute, obsecro, hanc durissimam mentem
meam praevalida cuspide dilectionis tuae, et altius ad intima penetra potenti virtute, et sic da capiti
meo aquam immensam, et oculis meis infunde verum fontem lacrymarum jugiter manantem.
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wound after wound (Job 16:15).” 46 Baldwin of Canterbury (d. 1190) explicitly compares “I am sick
with love,” (Song of Songs 2:5, the same verse with which Richard begins his treatise, but in the
Vulgate translation), to Ovid's dictum from the Metamorphoses: “Alas for me, since love is not curable
by any herbs.”47 Although Baldwin hesitates over the adequacy of Ovidian teachings on love for the
purpose of understanding the Song of Songs and the love between the soul and God, he nonetheless
makes the connection. Baldwin's explicit link between classical and Biblical sources on love
illustrates how the broader interest in classical sources, clearly at play in secular poetry and
troubadour song, also fruitfully inspired and deepened Christian theology. These twelfth-century
sources each mention violent love in some manner, but although interest in violent love appears to
grow in this time period, it is still the case that Richard is the first to provide sustained analysis of the
concept.
Finally, Barbara Newman makes the case that precedents for each of the four degrees of
violent love listed in Richard’s treatise can be found in contemporary secular literature; in particular,
lyric poets such as Chrétien of Troyes. 48 Here I want to pay particular attention to her example from
Yvain:
Love’s pursuit’s a gentle art:
through the knight’s eyes she strikes his heart.
The wound that Love has dealt the lord
46
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won’t heal like sounds from lance or sword,
for any wound a sword has cut
the doctors can cure quickly, but
the wounds of Love, by definition,
are worst when nearest their physician.49
The love wound here plays on the classical heritage of the winged god of love, Cupid, and his arrows
that strike the sufferer with desire. Since such images abound in lyric poetry of the Middle Ages,
then it is possible to trace a double lineage in Richard’s use of the wound of love, which not only
draws on Song of Songs and on the passion narratives, but also on secular literary themes.50
From this brief survey of Christian authors writing on the violence of love, it is clear that
Richard was not the first to broach the topic, but likewise that none of the aforementioned authors
developed the theme at any length. It was not until Richard’s treatise that violent love would take
center stage.
Lovesickness
In demarcating the new category of violent love, and in employing it to analyze the proper
love between the soul and Christ, Richard builds upon the brief references to the topic in other
Christian writers, but also explicates this violent love with reference to the theme of lovesickness.
Mary Wack’s Lovesickness in the Middle Ages: The Viaticum and Its Commentaries remains the most
49

“[Amors si dolcemant le requiert / que par les ialz el cuer le fiert; / et cist cos a plus grant duree /
que cos de lance ne d’espee: / cos d’espee garist et sainne / molt tost, des que mires i painne; / et la
plaie d’Amors anpire / quant ele est plus pres de son mire.” Chrétien de Troyes, Yvain, ou Le
Chevalier au Lion, vv. 1369-76, ed. Jan Nelson and Carleton W. Carroll (New York: AppletonCentury-Crofts, 1968), 80-81. Trans. Ruth Harwood Cline, Yvain (Athens: University of Georgia
Press, 1984), 38. Newman notes that Yvain was composed just after Richard’s death, but that the
theme of Love as archer was already ubiquitous. Barbara Newman, God and the Goddesses: Vision,
Poetry, and Belief in the Middle Ages, Middle Ages Series (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
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comprehensive study of medieval conceptions of lovesickness, but she focuses primarily on medical
texts in order to point to how the ubiquitous medieval literary theme was grounded in medical
writings stretching back through Arabic speaking sources to classical roots.51 This chapter will focus
particularly on the question of how medieval literature came to speak of lovesickness, and in
particular, those avenues through which Richard of St Victor may have encountered it.52
Among the most influential classical authors to write on love is the poet, Ovid (d. 17 or 18
CE). The resurgence of interest in Ovid’s works in the 12th century lent his writings on love the
diffusion necessary to influence the literature, art, and theology of the Middle Ages. 53 Ovid’s Ars
amatoria and its sequel, the Remedia amoris bequeath a number of tropes about lovers. Those
particularly salient to this inquiry are a set of symptoms for lovers, including pallor, insomnia, and
thinness:
But let every lover be pale; that’s the right color for lovers
though many may think it’s not so great, it is.
Pale over Sidë, Oríon used to wander the forests;
pale was what Daphnis was for the stubborn naiad.
Let leanness, too, prove your feelings, and don’t think there’s any shame
in placing a dark hood on your gleaming hair.
All-night vigils whittle down the bodies of youths,
and care, and the pain arising from great love.
In order to obtain your desire, be a wreck,
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connections between medical literature and theology, see chapter 2.
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so anyone who sees you can say, “You’re in love!”54
Ovid’s symptomatology was reflective of classical medical understandings of the disease. With his
resurgence in popularity in the Middle Ages, Ovid bequeathed this picture of lovesickness to his
readers, who sometimes used similar descriptors to evoke lovesickness.
Lovesickness became such a ubiquitous theme in medieval literature that it is difficult to say
how exactly any particular author came across the idea. One could encounter it in any number of
overlapping webs of cultural exchange, from medicine, to Christian spiritual texts, to literature. How
then, did Richard encounter the idea of lovesickness? It is impossible to say with certainty. Richard
may have come across lovesickness by reading Ovid, or through direct or indirect contact with
secular literature, or by reading medical literature.55
Since it is possible that Richard encountered the theme of lovesickness through the lyric
poetry of northern France, a brief examination of the works of three writers who were roughly
contemporary with Richard, namely, Andreas Capellanus, Marie de France, and Chrétien de Troyes,
will help contextualize his work. This is not to say that Richard necessarily heard or read the works
of these authors—in the case of Capellanus, this would have been impossible, since Richard died
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Ovid, The Offense of Love: Ars amatoria, Remedia amoris, and Tristia 2, trans. Julia Dyson Hejduk
(Madison, Wisc.: University of Wisconsin, 2014), 90; Ovid, Ars amatoria, Book 1, ed. A. S. Hollis
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989) p. 28, ll. 729-738:
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just before De Amore was written—merely that these authors are representative of the love literature
of Richard’s day. The fact that these authors were familiar with and wrote about lovesickness, then,
demonstrates that the idea of lovesickness, its symptoms and associations, were part of the cultural
matrix in which Richard resided.
Andreas Capellanus likely composed De amore in the mid-1180s,56 that is to say, shortly after
Richard of St Victor’s death. While some scholars interpret the work as a tongue-in-cheek sendup of
literary conventions about love, revealing them to be mere cover for ribaldry and lecherous
gratification, he nonetheless gives an account of love’s symptoms, whether or not one interprets his
development of a doctrine or rules of love as satirical. These symptoms appear in a list of the rules
of love in Book 2. Capellanus writes:
15. Every lover tends to grow pale when his partner looks at him.
16. The heart of a lover beats fast at the sudden sight of his beloved.57
These symptoms, deriving as they do from Ovid, show that one of Richard’s near contemporaries
writes about symptoms of love, and it is entirely likely that Richard himself would have known a
repertoire of symptoms, probably through Ovid or through a contemporary whose ideas owed some
debt to him.
While scholars are unsure about the identity of the author called Marie de France, whose
Lais, narrative poems written in Old French, appeared in the late 12th century, manuscript evidence
and internal clues point to a context of French and Anglo-Norman society, and therefore the Lais
provide a useful point of reference for the literary world of Richard’s time.58 Marie’s lai, “Guigemar,”
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explicitly refers to “Ovid’s book, in which he teaches how to manipulate love.”59 That Marie knew
not only of the existence of Ovid’s Ars amatoria, but also its content, might be surmised by the
repertoire of symptoms she cites in the lai:
All night long he could not sleep, he sighed and suffered so…Had he known how
she felt and how love was torturing her, it seems to me, this would have made him
quite happy; this little comfort would have somewhat eased the pain that gave him
such a pallor. If he suffered because he loved her, she was in no way better off. The
lady arose even before the break of dawn. She bemoaned the fact that she had been
awake all night; this was the effect of love that was tormenting her.60
Marie makes use of the classic Ovidian symptoms of lovesickness of pallor and insomnia to depict
Guigemar and his lady as sick with love for one another.
It is also noteworthy that Guigemar’s lovesickness comes from a curse associated with a
wound. Guigemar, while on a hunt, wounds an antlered, and therefore androgynous, doe, but his
arrow rebounds and wounds him in the thigh. The magical speaking antlered doe then curses
Guigemar so that he will only be healed from his physical wound except by a woman “who, for love
of you, will suffer great pain and great sadness such that no woman has ever suffered; and you will
59

Marie de France, “Guigemar,” in The Lays of Marie de France, trans. Edward J. Gallagher
(Indianapolis, Ind. and Cambridge, Mass.: Hackett Publishing Company, 2010), English p. 7; Old
French p. 153, ll. 239-240:
Le livre Ovide, u il enseigne
coment chascuns s’amur estreigne…
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Marie de France, “Guigemar,” in The Lays of Marie de France, trans. Edward J. Gallagher
(Indianapolis, Ind. and Cambridge, Mass.: Hackett Publishing Company, 2010), English p. 9; Old
French p. 157, ll. 411-412, 419-430:
Tute la nuit a si veillié
e suspiré e travaillié;
…
Se il seüst qu’ele senteit
e cum amurs la destreigneit,
mult en fust liez, mun esciënt;
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ceo fet amurs ki la destreint.
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suffer the same for her.”61 That great pain and sadness is sometimes described in terms of Ovidian
lovesickness, but at least in one instance, in terms of a love wound, likely an oblique reference to
Cupid, as well as a reference to his earlier, physical wound. Although his hosts had bound and
treated his arrow wound, his encounter with the lady rendered him wounded in a different way: “for
the lady had so wounded him that he completely forgot his homeland.”62 Thus Marie makes use of
both the love wound and lovesickness at various points in the lai to illustrate the love Guigemar and
his lady suffer for one another. Unlike Richard of course, this love wound is implicitly linked to
Cupid’s arrows rather than Christ’s passion, but the crossover between wound and illness in a
secular context is a fascinating point of comparison with Richard’s treatise. Although Richard may
well have never encountered this particular lai, the ubiquity of lovesickness in the literature of his
day all but guarantees that Richard would have been familiar with themes and symptoms presented
here.
Chrétien de Troyes, the 12th-century trouvère discussed above in connection with wounds of
love, also touches on the theme of lovesickness in several of his works. For example, Chrétien
makes use of Ovidian lovesickness in Cligès. Fénice’s nurse Thessala asks her why she is pale,63
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(Indianapolis, Ind. and Cambridge, Mass.: Hackett Publishing Company, 2010), English p. 5; Old
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Chrétien de Troyes, Cligès (Paris: Honoré Champion, 2006), p. 224, ll. 2996-2998:
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promising that she is skilled in healing a great number of maladies (such as dropsy, gout, squimancy,
and asthma) by examining urine and pulse, and even knows how to use spells and enchantments.
Fénice is convinced to reveal to Thessala the source of her pallor, which is her love for Cligès, and
describes her illness to Thessala:
[My sickness] differs from all other woes.
Were I to tell the truth again,
it pleases me yet causes pain,
for I delight in my unease,
and if a malady can please,
then my affliction suits my will,
whereas good health now suits me ill.64
Thus Chrétien’s Fénice both suffers from lovesickness’s psychological tumult and one of its physical
symptoms. Her nurse, although skilled in healing, is unable to diagnose Fénice as being in love until
Fénice confesses her feelings for Cligès, yet it is clear that pallor is a known symptom of
lovesickness. Cligès is by no means the only roman in Chrétien’s oeuvre that depicts characters as sick
with love, but furnishes an excellent example because of its use of both psychological and physical
signs of the illness.65
These literary examples of love’s symptoms from among Richard’s contemporaries reflect
the enormous influence of Ovid running through medieval literature in matters concerning love.
This sampling from the late twelfth century demonstrates that lovesickness and its symptomatology
were relatively commonplace, and that Richard would have certainly been familiar with these tropes
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through one of many possible avenues. In this sense, Richard is on the leading edge of incorporating
elements of lovesickness into his accounts of divine love; this trope would appear more often in the
following century.66 As Barbara Newman has pointed out, a great exchange of ideas about love
between religious and secular spheres, and between Latin and vernacular literature, occurred in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The boundaries separating these spheres were permeable ones,
facilitated in large part by familial relations: “the monks who anatomized charity and the virgins who
swooned in mystical love were often literally brothers and sisters of the great lords who patronized
minnesingers and trouvères.”67 Having examined the various contexts relevant for understanding
Richard’s text—the major theoreticians of love in Christian theology immediately before Richard,
Christian references to violent love, and secular literature’s conception of lovesickness—I will now
turn to Richard’s treatise to see how he drew from and innovated upon the ideas he inherited.
The Structure of Violent Love
While Richard of St Victor did not demarcate subdivisions in The Four Degrees of Violent Love,
Andrew B. Kraebel has discerned four sections to the text, which are reasonable and convenient for
reference, which I will refer to as Parts I, II, III, and IV.68 Richard’s winding itinerary consists of
multiple articulations of four degrees of violent love. At the outset of Part I, Richard calls these
degrees “wounding love,” “binding love,” “languid love,” and finally, “fainting love” or “love that
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leads to weakness.”69 As the treatise progresses, Richard alternates between longer expositions of
each of these degrees in turn, and rapid-fire re-articulations of them. The first formulation, because
of its position in the treatise and because of the longer expositions devoted to it, forms the basis of
the treatise, but both the longer expositions of each treatise, as well as the more rapid re-articulations
of the four degrees, demonstrate that these descriptions, while useful as points of departure,
ultimately transform as Richard develops his conceptions of the degrees both individually and as a
set.
In Part I, Richard describes the occasion for writing, leaves some clues as to his intended
audience, describes the topic of his treatise as a special kind of violent love, and introduces the first
and central articulation of the four degrees, which he initially describes thus: “Love wounds, love
binds, love makes one languish, love leads to weakness.”70 Part II is taken up by slightly longer
meditations on each of the degrees of love, and especially the differentiation of one degree to its
superior degree by comparison. It also includes a section on the difference between these four
degrees when they relate to human versus divine loves. Part III draws the reader back to again
consider how these degrees relate to one another as a set of four (rather than through sequential
comparisons of pairs), and includes several recapitulations of the four degrees in lists. In this section
Richard also uses Biblical quotations as descriptors of the four degrees of love. Part IV begins with
the image of thirsting for God. This section includes the longest extended meditations on each of
the degrees, and ends with short descriptions of the mind's movement in relation to God.
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Below I am appending a list of the initial articulation of the four degrees, followed by a few
re-articulations from Parts III and IV, to demonstrate the outward turn, especially in the fourth term
of each of the sets of four:

Original framing of four degrees
(Parts I and II)

The outward turn

1. Love wounds.
2. Love binds.
3. Love makes one
languish.
4. Love leads to
weakness.71
1.
2.
3.
4.

(Parts III and IV)

Betrothal
Marriage
Sexual union
Childbirth72

1. [The mind] enters
into the first
[degree] through
meditation.
2. It ascends to the
second through
contemplation.
3. It is introduced
into jubilation.
4. It goes forth out of
compassion.73
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1. It ascends toward
itself.
2. It transcends itself.
3. It is conformed to
the brightness of
God.
4. It is conformed to
the humility of
Christ.74

Lovesickness and Violence in the Four degrees
Richard’s first degree of violence is taken from Song of Songs 2:5b in the Old Latin: “I am
wounded by love.” Wounding constitutes Richard’s primary image for describing love, but he
broadens it into the broader category of violence, which he goes on to apply to each of the other
degrees of love, which he first articulates, “Love wounds, love binds, love makes one languish, and
love leads to weakness.”75 In Parts I and II of the treatise, Richard retains these descriptors of the
four degrees of violent love, even as he subtly expounds and improvises on their themes. After
citing the descriptors for the first time in the treatise, Richard quickly goes on to ask, rhetorically,
“Which of these degrees is not violent?” a question one might legitimately pose. Tying someone up
is not necessarily violent, though Richard thinks of this in a rather military sense, giving an example
of being tied up by the enemy.76 The third and fourth degrees—love that causes one to languish and
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love that leads to weakness—might be more easily thought of as symptoms of lovesickness rather
than descriptions of violent love. To Richard, however, it is self evident that all four degrees are
violent. Just as in the example cited above, where Richard’s choice of the Old Latin translation is
discussed, here too it is evident that Richard sees violent love as encompassing lovesickness’s
symptoms, perhaps in the same manner, as lovesickness’s symptoms pointing to lovesickness which,
in the case of divine love, points to an invisible wound. This invisible wound, a kind of mimetic,
spiritual version of Christ’s physical wounds suffered in the passion, is the mark of one properly in
love with Christ.
Near the beginning of this chapter, I noted how Richard likens the first degree, wounding
love, to a whole host of symptoms of love: groans, difficulty breathing, a pale face, and a fever. The
second degree, binding love, is likewise explicitly linked to lovesickness, despite the conceptual
distance between bondage and illness. Richard describes this degree in a manner similar to the first
degree, namely as a “sharp fever.”77 This description of binding love as a fever is only Richard’s first
characterization of binding love as a form of sickness. He goes on to compare binding love, which
he imagines in terms of a prisoner of war bound and unable to escape, to illness in another way:
And so, just as one who is sick in bed or restrained by chains cannot get away from
the place where he is bound, so too one who is in the grip of this second degree of
violent love cannot cut free from that one, internal, preoccupying concern, no matter
what he does or where he turns.78

caught, he is led away; led away, he is imprisoned; imprisoned, he is chained and bound, now held a
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Both illness and bondage, therefore, subject their sufferers to immobility, and therefore danger,
since “the vehemence of the second degree can neither be overcome by resistance nor avoided by
flight.”79 By turning the reader’s attention to the immobility imposed on the sufferer of illness and of
bondage, Richard connects the violence of love, which he imagines to include bondage, to illness.
Although the symptoms in this degree, namely fever and being bedridden, are too general to only
apply to lovesickness, the context of Richard’s treatise signals to the reader that this is certainly the
illness being described.
The third degree of violent love refers to a love that makes one languish, a word that recalls
an illness that makes one suffer and decline. His description of this degree supports this
interpretation; he speaks of desire, sighing, and panting, the last term borrowed from the Psalms,
“As the deer pants for the water so my soul longs after you.” (NRSV Psalm 42:1)80 This third degree
is marked by a symptom of lovesickness, but Richard’s argument, once again, is that this
lovesickness is also a kind of violent love; early in the treatise, he is explicit that each of these steps is
violent.81 In the following example, however, Richard goes beyond his initial categorical claim that
each of the four degrees is violent, and shows that this languishing love, bearing the marks of
lovesickness in its very name, also describes violent love. In this instance he accomplishes that task
by describing languishing, a term related to lovesickness, in terms of violence. For example, he
compares languishing love to the suffering caused by an oppressive tyrant:
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But who may worthily describe the tyranny of this emotion: in the way it eschews
every desire, shuts out every other pursuit, and violently (violenter) suppresses every
exercise that it does not foresee as serving its own cravings?82
Likewise Richard describes the fourth degree, love that leads to weakness, not only in terms of
lovesickness, but also of violence, again with the aim of comparing the two categories through his
description and analysis. He rhetorically asks, “What, I ask, penetrates the heart of a person more
deeply, crucifies him more harshly, stirs him up more vehemently?”83 The answer for Richard is of
course the fourth degree of violent love, that is, love that leads to weakness.
In Parts I and II of the treatise, Richard makes a concerted effort to describe lovesickness in
terms of violent love and vice versa. Richard’s technique of comparing these two concepts grows
out of his knowledge of the two translations of Song of Songs 2:5, and constitutes an awareness that
the proper object of the lovesickness, about which the troubadours sing, is not the distant lady, but
God.
Secular worries: lovesickness Christianized
Richard expresses some ambivalence about the movement from loving a fellow human
being to loving God. He borrows from secular conceptions of loving in order to seize on the
passion and devotion celebrated in the lyric poetry of his day. However, the comparison he makes
between love for God and love for a human must be qualified. Richard’s solution to the limitations
of his comparison is found in the structuring of desire as progressive and stepwise. Richard writes:
These four degrees of love (amoris) exist in one way with regard to godly feelings and
in another with regard to human feelings—two altogether different ways with regard
to spiritual desires and fleshly desires. With spiritual desires the extent to which the
number of the degree is higher is also the extent to which the degree itself is better;
in fleshly desires the extent to which it is higher is the extent to which it is worse. In
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godly feelings the degree that is highest is likewise best. In human feelings the degree
that is highest is itself also worst. Truly, in human emotions the first degree can be
good, but the second without doubt is bad; the third is worse, while the fourth is the
worst.84
Richard’s discomfort with the analogy he himself creates between the love for another human being
and love for the divine need not lead to the assumption that Richard holds a prudish view of human
eroticism. Recall that the highest degree of love constitutes lying prostrate on a bed, unable to move,
and on the brink of death: “Alone he gasps with his breath, and every hour he appears to draw near
to his end…It is as if he were near death and does not at all sense those things that are occurring
around him.”85 Richard holds that erotic love between humans must be controlled, lest it render the
person physically ill to the point of death. He views the extremes of love for another human as
pathological and dangerous, even as he advocates for a chaotic and violent love of God. Why is this
possible?
Richard claims that this lovesickness for God is virtuous by understanding it as an
expression of violent love. By thinking of wounding, binding, languishing, and weakening together,
Richard ties violent love, which itself is rooted both in the Song of Songs and in the passion
narratives, to lovesickness. The effect of this union is that Richard offers the Christian a path to
reflect Christ’s passion by falling in love with God. By cultivating this lovesickness for Christ, the
Christian can be both wounded by love and sick with love; outward signs of love, such as sighing,
pallor, and fever, point to a spiritual wound in the soul of the one who truly loves Christ. By uniting
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violent love with lovesickness, Richard opens the literary and secular conception of lovesickness to
Christian meaning and interpretation, placing it at the center of an individual’s journey to God, and
transforms lovesickness by associating it with the wound and with violence more broadly.
The Ends of Violent Lovesickness: On Humility
In sections III and IV of his treatise, as I have outlined above, Richard develops his initial
descriptions of the four degrees, offering both re-articulations of them as well as extended
descriptions. It is here that Richard offers some evidence for what the telos of the four degrees of
violent love might be. He writes, “In the first degree a betrothal is made, in the second a marriage, in
the third sexual union, and in the fourth childbirth.”86 This is Richard’s first hint that his itinerary’s
goal is not to be identified with a union of wills, which readers of other medieval mystical literature
might assume, and which is often portrayed using sexual imagery. Rather, Richard refers to
productivity through the figure of childbirth. What sort of offspring are to result from this union?
The immediate context of the passage provides little help: “We have conceived, and we have been,
as it were, in labor, and we have given birth to spirit. (1 Cor 6:17)”87 The reader is left to wonder
what sort of spiritual offspring might be the result of congress between the soul and God. The
answer comes late in the treatise, when Richard refers to Christian kenosis, citing Phil 2:5-10, but then
creatively tying it to John 15:13:
“Have this mind in yourselves which also was in Christ Jesus, who, although he was
in the form of God, did not judge equality with God a thing to be grasped, but
emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, made in the likeness of man, and was
found in the condition of a man; he humbled himself, becoming obedient to the
point of death, even to a death on the cross.” (Phil 2:5-10) Everyone who wishes to
touch the highest degree of consummated love ought to conform himself to this
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pattern of the humility of Christ, “for greater love has no man than to lay down his
life for his friends.”(John 15:13)88
In this way, Richard uses John 15:13 to claim that Christ’s self-sacrificial act was the greatest act of
love, and thus to be identified with the highest degree of violent love. His shorthand for the virtue
of humble self-sacrificing love in the explication that follows is “humility.” For Richard, this highest
of virtues is an imitation of Christ’s self-sacrifice as an act of love for one’s neighbor. The great
surprise of his treatise is that its esoteric, rarefied language and allusions to erotic love ultimately
render a person ready to embody that most ordinary and most difficult of Christian virtues: love of
neighbor so great that it outstrips love of self.
As Kraebel points out, this goal of humbling oneself for the sake of others is consistent with
the mixed life of canons regular as described by Caroline Walker Bynum.89 The practical goals of
living in religious community, and in Richard’s case, of educating his fellow canons, may well have
informed his emphasis at the end of the treatise on love of neighbor. One can also construe the
treatise as echoing the Victorine version of the Augustinian Rule, starting as it does with the double
commandment to love God and neighbor.90 The treatise maps a path for the Christian, who follows
the commandment to love God through progressively increasing degrees of violent lovesickness,
and ends with fulfilling the commandment to love one’s fellow humans in the spirit of self88
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sacrificing humility. Thus Richard reveals that the offspring of the betrothal, marriage, and sexual
union outlined in Part III of the treatise takes the form of a spiritual virtue of loving humility.
How did Richard envision that his creative interpretation of the double commandment to
love God and neighbor, as expressed in his treatise on violent love, would be put to use? According
to the words of the treatise, he had in mind his fellow canons, whose spiritual care he supervised as
their prior: “Cling with your mind, brothers; attend to that love you eagerly desire. Hear about it,
and pant for what you strive with such force to attain.”91 This implies that the canons, instead of
needing to be incited to pursue such a love, already feel the pull of this love, but also that Richard
offers his teachings to help them along the way. In this sense, the treatise functions as a practical
guide to loving God. Here Richard links caritas (referenced in the quotation as “illam”) with
vehementer, indicating that charity is not simply vehement, but that charity also is a status or relation
for which Richard’s fellow canons long; in other words, a desire which they vehemently desire. By
paying the right kind of attention to Richard’s treatise, by “cling[ing] with your mind,” by listening,
and by desiring the right kind of love, Richard’s brethren can achieve the affective disposition they
desire to attain, that is, a violent desire for God. If they are successful, they will ultimately be reborn
in the image of the self-emptying, self-sacrificing Christ, and give their lives over into perfect
humility through the transformation that God performs in them as they progress in the four stages
of violent love.
Richard’s practical guide to violent love, then, offered a creative new model that
Christianized the medical and literary conception of lovesickness and modified it for the needs of
Christian theology by transposing it from relations between humans to relations between a human
and God, and by associating and defining it in terms of violent love and specifically of the wound.
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Richard thought of the wound of love as a spiritual affliction suffered by the Christian in imitation
of the physical afflictions Christ suffered in the passion. This spiritual wound was invisible, except
by signs consistent with lovesickness. In this sense, the signa amoris point to a Christian lovesickness
that itself pointed to an invisible wound inflicted by violent love. This signifying chain of symptoms,
lovesickness, and violent love reinforced the commonalities between lovesickness and violent love,
even as Richard in fact harmonized rather disparate conceptions. The conceptual work Richard
accomplishes in theorizing the category of violent love in Christian theology would find echoes in
later authors, whose works would both recall and transform violent love as they wrote about the
concept for their own differing ends. The chapters that follow will trace that history of difference in
the appearance of violent love in the works of Beatrice of Nazareth, Hadewijch, and Angela of
Foligno.
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Chapter 2: Love’s Violent Manners: Beatrice of Nazareth’s Seven Manners of Love
After having analyzed the work of Richard of St Victor, written in twelfth-century Paris, the
next obvious setting in which to trace a genealogy of violent love in Christian theology is the
thirteenth-century Low Countries. Beatrice of Nazareth, the beguine-educated Cistercian nun, depicts
the soul’s progress as a dynamic relation with Minne. Minne is the Middle Dutch word for love, and is
the most frequent way that Beatrice refers to God and more particularly to Christ. Calling Christ
“Minne” is relational; it names the mutual pathway bridging humans and the divine. This naming has a
secondary effect rendered invisible in English translation: it is difficult to distinguish between Minne
as Love, the name for Christ, and Minne as a common noun denoting love, since Middle Dutch
manuscripts do not use capitalization to make this distinction. This lack of clear distinction makes
possible a theologically significant and intentional ambiguity, blurring the boundary between Love and
love to reiterate the identity between the two. Even the title of Beatrice’s only surviving written work
bears witness to this significant ambiguity: The Seven Manners of Love, which refers both to love and to
Minne, the name for Christ.
For Beatrice, the relation between the soul and Minne is characterized by violence. The
violence of this love is a central feature in her treatise, and merits comparison to Richard of St.
Victor’s Four Degrees of Violent Love, which, as argued in the previous chapter, is the first sustained
treatment of this aspect of Christian love in western theology. This chapter will aim to define the
differences between Richard’s conception of violent love and that of Beatrice. In Beatrice’s treatise,
violent love weakens the soul so that Love can take control of it. While works of charity toward the
neighbor do come about as the soul progresses toward union with God, these works are not the telos
of the soul’s journey, as they are in Richard’s text. Beatrice’s text remains focused to the very end on
union with God, both in this world and in the next. I will argue that the violent elements of Beatrice’s
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spiritual itinerary prepare the soul for an affective union in which Minne dominates the soul, though
one continually that slips back into the violent chaos of desire, which provides the engine driving the
soul through each of the seven manners.
Beatrice of Nazareth and Her Treatise
The most significant source for Beatrice’s life is her vita, which claims to be merely a
translation of the now lost spiritual journal Beatrice kept, although recent scholarship has cast doubt
that the hagiographer’s role was indeed so limited.92 Nevertheless, the vita provides basic
biographical information that is reliable enough to cite for an outline of Beatrice’s life. Beatrice was
born in 1200 to a middle-class family in Tienen. She was educated first by her mother Gertrude,
who died in 1207. After her mother’s death, Beatrice was educated by some mulieres religiosae or
beguines in the nearby village of Zoutleeuw; she also took classes in the co-ed school in that same
village. At the age of 10, she entered religious life as an oblate with the Benedictine nuns of
Bloemendaal, who ran a school where her sisters were students. She and her sisters made their
monastic profession in 1216. Two years later, Beatrice’s father, Bartholomew, who along with
Beatrice’s brother had been conversi of Bloemendaal, succeeded in having the house incorporated into
the Cistercian order. At some point soon after her profession, Beatrice spent a year at Rameya near
Nivelles to learn to write liturgical manuscripts.93 She returned to Bloemendaal for a few years until
1221, when she and her family moved to the monastery at Maagdendaal, which her father helped to
found. She and her family moved again in 1236 to Nazareth in Lier, a Cistercian house, which had
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also been founded by her father. It is possible that she wrote her treatise while at Nazareth.94
Beatrice became prioress in 1237, and moved with the community in 1245 to better farmland near
Brecht, where she died on August 29, 1268.95
Like Richard’s Four Degrees of Violent Love, analyzed in the last chapter, Beatrice’s Seven
Manners is a relatively short spiritual treatise, written in the third person, probably as an instructional
text for use in religious settings. Her devotion to the contemplative path as a Cistercian and her
spiritual leadership may well explain the reasons Beatrice set pen to parchment. Given her status as a
Cistercian woman and as a leader of her community, it seems likely that she intended her treatise to
serve as a guide for her Cistercian sisters, though it cannot be ascertained from the text whether she
had a broader audience in mind as well.96 The treatise provides both an opportunity for devotion
and meditation, as well as a guide for the Christian. We have little intratextual evidence to suggest a
more specific purpose of the treatise. However, its very survival, despite the existence of a heavily
edited Latin “translation” within Beatrice’s anonymous vita suggests that some readers found
Beatrice’s words worthy to preserve.97 Perhaps because of the production of the Latin version, the
Dutch treatise is preserved only in three manuscripts.98
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Structure
As Hollywood has noted, Beatrice’s treatise describes manners, and not degrees, despite this
translation by her hagiographer.99 Although Beatrice does signal that the sixth and seventh manners
are more advanced than the others, the ordering of her description of a mystical itinerary is to be
found across these manners, not in their numbering.100 As Amy Hollywood notes, “There is an
implicit hierarchy among the manners, and Beatrice uses the metaphor of ascent, but the dialectic of
presence and absence running through and between the seven manners disrupts any easily identified
pattern.”101 Desire starts the whole process, and in that sense the first manner is preliminary to the
others, or rather, it describes the motivating force that energizes the entire itinerary. The manners
themselves describe alternations between absence and presence, and between union and division,
that characterize a torturous, twisting route. Beatrice sometimes implies that God is the one who
southeast Limburg dialect of Middle Dutch. See Jos Huls, The Minne-Journey, pp. 15-18. J.P.
Gumbert, “De datering van het Haagse handschrift van de Limburgse Sermoenen,” in Miscellanea
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moves the soul from one manner to the next, but at the end of the third manner, Beatrice describes
that movement more openly. She writes, “[The soul] has to remain in this pain until the moment our
Lord comforts it and places it in another manner of Minne and desire and in a still more intimate
knowledge of him.”102 Here she is most explicit in claiming that God’s action is primary in the soul’s
progress, but it is consistent with the language of the rest of the treatise. Although Beatrice does
teach that the soul must work, one doesn’t earn one’s way from manner to manner. Rather, the
engine of desire propels one toward God, who alone grants the soul to progress through the various
manners.
In analyzing the itinerary of the Seven Manners, I will look at several key themes that
sometimes cut across the divisions of the text. The theme of work explores the nature of the soul’s
work on earth in relation to Minne. Violence describes the instances in which Beatrice characterizes
Minne as violent, especially when she does so in ways reminiscent of Richard of St Victor’s text, the
principle subject of the last chapter. The theme of lovesickness appears at a few key points in the
treatise, and will be compared to the treatment of the same theme in a contemporary of Beatrice’s,
Gérard de Liège. The housewife theme concerns a passage in the sixth manner in which Beatrice
creatively applies the image of the housewife to describe the relation between Minne and the soul.
These themes will be bookended by desire, the motivating force and proper beginning of the soul’s
journey, and culmination, which will examine the ends of the journey—both the apex of spiritual
growth possible while on earth, as well as an anticipation of heavenly union.
Desire
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In order to explore the peculiarity of Beatrice’s conception of violent love, one must
understand the driving force that attracts the soul to Minne: desire. Desire is the force that drives the
soul continually toward that perfection which can only be achieved at life’s end:
The good soul desires to spend its whole life in this desire, to work with this desire, to grow and to
climb to greater heights of Minne and to a more intimate knowledge of God, until it reaches that
perfection for which it has been made and to which its Creator calls it.103

But although “the first manner is a desire,”104 desire does not go away after the first manner, but
instead functions as the constant force that drives the soul toward Minne. This desire originates in
Minne and is a desire to serve “Our Lord.”105 But it is also oriented toward Minne. She writes that
the soul is oriented towards acquiring certain attributes “in which it has been created by its Creator,
in His image and likeness.”106 Just a few lines later, Beatrice writes that the soul seeks “to acquire the
intimacy and likeness of Minne.”107 Desire is that which affixes this tight nexus between Minne, “our
Lord,” and the Creator to the soul.
As the treatise continues, Beatrice describes desire becoming so intense that it is painful. She
depicts this desirous suffering in terms of both violence and lovesickness, as will be discussed below.
The soul, tossed about by the storms of Minne as it makes its way through the various manners of
love, is subject to a wide array of affective dispositions, ranging from joy to sadness, and from
exasperation to calm. As the soul negotiates these changes in its torturous relation to Minne, the
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soul itself is transformed. Beatrice describes the subject of this desire as, at first, the good soul.108 At
this point in her journey, desire from Minne must “rule in the heart for a long time before it can
overcome all resistance.” In the first manner, that has not yet been achieved, so one can still speak
of a soul that is separate from, if already cooperating with, Minne. By the sixth manner, however,
she describes a domination of the soul by Minne, which will be discussed below under the theme of
the housewife. At that point, Minne becomes “completely powerful over the self, without any
resistance.”109 Here Beatrice intimates a union of wills, or something very close to it, characterized
by total domination. While this state of union does not remain long, but breaks down into the more
chaotic relation that Beatrice describes at the beginning of the next manner, it is important to
consider the ramifications for desire. The situation has shifted; at first, the good soul desired Minne,
a separate entity. Now the soul, taken over by Minne, adores itself. Here Beatrice envisages a soul
who makes room for God to inhabit it. This image seems to be a distant echo of Paul’s teaching
from Galatians 2:20: “It is no longer I who live, but it is Christ who lives in me,” or the concept of
kenosis from Philippians 2:7: “[Christ Jesus] emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, being born
in human likeness…” Beatrice’s adaptation of this idea, however, situates Minne’s inhabitation of
the soul as a passing step in its journey. For Beatrice, no earthly state of union is immune to the
waves of violent love and desire that continually disrupt any stability or peaceful communion with
God.
Work
Beatrice saturates the first manner with the language of work. In doing so, she shows that
the soul must make an effort to do its part in the cooperative venture toward the perfection of the
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self and its ultimate union with Love and God. From the outset of the treatise, Beatrice intimates
that loving God means expending energy and effort. The soul, she writes, “has to work potently and
with ingenious dexterity, and it has to increase powerfully in this life.”110 And later in the first
manner, she states that the good soul desires “to work, to grow, and to climb to greater heights of
Minne.”111 In what does this work consist? Beatrice specifies:
This soul often scrutinizes what it is and what it should be, what it has and what it lacks. In all
earnestness, with intense desire and with all the ingenious dexterity it can, it exerts itself in an effort to
forestall and avoid everything that could hinder and obstruct it in such work. Its heart never stops and
its will never takes a break from seeking, demanding, learning, taking to heart and taking possession of
112
everything that might help it or enable it to make progress in Minne.

Here Beatrice makes the direct link between self-examination and work on the self, though she does
not specify, for example, what the hindrances to her self-work might be, or what in particular the
heart seeks that might enable it to make progress in Minne. It is however clear that the soul must
examine itself in order to determine what its status is in relation to Minne, and then must work on
itself in order to make progress. Note as well the continued and integral presence of desire as the
motivating force for this movement of the soul toward the divine. The appearance of this
partnership between the soul and Minne varies across the different manners of loving God. Here in
the first manner, Beatrice describes work in general terms as what happens in and after selfexamination in order to remove impediments toward unification with the divine.
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Beatrice, p. 21, Manner 1, ll. 5-7 (English); Beatrice, p. 20, Manner 1, ll. 5-7 (Dutch) “…ende mut
met cragte ende met behendecheide werken, ende vromelike tu nemen in dit wesen.”
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Beatrice, p. 23, Manner 1, ll. 26-28 (English); Beatrice, p. 22, Manner 1, ll. 26-28 (Dutch): “…ende
hir mede te werkene ende te wassene ende te clemmene in mere hoegheit van minnen…”
112
Beatrice, p. 23, Manner 1, ll. 45-50; and p. 25, Manner 1, ll. 51-65 (English). Beatrice, p. 22,
Manner 1, ll. 45-50; and p. 24, Manner 1, ll. 51-65 (Dutch):
Dese sile besuct dec wile wasse es, ende wasse wesen soude, wasse heft, ende wat har gebrect; ende
met al haren eernste ende met groter begerden ende me al dir behendecheit dasse mach, so pint se
hare te huden ende te scuwen al dat har commern ende letten mach te susschedanen werken. Ende
nemmer en cist har herte noch en rast har wille van sukene ende van heiscene ende van leerne, ende
an har te treckene ende te hebbene al dat har helpen ende vorderen mach ter minnen.
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In the third manner, Beatrice elaborates on the idea of service without hope of reward, and
describes work as something done for Minne.113 It is hard to tell exactly what Beatrice means by
work here, though it includes everything done “in service, / in Minne/love114 / and in reverence.”115
Likely she includes acts of contemplation and devotion, and perhaps virtuous acts that grow out of
such activity. Beatrice’s emphasis is on how such work is a service to Minne, rather than to one’s
neighbor. Any work that the soul accomplishes is done out of a desire to love and serve Minne. And
because Minne is ontologically so much greater than the soul, it comes as no surprise that the soul
finds its work impossible to accomplish. As she writes in the third manner, “so much remains
beyond its reach in this work.”116 Human effort turns out to be limited, but Minne stands ready to
make up for these shortcomings.
When Minne works, she brings about transformation, whereas the soul’s work can only
prepare such transformation. For example, Beatrice writes of the violent interactions between the
Minne and the soul as Minne’s fiercely “working” in her.117 The sixth manner mentions Minne’s
work as ordering and managing the soul, just as a good housewife manages her household.118 These
examples, discussed at more length in the sections on violence and on the housewife, demonstrate
how Beatrice conceives of Minne’s work as effective and transformational.
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Beatrice, p. 29, Manner 3, ll. 5-11; ll. 64-68 (English); Beatrice, p. 28, Manner 3, ll. 5-11; ll. 64-68
(Dutch).
114
The ambiguity is quite strong here – Beatrice is including the concept of love in general as well as
Minne, the personified love between the soul and Christ.
115
Beatrice, p. 33, Manner 3, ll. 46-48 (English); Beatrice, p. 32, Manner 3, ll. 46-48 (Dutch): “in
dinste, in minnen ende in eren”
116
Beatrice, p. 33, Manner 3, l. 51 (English); Beatrice, p. 32, Manner 3, l. 51 (Dutch): “so vele onblift
in den werken”
117
Beatrice, p. 45, Manner 5, l. 86 (English); Beatrice, p. 44, Manner 5, l. 86 (Dutch): “…verwudelike
es werkende en hare”
118
Beatrice, p. 51, Manner 6, ll. 40-47, at 47 (English); p. 50, Manner 6, ll. 40-47, at 47 (Dutch):
“werct.”
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Despite the difference between Minne’s transformational work and the soul’s more limited
work of preparation, the concept of self-work persists in her itinerary even in the last manner.
Beatrice describes the seventh manner as requiring much self-work.119 Here Beatrice characterizes
the Godhead as the one who works all things.120 Beatrice reveals that work is at the very essence of
the Godhead; God is a worker, just as Minne works on and with the soul as it advances. It is not
surprising that since she uses the word to describe the very essence of the Godhead, that one should
likewise find it at the center of the human, since in the very first manner, Beatrice employs the
language of “image and likeness.”121 Humans, in other words, bear the image and likeness of God by
working as God works. Although God’s cooperation is necessary to bring about transformation and
spiritual progress, human work matters because it reflects and cooperates with God’s work.
Because Beatrice spends much of the seventh manner describing preparatory movements
she has already detailed in the preceding manners, some references appear to the soul’s work on
itself. Beatrice describes the soul’s efforts to follow Minne as “greater work” and “harder work.”122
Near the end of the seventh manner, Beatrice defines Minne’s work thus: “…for precisely this is the
work of Minne: that the soul desire this most intimate being and pursue this highest being above all
else, where it may live Minne most intimately.”123 Here Beatrice defines Love’s work as the desire for
God combined with the pursuit of God above all others. Both the desire for God as well as the
pursuit of God leave the soul vulnerable—literally, open to being wounded. And this is precisely
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Beatrice, p. 55, Manner 7, ll. 2-9 (English); Beatrice, p. 54, Manner 7, ll. 2-9 (Dutch).
Beatrice, p. 57, Manner 7, l. 23 (English); Beatrice, p. 56, Manner 7, l. 23 (Dutch).
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Beatrice, p. 23, Manner 1, ll. 19-21 (English); Beatrice, p. 22, Manner 1, ll. 19-21 (Dutch): “dar
sein gemact es van haren sceppere na sin bilde ende na sin gelikenisse.” Beatrice, p. 23, Manner 1, ll.
40-41 (English); Beatrice, p. 22, Manner 1, ll. 40-41 (Dutch): “ende wise vercrigen mach die naheit
ende di gelicheit der minnen.”
122
Beatrice, p. 67, Manner 7, ll. 200-201 (English); Beatrice, p. 66, Manner 7, ll. 200-201 (Dutch):
“groter arbeit,” “harden werken.”
123
Beatrice, p. 69, Manner 7, ll. 226-229, (English, translation modified); Beatrice, p. 68, Manner 7, ll.
226-229 (Dutch): “Want dats regt der minnen werc, dasse dat naste wesen begert, ende meest volgt
den hoegsten wesenne darse der minnen nast in mag plegen.”
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what happens to the soul, at the hands of Minne itself. Work—the desire for God and the pursuit of
God—necessitates that the soul endure pain on its journey toward divine union.
Violence
The darker side of love does not appear in the treatise until the third manner. Here, Beatrice
describes the pain of being unable to do enough for Minne. To satisfy Minne, Beatrice believes one
must perform all the good works done by everyone else in the world, and more.124 The soul’s failure
to complete this impossible task creates a separation between the soul and Love. Beatrice writes,
“and it’s quite painful for [the soul] to have to desire what it can’t acquire.”125 She further
characterizes this pain of frustrated desire as a feeling felt by the soul: “For the soul, it seems like it
has died while still living, and while it was dying, as if it felt the pains of hell.”126 This failure and this
separation create an agony as the soul realizes its inadequacy; it lacks the capacity to serve Minne
properly. The only way forward is deliverance from this state to another manner of Love, and this
movement out of the third manner is God’s sovereign act.127
Beatrice’s fourth manner is an alternation between “delight” and “sorrow,” as she describes
it at the beginning,128 but she later specifies a more precise relation between the two. The heart’s
conquering or vanquishing, indeed terms of violence, is accomplished by the degree of its being
loved; it is a culmination of the excessive violence of the love that the soul endures:
124

Beatrice, p. 31, Manner 3, ll. 40-42 (English); p. 30, Manner 3, ll. 40-42 (Dutch): “Want si begert
dasse moge duen allene als vele als alle mensche van ertrike…”
125
Beatrice, p. 33, Manner 3, ll. 70-72 (English); Beatrice, p. 32, Manner 3, ll. 70-72 (Dutch): “ende
es hare ene grote pine, dasse mut begeren dasse vercrigen en can.”
126
Beatrice, p. 33, Manner 3, ll. 76-79 (English); Beatrice, p. 32, Manner 3, ll. 76-79 (Dutch): “Ende
so es hare als ochse al leuende storue, ende al steruende die pine van der hellen gevulde.”
127
Beatrice, p. 35, Manner 3, ll. 86-91 (English): “[The soul] has to remain in this pain until the
moment our Lord comforts it and places it in another way of Minne and desire and in a still more
intimate knowledge of Him.” Beatrice, p. 34, Manner 3, ll. 86-91 (Dutch): “In derre pinen mutes
vliuen tot dis male dasse onse here trost van minnen ende van begerden ende in noch nare kennisse
van heme.”
128
Beatrice, p. 35, Manner 4, ll. 4-5 (English); Beatrice, p. 34, Manner 4, ll. 4-5 (Dutch): “walheit”
and “welicheit.”
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Then the heart is so gently touched by Minne, so desirously drawn, so whole-heartedly clasped by
Minne, so strongly overpowered by Minne,so lovingly embraced by Minne, that it’s wholly and
129
completely vanquished by Minne.

Here Beatrice employs a mix of terms that imply both gentle acts between lovers as well as acts of
violence. It is the degree to which she is confronted by both love and violence that conquers her.
After that conquering comes a fusion between the soul and love: “Then it experiences all its sensory
organs as being in Minne, and its whole will as having become Minne…”130 This combination of
love and violence causes such distress and delight that the body can no longer hold the soul and its
overflowing joy:
…its spirit is wholly and entirely submerged in Minne, its body collapses, its heart melts away, and all
its strength is reduced to nothing. It’s so vanquished by Minne that it can scarcely support itself and it
131
often loses control of its members and all its senses.

The image of an overflowing cup refers not only to Psalm 23, but is also a subtle reference to the
Eucharist and to blood, anticipating the bodily images of bursting veins that come in the fifth
manner. Here Beatrice also draws attention to a shift in power relations, brought about by violent
love, as the soul loses control of the body.
The fifth manner also includes images of both joy and pain, and lengthy passages about
graphic bodily responses to Minne’s tempestuous raging inside the person. She writes that it is “as if
[Minne] were about to break the heart with violence, and draw it out of itself in the practice of
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Beatrice, p. 35, Manner 4, ll. 13-19 (English); Beatrice, p. 34, Manner 4, ll. 13-19 (Dutch):

Ende wert dan therte so morwelike gerenen in minnen, ende so begerlike getrect, so hertelic beuaen in
minnen, so sterkelic bedwongen met minnen, so liflic behelst in minnen, dasse alte male verwonnen
wert metter minnen.

Beatrice, p. 37, Manner 4, ll. 29-31 (English); Beatrice, p. 36, Manner 3, ll. 29-31 (Dutch): “Ende
dan gevultse dat al har sinne sin in der minnen ende al har wille es worden minne…”
131
Beatrice, p. 39, Manner 4, ll. 54-62 (English); Beatrice, p. 38, Manner 4, ll. 54-62 (Dutch):
…so wert har gest alte male versenkende in minnen, har lighame ontsinkende, har herte versmeltende,
al har magt verderuende, ende so sere wertse verwonnen met minnen, dasse kume har seluer can
gedragen ende decwile ongeweldech wert hare lede ende al hare sinne.
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Minne and in the enjoyment of Minne.”132 The ambiguity of the phrase “of Minne / van minnen”
presents an interpretive challenge analogous to a subjective versus objective genitive.133 Does
Beatrice refer to Minne’s practice and Minne’s enjoyment? Or does the Cistercian author describe
the soul’s practicing and enjoying Minne? The ambiguity here may be both inescapable and
theologically significant.134 As in the above discussion of work (werk), the question of agency
appears, and the answer lies in cooperation between the soul and Minne.
Desire can also cause pain in this way of Minne, and here Beatrice offers three different
explanations. Either the experience of Minne herself is the cause of this pain, “without why”, or the
desire itself is so demanding that it causes pain, or there is pain due to a lack of enjoyment in
Minne.135 The first explanation points to the uselessness of reason in a world where affect and
experience reign supreme. The last explanation could be characterized as another way of describing
the pain caused by absence seen in the third way of Minne. The fact that Beatrice offers three
different explanations for this pain, connected by “or,” suggests that one part of her project in
writing this treatise is to gloss the phenomenon of a certain Christian mystical experience, which is
given. It is a rare glimpse at the author struggling to explain the rationale of mystical experience,
rather than reporting its content.
Later in Manner 5, Beatrice again describes the effects of the excessive force of Minne’s
actions in the soul:
And now and then Minne becomes so excessive and so tempestuous in the soul, when she stirs
(berurt) the heart so mightily and so furiously, that the soul thinks that its heart is wounded time and
132

Beatrice, pp. 39 and 41, Manner 5, ll. 9-13 (English); Beatrice, pp. 38 and 40, Manner 5, ll. 9-13
(Dutch): “als ochtse met gewout therte breken sule ende buten har seluer trecken sule, in die
vffeninge van minnen ende in tgebruken van minnen.”
133
Beatrice, p. 41, Manner 5, ll. 12-13 (English): “in the practice of Minne and in the enjoyment of
Minne.” Beatrice, p. 40, Manner 5, ll. 12-13 (Dutch): “in den vffeninge van minnen ende in
tgebruken van minnen.”
134
Many thanks to Amy Hollywood for this observation.
135
Beatrice, p. 43, Manner 5, ll. 47-54 at 49 (English); Beatrice, p. 42, Manner 5, ll. 47-54 at 49
(Dutch): “sonder warumbe”
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time again and that every day the wounds become more aggravated in painful sorrow and new
136
presence.

Minne stirs up the heart mightily and furiously. Beatrice lays the accent in this passage on affect. As
a result of Minne’s stirring up the soul, the person is so moved that the soul feels the heart being
wounded again and again, and the wounds themselves fester with the pain Minne inflicts by her
movements. Beatrice continues:
[The soul] thinks that all its blood vessels are bursting, that its blood surges to a boil, that its bone
marrow melts away, that its bones grow weak, that its breast is burning and that its throat is parched
in such a way that its face and all its members feel the heat from within and experience the madness
137
of Minne.

Here Beatrice describes a body gone completely awry as a result of Minne’s actions. The stirring up
of the heart discussed above erupts outward in physical effects that spring from Minne’s stirring in
the heart with the effect of bursting veins and spilling blood. The bursting blood vessels and their
concomitant profusion of blood recall depictions in medieval art of the crucified Christ, awash with
blood.138 While we cannot know if Beatrice had seen such representations, the reference to the
passion in her mentions of blood is sufficiently clear. Beatrice characterizes Minne’s stirrings in the
heart as a violent overthrow, in which Minne consumes, destroys, and overpowers the soul.
And just as a devouring fire draws everything to itself and takes up everything it can overpower into
itself, so does the soul experience Minne, passionately raging and working within it, sparing nothing
139
and without measure, drawing everything to herself and consuming it.
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Beatrice, p. 43, manner 5, ll. 55-66 (English); Beatrice, p. 42, Manner 5, ll. 55-66 (Dutch): “Ende
ondertiden wert minne so ongemate ende so ouerbrekende in der silen, als si har seluer so cragtelike
ende so verwutlike berurt intherte, dat har dunct dat her herte menechfuldech wert gewont, ende die
wonden dagelics verseert warden in smerteliker weelicheide, ende in nuwer jhegenwordecheide.”
137
Beatrice, p. 43, Manner 5, ll. 67-76 (English, translation slightly modified); Beatrice, p. 42, Manner
5, ll. 67-76 (Dutch): “Ende so dunct hare dat al har adren ontpluken, ende har blut verwelt, har
march verswint, ende har gebiente vercrenct, har borst verbert, ende har kele verdroegt, soe dat har
anschin ende al har lede gevulen der hitden van binnen ende dis orvuts vander minnen.”
138
Amy Hollywood, “Acute Melancholia,” Harvard Theological Review 99, no. 4 (2006): 381–406, at
388. Hollywood interprets the image as depicting the soul as lovesick; I will discuss this aspect of the
image below. For the image Hollywood references, see Jeffrey Hamburger, Nuns as Artists (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1997), Plate One.
139
Beatrice, p. 45, Manner 5, ll. 81-88 (English); Beatrice, p. 44, Manner 5, ll. 81-88 (Dutch): “Ende
geliker wis als een verslindende vier dat al in hem trect ende vertrect dat verweltgen mach, also
gecultse dat die minne verwudelike es werkende in hare sonder sparen ende sonder mate, ende al in
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The result of this devouring fire of Minne is the near-destruction of the soul, which Beatrice
surprisingly describes in terms of the body:
This torments the soul and wounds it intensely, its heart is broken, its very marrow is reduced to
nothing, its soul is fed, its Minne is nourished and its spirit is raised up and made to adhere, for Minne
140
is so high, above and beyond all comprehension.

The images of food and eating are striking here when considered alongside the similar imagery from
the fourth manner discussed above.141 Here Beatrice narrates the contradictory experiences that
Minne brings about. The violent attack on soul and body is answered by the feeding and lifting up of
the soul and spirit. Beatrice explains these contradictory effects of Minne near the end of the fifth
manner: “What most /provokes [the soul] and wounds it / is also what most / heals it and pacifies
it, / and what wounds it most deeply / is what makes it most healthy.”142 Here Beatrice embraces
the paradox of a healing wound, recalling Isaiah 53:5: “by his stripes we are healed.”143 Through this

hare treckende ende terende.” In Conference 9, Cassian describes “fiery prayer” as a wordless form
of prayer in which the supplicant ineffably speaks to God. While Beatrice employs the image of fire
to signify Minne’s activity rather than to characterize a mode of access to God, the similar imagery
between the two thinkers is striking. See Cassian, The Conferences (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1997),
345.
140
Beatrice, p. 45, Manner 5, ll. 89-97 (English); Beatrice, p. 44, Manner 5, ll. 89-97 (Dutch): “Hir
mede wertse sere gequelt ende gequetst ende har hert gecrenct ende al har march verderft, hare sile
gevut, har minne gefustert ende har gest verhangen; want minne es so hoge bouen alle begriplicheit
van hare magt.” The images of food and eating are striking here when considered alongside the
similar imagery from the fourth manner discussed above (Beatrice, p. 37, Manner 4, ll. 38 and 42
(English): “consumed” and “swallowed.” Beatrice, p. 36, Manner 4, ll. 38 and 42 (Dutch): “vertert”
and “verswolgen.”). In the previous instance, Minne was swallowing up the soul, whereas here, the
soul is the one feeding, and the soul’s Minne/minne is being nourished by the torments that Minne
inflicts on the soul. For more on the significance of food in medieval women’s writing, see Carolyn
Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1987).
141
Beatrice, p. 37, Manner 4, ll. 38 and 42 (English) “consumed” and “swallowed”; Beatrice, p. 36,
Manner 4, ll. 38 and 42 (Dutch): “vertert” and “verswolgen.”
142
Beatrice, p. 47, Manner 5, ll. 123-128 (Εnglish); Beatrice, p. 46, Manner 5, ll. 123-128 (Dutch):
“Dat selue dat har meest tert ende quetst, dat selue est dat har meest genst ende sagt, ended at har
dipst sleet die wonde dat geft har meest gesonde.”
143
Mary Frances Wack discusses this in Lovesickness in the Middle Ages, (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1990), 22. See also Origen, The Song of Songs Commentary and Homilies, trans. and
ed. R. P. Lawson (Westminster, Md.: Newman Press, 1957), 199.
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figure, Beatrice recognizes that this painful affective state is necessary and ultimately beneficial for
the soul’s progress towards union.
Beatrice returns to wounding in the seventh manner. As in the fifth manner, she describes
the dynamic nature of Minne in terms of opposites:
Minne pulls it up and holds it down, she gives death and brings to life, she gives health and then
wounds again, she makes it foolish and then prudent again. And in all of this she draws it into a higher
144
state of being.

The wild extremes of health and wounding signify the ways Minne appears to act in contradictory
ways at different moments. This language validates the salutary effect of violent love on the soul,
and but also demonstrates the shift in power that has taken place over the course of the preceding
manners – it is now Minne who is in complete control of the soul. These varying actions
demonstrate that Minne can do what she wishes, and the soul is at her mercy.
The culmination of the soul’s suffering takes place in the seventh manner, when Beatrice
decries the agony of separation from Minne. This torment is so intense that it causes the soul to cry
out with Paul, “I desire to be dissolved and to be with Christ.”145 The limitations of the union
possible in this life are finally too much for the soul, who is willing to die in order to relieve her
suffering and finally be at one with Christ. Two forces are at play here. The first is the soul’s desire
to end its own suffering, like a dying patient, willing to die simply to stave off more pain. The
second is the intensity of the attraction for Christ. These two forces are connected because the
source of the soul’s pain is Minne’s absence, which can be rectified in a heavenly union after death.
The evidence from Beatrice’s treatise demonstrates the persistent depiction of the soul’s
sufferings as violent. She describes Minne as waging battle within the soul and as wounding the
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Beatrice, pp. 57 and 59, Manner 7, ll. 41-49 (English); Beatrice, pp. 56 and 58, Manner 7, ll. 41-49
(Dutch): “Minne trectse bouen ende heltse neder, si geft die doet ende brenct dat leuen, si geft
gesonde ende wont dan weder, si macse dul ende vrutse weder. Aldus trect sise in hoger wesen.”
145
Beatrice, p. 63, Manner 7, ll. 130-133 (English); Beatrice, p. 62, Manner 7, ll. 130-133 (Dutch):
“‘Cupio dissoluj et esse cum χριστο’ Dats: ‘ic begere ontbonden te sinne ende te wesen met kerste.’”
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heart. Beatrice draws these images from Song of Songs 2:5b, “I am wounded by love,” as well as
from literary, liturgical, and perhaps artistic depictions of the passion, too prevalent and diffuse in
the religious culture of her time and place to trace with any specificity. Like Richard, however, she
blends and extends her depiction of Minne’s violence by recourse to lovesickness.
Lovesickness
Beatrice’s treatise uses images of violence to describe the tumultuous facets of the relation
between the soul and Christ, but she blends these images with another set of images prevalent in
writings about lovesickness in medieval literature, medicine, and theology.146 Beatrice alludes to
lovesickness primarily through describing the effects of the tempestuous love Minne foments on the
soul and the body of the Christian. In so doing, she lists physical and spiritual symptoms of
lovesickness. While Beatrice never explicitly names the soul’s predicament as lovesickness, nor does
she ever refer to literary characters or to the phenomenon of courtly love directly, the symptoms of
love she describes would have been readily recognizable to a medieval audience because of the
broad cultural diffusion of ideas about lovesickness available in the 13th century.147 By contrast,
Beatrice’s contemporary, the Cistercian Gérard of Liège, makes explicit his comparison of the
literary tropes of lovesickness with religious ecstatic love.148 Gérard’s treatise, De doctrina cordis,
includes a chapter on ecstatic love, which he traces through Augustine and Pseudo-Dionysius. After
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I discuss twelfth-century lovesickness and its classical roots in chapter one. For more on the
origins of lovesickness, see Mary Frances Wack, Lovesickness in the Middle Ages: The Viaticum and Its
Commentaries, Middle Ages Series (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990).
147
For more on the cultural diffusion of fin’ amors, see Barbara Newman, God and the Goddesses: Vision,
Poetry, and Belief in the Middle Ages, Middle Ages Series (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2003), 139.
148
Nigel Palmer, “The Authorship of De doctrina cordis,” in A Companion to the Doctrine of the Hert: The
Middle English Translation and Its Latin and European Contexts, Exeter Medieval Texts and Studies
(Exeter, UK: University of Exeter Press, 2010), 19-56, at 51-56. Palmer concludes that Gérard of
Liège, a Cistercian, likely composed both the De doctrina cordis as well as the pair of treatises, Septem
remedia and Quinque incitamenta. For more on how the Quinque incitamenta weaves together conventions
of fin’ amors with religious love, see Newman, God and the Goddesses,151-155.
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that description of ecstatic love, Gérard writes, “In another way, ecstatic love is taken to mean a love
alienating the mind, this follows from the fact that ‘extasis’ means alienation; this is clearly the love
that doctors refers to as ereos.”149 He then takes pains to explain that despite this tentative
identification of ecstatic love and amor ereos, amor ereos cannot be subsumed wholesale into Christian
parlance:
However amor ereos is a great desire with much lust and an affliction of the thoughts. Noblepersons are
called ereos who, due to their softness and luxuries, are subject to this sort of passion. Granted that this
love is quite reprehensible, since it seizes and upsets the human mind, which attaches to a creature so
unhappily and which should and could happily attach to its creator by whom and for whom it was
made.
Therefore so that we prove and recognize one love from another, it is noted that there are many signs
150
of ecstatic love, among which we will touch upon seven that seem to attach more to lovers.

Gérard’s qualified identification of amor ereos with ecstatic love is reminiscent of Richard of St
Victor’s comparison of divine and carnal loves in the Four Degrees of Violent Love.151 The critical
149

There is no complete edition of this treatise, but relevant sections for my discussion of the
section called De scissione cordis, interspersed with Hendrix’s commentary, may be found in Guido
Hendrix, Hugo de Sancto Caro’s traktaat De doctrina cordis, Documenta libraria ; 16 (Leuven: Bibliotheek
van de Faculteit Godgeleerdheid, 1995), 413-433, at 417: “Sumitur alio modo amor extaticus pro
amore mentem alienante secundum quod extasis dicit alienationem, qui scilicet amor apud medicos
amor ereos appellatur.” For a discussion of the available edited selections of the treatise, see Palmer,
“The Authorship of De doctrina cordis,” 21-25.
150
Guido Hendrix, Hugo de Sancto Caro’s traktaat De doctrina cordis, Documenta libraria ; 16 (Leuven:
Bibliotheek van de Faculteit Godgeleerdheid, 1995), 417, 419:
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Est autem amor ereos magnum desiderium cum nimia concupiscentia et aafflictione cogitationum.
Ereos dicuntur uiri nobiles qui propter mollitiem et delitias uite subiecti sunt huiusmodi passioni.
Licet autem amor iste ualde sit reprehensibilis, tamen animum humanum ualde reprehendit et
confundit, qui creature tam miserabiliter inheret qui suo creatori a quo et ad quem factus est deberet
et posset tam feliciter inherere.

See chapter 1 for a discussion of this section of Richard’s treatise. Richard of St Victor, “On the
Four Degrees of Violent Love”, in On Love: Victorine Texts in Translation: Exegesis, Theology and
Spirituality from the Abbey of St Victor, ed. Hugh Feiss, OSB (Hyde Park, New York: New City Press
and Turnhout: Brepols, 2012), 261-300, at 282-283. For the Latin text, see Richard de St-Victor,
“Les quatre degrés de la violente charité,” in Ives Epître a Séverin sur la charité Richard de Saint-Victor Les
quatre degrés de la violente charité: Texte critique avec introduction, traduction et notes, ed. and trans. Gervais
Dumeige (Paris: Librairie philosophique J. Vrin, 1955), 89-177, at 145, section 18, ll. 12-20:
Hi quatuor amoris gradus aliter se habent in affectibus divinis, atque aliter se habent in affectibus
humanis, omnino aliter atque aliter se habent in desideriis spiritalibus et in desideriis carnalibus. In
desideriis spiritalibus quanto major tanto et melior; in desideriis carnalibus quanto est major tanto et
pejor. In affectibus divinis ipse qui summus idem et precipuus. In affectibus humanis ille qui summus
ipse est et pessimus. In humanis sane affectibus primus potest esse bonus, secundus absque dubio est
malus, pejor tamen est tertius, quartus autem est pessimus.
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difference for both authors is in the love object. A person may have lustful, obsessive thoughts, so
long as they are about God and not another person. Gérard continues his treatise by revealing seven
signs of ecstatic love, taken verbatim from the commentary of another Gérard, Gérard of Berry, on
Constantine’s Viaticum.152 These medical signs, in Gérard de Liège’s view, when they appear in a
person in love with God, point to ecstatic love. In other words, on the basis of these medical
symptoms, one can be diagnosed with lovesickness for God. These symptoms of amor ereos, which
Gérard of Liège copies from Gérard de Berry’s commentary on the Viaticum,153 include: broken
speech, dry body parts, sunken eye sockets, dry and tearless eyes or a flood of tears, unstable pulse,
depression and obsessive pensiveness regarding the beloved, and an abstraction of the mind that
amounts to insanity.154 The bodily symptoms come from overheated spiritus, while the psychological
symptoms demonstrate that the illness preoccupies and depresses the mind.
Like Gérard de Liège, Beatrice describes the love between the Christian and God as
encompassing the person’s body and soul. The soul’s intense longing to serve Minne erupts in
152

For the identification of the citation from Gérard de Berry’s commentary see Hendrix, Hugo de
Sancto Caro’s traktaat De doctrina cordis, 418. Note that I follow Palmer’s identification of the author of
the De doctrina cordis, as noted above, rather than with Hendrix, who ascribes it to Hugh of St Cher.
For more on Gérard de Berry’s commentary, see Wack, "'Noble' Love: Gerard of Berry's Glosses on
the Viaticum," in Lovesickness in the Middle Ages, 51–73. Wack also includes a table of Latin citations
from Gérard de Berry’s commentary and from the author of De doctrina cordis (whom she identifies as
Hugh of St Cher). See Wack, Lovesickness in the Middle Ages, pp. 279-280, n. 61.
153
Wack, Lovesickness in the Middle Ages, 24. Note that Wack attributes authorship of De doctrina cordis
to Hugh of St Cher rather than Gérard of Liège.
154
Lee Patterson, Negotiating the Past: The Historical Understanding of Medieval Literature (Madison, Wis:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1987), 132. For the original Latin, see Guido Hendrix, Hugo de Sancto
Caro’s traktaat De doctrina cordis, Documenta libraria ; 16 (LeuvenBibliotheek van de Faculteit
Godgeleerdheid, 1995), 419: "Primum signum est quod amorosi multa concipiunt sed pauca
loquntur et etiam proferunt inperfecte"; 420: "Secundum signum amoris extatici est dessiccatio
membrorum"; 420: "Tertium signum amoris extatici est concauitas oculorum"; 422: "Quartum
signum amoris extatici est siccitas oculorum, carentia lacrimarum nisi fletus adueniat ex parte rei
dilecte."425: “Quintum signum amoris extatici est pulsus inordinatus.” 425: “Sextum signum amoris
extatici est profunda cogitatione et sollicitudo uersa ad interior, ita quod talis amorosus gerere
uidetur ymaginem dormientis qui euigilari non potest nisi cum de re amata fit ei intentio.” 427:
“Septimum signum amoris extatici est quod animus tali amori subiectus cum uidet rem rei amate
similem quasi insanire uidetur.”
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spiritual and physical symptoms. In the third manner, Beatrice describes a soul so eager to perfect
itself for Minne that it is willing to do or suffer anything, and yet remains dissatisfied at being unable
to do enough. She describes the torment of being incapable of satisfying Minne:
All this gives [the soul] no rest, and it’s quite painful for it to have to desire what it can’t acquire.
That’s the reason why it has to dwell in the sorrow of its heart and live in dissatisfaction. For the soul,
it seems like it has died while still living, and while it was dying, as if it felt the pains of hell. Its whole
life is a hell, stripped of grace and satisfaction by the excess of the terrifying desire that it can’t satisfy
155
or soothe or appease by itself.

This sense of inner psychic turmoil because of the soul’s desire for Minne is consistent with the
“depressed thoughts” mentioned by Gérard de Liège, as well as obsessive pensiveness about the
beloved, and an abstraction of the mind amounting to insanity.156 If lovesickness is both a somatic
and psychological illness, then the root of its psychological aspect is in unfulfilled desire for the
beloved. Beatrice’s acknowledges that her desires for the beloved are beyond her power to fulfill,
and this causes her inner anguish that recalls the pains of hell. Clearly, this suffering bears the
hallmarks of the psychic aspects of lovesickness.
Beatrice and Gérard also describe a similar sinking movement of the soul that results in an
interior turn and a union of the soul with Minne. In her fourth manner of loving, Beatrice
experiences a sinking of the spirit into Minne:
Then [the soul] experiences all its sensory organs as being in Minne, and its whole will as having
become Minne, and it’s so deeply submerged (versonken) in Minne and swallowed up by Minne that the
soul itself has completely become Minne…
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Beatrice, pp. 33, 35, Manner 3, ll. 69-85 (English); Beatrice, pp. 34, 36, Manner 3, ll. 69-85
(Dutch):
Al dit en geft har engine raste, ende es hare ene grote pine, dasse mut begeren dasse vercrigen en can.
Ende hir ombe mutes bliuen in der welecheit van herten ende wonen in ongenugden. Ende so es hare
als ochse al leuende storue, ende al steruende die pine van der hellen gevulde. Ende al har leuen es
hellegtech ende ongenade ende ongenugde van der welecheit der anxsteliker begerden dir se nit gnuch
en can geduen, noch oec gestillen noch gesaten har seluer.
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Guido Hendrix, Hugo de Sancto Caro’s traktaat De doctrina cordis, Documenta libraria ; 16
(LeuvenBibliotheek van de Faculteit Godgeleerdheid, 1995), 425: “Sextum signum amoris extatici est
profunda cogitatione et sollicitudo uersa ad interior, ita quod talis amorosus gerere uidetur
ymaginem dormientis qui euigilari non potest nisi cum de re amata fit ei intentio.” 427: “Septimum
signum amoris extatici est quod animus tali amori subiectus cum uidet rem rei amate similem quasi
insanire uidetur.”
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Whenever [the soul] experiences itself in that way, in that abundant bliss and that intense fullness of
heart, its spirit is wholly and entirely submerged (versenkede) in Minne, its whole body collapses, its
heart melts away, and all its strength is reduced to nothing. It’s so vanquished by Minne that it can
157
scarcely support itself and it often loses control of its members and all its senses.

Gérard of Liège describes a similar kind of sinking spirit in De doctrina cordis:
The third sign of ecstatic love is hollowness of the eyes. For lovers tend to have concave or deep eyes
since the eyes follow the spirit, receding and then following the estimative faculty. Thus the interior
eyes of the amorous soul, which are the intellect and the affect, are sunk down in the head, that is, in
the heart. For everything that is sought is within, everything that delights is within; it desires nothing
158
outside, it disdains nothing within.

Beatrice and Gérard both describe an excessive love that causes a sinking or descent of the spirit.
For Beatrice, the spirit sinks into the heart, which melts in an ecstasy of love and results in an
overturning of control of the body. For Gérard, ecstatic love turns the spirit inward, and the intellect
and affect move down into the heart, or the estimative faculty. The inward turn of Gérard is
mirrored in Beatrice’s writing, but looks more like a collapse of the hierarchy of the body, whereas
the sense of chaos in Beatrice’s description is lacking in Gérard’s text. Nonetheless, both writers
agree that lovesickness causes a shift in the senses that turns it toward the interior.
While Beatrice’s symptoms do not align in every way with Gérard’s, their major point of
agreement concerning physical symptoms of lovesickness is that such symptoms derive from
excessive heat in the body. In a passage in the fifth manner discussed above in relation to violent
love, Beatrice writes about a burning fever of love:
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Beatrice, pp. 37, 39, Manner 4, ll. 29-34, 51-62 (English); Beatrice, pp. 36, 38, Manner 4, ll. 29-34,
51-62 (Dutch):
Ende dan gecultse dat al har sinne sin in der minnen ende al har wille es worden minne, ende dasse so
dipe es versonken ende verswolgen in minnen, ende seluer al es worden minne…
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Alse aldus gevult hars selfs in die overuludecheit van walheide ende die grote volheit van herten, so
wert har gest alte male versenkede in minnen, har lighame ontsinkende, har herte versmeltende, al har
magt verderuende, ende so sere wertse verwonnen met minnen, dasse kume har seluer van gedragen
ende decwile ongeweldech wert hare lede ende al harre sinne.

Hendrix, Hugo de Sancto Caro’s traktaat De doctrina cordis, 420:
Tertium signum amoris extatici est concauitas oculorum. Consueuerunt enim amorosi habere oculos
concauos seu profundos quia oculi secuntur spiritus sese retrahentes et concurrentes ad locum
estimatiue. Sic oculi interiores anime amorose, qui sunt intellectus et affectus, profundantur in capite,
id est in corde. Totum enim intra est quod querit, totum intra quod diligit, extra nichil cupit, intra
nichil fastidit.
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[The soul] thinks that all its blood vessels are bursting, that its blood surges to a boil, that its bone
marrow melts away, that its bones grow weak, that its breast is burning and that its throat is parched
in such a way that its face and all its members feel the heat from within and experience the madness
159
of Minne.

Though the passage references violence and blood in reference to Christ’s passion, the rest of her
description refers to bodily effects consistent with lovesickness, and in particular, with aspects of
Gérard’s account of the disease. Gérard de Liège writes of love as hot, dry wind that desiccates the
body; this accounts for the symptoms of dry eyes, the absence of tears, and the general drying of the
body he describes. Beatrice’s symptoms reflect a similar view: the boiling blood, burning breast,
parched throat, and inner heat in particular.160 Gérard’s other physical symptoms of lovesickness
diverge from Beatrice’s; Beatrice does not describe any problems with speech, sunken eye sockets,
or an unstable pulse (though she does discuss the veins bursting with blood). While the two authors
do not agree in every detail of their representations of the physical signs of lovesickness, it is
important to bear in mind that their methods and purposes were different. Gérard cites a medical
treatise word for word for his account of the signs of love, while Beatrice weaves in passages
describing the physical effects of divine love, freely including more specific language referring to the
passion and to violent love. Gérard explicitly ties ecstatic religious love to the medical descriptions
he quotes, while Beatrice deftly incorporates descriptions of lovesickness when appropriate to the
manners she outlines.
By comparing aspects of lovesickness in Beatrice’s text to similar moments in De doctrina
cordis, unique features of Beatrice’s treatise come into view. Namely, Beatrice clearly thinks about
lovesickness as contiguous with violent love; both forces describe a soul and body in pain, suffering
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Beatrice, p. 43, Manner 5, ll. 67-76 (English, translation slightly modified); Beatrice, p. 42, Manner
5, ll. 67-76 (Dutch): “Ende so dunct hare dat al har adren ontpluken, ende har blut verwelt, har
march verswint, ende har gebiente vercrenct, har borst verbert, ende har kele verdroegt, soe dat har
anschin ende al har lede gevulen der hitden van binnen ende dis orvuts vander minnen.”
160
For Gérard’s lovesickness symptoms, see Hendrix, Hugo de Sancto Caro’s traktaat De doctrina cordis,
420.
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because of her desire for Minne. Equally clear is that for Beatrice, lovesickness renders the body
insensate and out of control.161 Lovesickness bears witness to the connection between body and
soul; it overwhelms the soul such that the soul no loses control of the body. The fragile control that
the soul has over the body is laid bare, its vulnerability exposed. For Beatrice, this aspect of
lovesickness, more prominent in her writings than in Gérard’s, plays foil to the control that Minne
will exercise over the soul and body in the housewife or dominating union that she describes mainly
in the sixth manner.
Housewife
The most unique feature of Beatrice’s treatise is her description of the union that happens
while the earth-bound soul is still in its tortured relation with Minne. She describes a relation
between the housewife and household that draws from Proverbs 31:10-31, a text which describes an
ideal wife, who actively oversees the running of a household. Beatrice picks up some of the language
of the biblical text, but emphasizes the rulership that the wife’s activities demonstrate, and the power
the wife has to act “according to her will”:
See, then Minne is like a housewife who manages her household well, guides it wisely, orders it
beautifully, protects it providentially, guards it prudently, and works with discernment: she stores up
and produces, does everything, or leaves it undone, according to her will. That’s how it is with this
soul too: it is Minne. Minne rules powerfully in it and can work and rest there, doing and leaving
162
undone, without and within, according to her will.

This analogy compares the relation between Minne and the soul to the relation between a housewife
and her household. The image of the housewife is, in Beatrice’s parlance, an ode to authority. A
sampling of the verbs Beatrice employs, which largely come from the passage in Proverbs, illustrates
161

See, for example, Beatrice, p. 39, Manner 4, ll. 60-62 (English): “…that [the soul] can scarcely
support itself and it often loses control of its members and all its senses.” Beatrice, p. 38, Manner 4,
ll. 60-62 (Dutch): “…dasse kume har seluer can gedragen ende decwile ongeweldech wert hare lede
ende al harre sinne.”
162
Beatrice, pp. 49 and 51, Manner 6, ll. 40-57 (English); Beatrice, pp. 48 and 50, Manner 6, ll. 40-57:
Siet dat esse gelic eenre husfrouwen die has huwessche wale heft berigt ende wislic bescheden ende
scon gordenert ende vorsinlike bescermt ende vrudelike behut ende met onderschede werct: ende dut
in ende werpt vt ende dut ende lat al na haren wille.
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how she imagines the housewife to operate: manages, guides, orders, protects, guards, works, stores
up, produces.163 The shift Beatrice makes is to change the focus of the image from admiring the
woman’s virtue to admiring God as Minne, whose work on the household or soul is to be admired.
Beatrice’s use of the housewife image was unusual for her time. Mechthild of Magdeburg
makes use of the same image twice in The Flowing Light of the Godhead, but both instances are about
pairings; the housewife is a partner, rather than a manager.164 For Mechthild, the housewife is spouse
to a husband (soul to the body, or soul to Godhead), instead of ruling over a household.
The image of the housewife-manager also represents an evolution of Beatrice’s idea of the
soul’s work. The effort of self-examination, reliant as it is on a notion of the self that exerts its own
will, is here surpassed. The will of the soul is immaterial at this stage, while the will of God
completely replaces it. The actor here is no longer the soul, but Minne. What had been an embattled
struggle, a violent confrontation in which the soul is wounded, is transformed into “a peaceful
harmony with our Lord.”165 The transition from conflict to resolution does not entail a quelling of
erotic passion – a cognate of “begerte,” the Middle Dutch term for desire, appears just a few lines
away to name the soul’s state, which she calls “a desirous freedom.”166 And the sixth manner names
the soul not just as housewife, but also as the bride of Christ. Nonetheless, the emphasis here is
decidedly not on desire, but on the complete victory of Minne over the soul.
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Beatrice, p. 51, Manner 7, ll. 42-48 (English); Beatrice, p. 50, Manner 7, ll. 42-48 (Dutch): heft
berigt, bescheden, gorndenert, bescermt, behut, werct, dut, werpt.
164
Amy M. Hollywood, The Soul as Virgin Wife: Mechthild of Magdeburg, Marguerite Porete, and Meister
Eckhart, Studies in Spirituality and Theology ; 1 (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, 1995), 84.
Mechthild of Magdeburg, The Flowing Light of the Godhead, The Classics of Western Spirituality (New
York: Paulist Press, 1998), 277, 281: “Your old age is now the housewife of my Godhead.”… “The
housewife of the body, the soul, said inwardly: ‘You are not truthful.’”
165
Beatrice, p. 49, Manner 6, l. 38 (English); Beatrice, p. 48, Manner 6, l. 38 (Dutch): “ende ene sagte
effenheit tonsen here”
166
Beatrice, p. 49, Manner 6, l. 36 (English); Beatrice, p. 48, Manner 6, l. 36 (Dutch): “ene begerlike
vriheit,” translation my own.
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As a result of the “housewife union” of control and management, Beatrice describes a
feeling or state of the soul marked by the driving out of fear, and the sense that Love truly directs
the actions and rest of the soul.167 This state of the soul, “an angelic life in the flesh,” anticipates
heavenly glory.168 It is important to note, however, that the housewife or dominating union Beatrice
describes is not identical to the heavenly state, not least because it is not a continuous achievement.
The affective path along the seven manners is torturous and winding. The soul is buffeted along its
journey, moving from joy to desire to pain to calm and back again. No single affect is maintained for
any length of time. In particular, the housewife union, characterized by control and tranquility, gives
way in the seventh manner to violent desire. Thus the sense of control achieved when Minne orders
the soul like a housewife gives way to the chaos of love that follows.
Culmination
The final step in Beatrice’s manners is a culmination of all of the suffering and violence it
has endured. Beatrice spends most of the seventh manner describing the soul’s painful struggle, as
she has over the course of all the other manners. She writes, “Her heart is interiorly turbulent and
restless, its soul is surging and melting away with Minne, its spirit is frantically grasped with intense
desire.”169 The heat and movement of the body, soul, and spirit bear evidence of lovesickness
described above, and show that the violence of desire do not fade away into blissful union, but
remain even in the highest stages of the soul’s itinerary. The soul’s intense desire for Minne grows
such that in the seventh manner, this desire turns into a desire for death:
For the soul, it’s an intense pain to have to be so far away and to have to seem so alien. It can’t forget
its exile. Its desire can’t be pacified. Its yearning torments it miserably. And all of this agonizes it and
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Beatrice, pp. 53 and 55, Manner 6, ll. 81-125 (English); Beatrice, pp. 52 and 54, Manner 6, ll. 81125 (Dutch).
168
Beatrice, p. 55, Manner 6, l. 122 (English); Beatrice, p. 54, Manner 6, l. 122 (Dutch): “Dits in den
vlesche een engelic leuen”
169
Beatrice, p. 57, Manner 7, ll. 27-32 (English); Beatrice, p. 56, Manner 7, ll. 27-32 (Dutch): “dat har
herte es douende ende ongehermech van binnen, har sile vloiende ende doyende van minnen, har
gest verwutlic verhangen van starker begerden.”
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tortures it above and beyond measure. That’s why the soul intensely yearns and strongly desires to be
delivered from this exile and dissolved from this body.170

The soul’s desire for its own end marks a limit in its capacity to endure the pain of separation from
Minne. No longer can the soul stand for the agony of earthly existence, but longs for uninhibited
access to Minne in heaven. In the seventh manner, Beatrice intimates that the separation from
Minne does end after death, though desire, interestingly, does not end: “For the soul knows good
and well: there it will be stripped of every impediment and lovingly received by the beloved. There it
will contemplate with desire what is it has so tenderly loved…”171 The emphasis in this final manner
is quite clearly not on this period of rest that comes in the hereafter, which she gives such short
shrift, but instead on the soul’s path to getting there through the pain and suffering of its tortured
relation to Minne.
How might one characterize the union Beatrice describes between the soul and Christ? In
describing the respective roles of affect and intellect in Christian mystical theology, Bernard McGinn
distinguishes between two basic kinds of unio mystica: a union of wills (drawn from the Pauline unitas
spiritus172) and a union of essence or substance (unitas indistinctionis).173 As McGinn is quick to point
out, these terms are at best a point of departure for complex accounts of union, which make use of
figurative poetics, including but not limited to allegory, metaphor, analogy, and antithesis, as well as
various modes of apophasis. McGinn notes that early 13th-cenutry beguines such as Hadewijch,
170
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Beatrice, p. 63, Manner 7, ll. 110-126 (English); Beatrice, p. 62, Manner 7, ll. 110-126 (Dutch):
Ende es hare ne grote pine dasse so verre mut wesen ende so vremde schinen. Hars ellents en magse
nit vergeten, har beherde en mach nit gestalt warden, har verlancnisse quelt se jamerlike, ende hir
mede wertse gepassiet ende getorment bouen mate ende sonder mate. Hirombe esse in groten
verlancnisse ende in starker begerden vt desen ellende verledeget te verdene ende van desen lighame
ontbonden te sinne.

Beatrice, p. 71, Manner 7, ll. 239-243 (English); Beatrice, p. 70, Manner 7, ll. 239-243 (Dutch):
“Want si kint wale, dat wert har al lettenisse af gedaen, ende wert dar liflike van liue ontfaen. Want
dar salse begerlike an sien dasse so morwelike heft gemint…”
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1 Cor 6:17 (NRSV): “But anyone united to the Lord becomes one spirit with him.”
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Bernard McGinn, “Unio Mystica/Mystical Union,” The Cambridge Companion to Christian Mysticism,
eds. Amy Hollywood and Patricia Z. Beckman, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012), pp.
200-210; “Love, Knowledge, and Mystical Union in Western Christianity: Twelfth to Sixteenth
Centuries,” Church History, Vol. 56, No. 1, (Mar., 1987), pp. 7-24, at pp. 8-9 and 14-15.
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Mechthild of Magdeburg, and Marguerite Porete pioneered the language of indistinction.174 Beatrice,
however, does not agree with her beguine contemporaries on this point. In the Seven Manners, the
erotic union between the soul and Christ is the fulfillment of the soul’s desire to be completely
vanquished by Christ. When she compares the way Minne controls the soul to a housewife who
orders her household, the will of the soul becomes one with the will of God. In McGinn’s
terminology, this is closer to unitas spiritus. However, Beatrice depicts an affective relation between
the soul and God that is in near constant motion. Although the housewife-like soul achieves
something like unitas spiritus at a certain point in the sixth manner, it does not last. This union fades
back into violent and chaotic desire as the soul progresses to the seventh manner. Beatrice’s
description of heavenly union after death is too vague to classify with any precision, and the reader
is left wondering if these finer distinctions were not of interest to the author. Instead, the text itself
points to the multiplicity of ways the soul is meant to love God and the dizzying array of emotional
states that this relation brings about.
Conclusion
Beatrice is at her most inventive when she describes the relation between the soul and Minne
as like that between a household and a housewife. What has been a painful, violent, and tumultuous
relationship between the soul and Minne calms into a harmonious efficiency, even if only for a time.
Control and productivity characterize this relation, before it slips back into chaotic desire as the soul
swings back and forth between painful desire and bliss. Beatrice harnesses a feminine symbol to
describe a relation between a feminine God in the person of Minne and a grammatically feminine
soul. In this sense Beatrice offers a starkly feminine view of Christianity, borne perhaps from her
early education with beguines and life as a cloistered Cistercian woman. Hers was a life lived in the
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Bernard McGinn, “Unio Mystica/Mystical Union,” The Cambridge Companion to Christian Mysticism,
eds. Amy Hollywood and Patricia Z. Beckman, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012), p.
205.
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nearly exclusive company of women, so it should come as no surprise that she speaks of a
Christianity in a distinctively feminine key. She presents the image of the housewife as the
culmination of a painful growing process, where the soul suffers from the dual afflictions of
lovesickness and love-wounds that disrupt the distinction between the physical and spiritual realms.
When Love takes over, Beatrice teaches, the will of the individual becomes the will of God, and this
is possible even in this life. The soul’s burning desire is appeased, at least for a time, until that soul,
like Paul, wants to be dissolved and to be with Christ.
Beatrice’s treatise bears certain thematic similarities to Richard of St Victor’s Four Degrees of
Violent Love, the main text under consideration in the previous chapter. Both authors allude to
lovesickness and to the violence of love. Caritas and Minne each wound the soul with their loves,
whether in 12th-century Latin or 13th-century Middle Dutch, with physical and spiritual effects that
overlap with those of lovesickness, the ubiquitous theme of lyric poetry and other forms of secular
literature as well as medical writings.
Despite the similarities these two treatises display with respect to the themes of violent love
and lovesickness, their authors characterize the interactions between these two themes differently. In
the space of a single sentence, Beatrice describes physical symptoms that transition smoothly from
referencing violent love and the passion to medical symptoms consistent with lovesickness.175 This
evidence suggests that Beatrice was not concerned with distinguishing between separate themes, but
instead laid her emphasis upon the emotional and physical suffering that violent love and
lovesickness index. Richard, by contrast, imposes a structural divide between violent love and
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Beatrice, p. 43, manner 5, ll. 67-76: “[The soul] thinks that all its blood vessels are bursting, that
its blood surges to a boil, that its bone marrow melts away, that its bones grow weak, that its breast
is burning and that its throat is parched in such a way that its face and all its members feel the heat
from within and experience the violent impetuosity of Minne.” Beatrice, p. 42, manner 5, ll. 67-76:
“Ende so dunct hare dat al har adren ontpluken, ende har blut verwelt, har march verswint, ende har
gebiente vercrenct, har borst verbert, ende har kele verdroegt, soe dat har anschin ende al har lede
gevulen der hitden van binnen ende dis orvuts vander minnen.”
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lovesickness in his very first articulation of the degrees of violent love: “wounding love,” “binding
love,” “languid love,” and finally, “love that leads to weakness.”176 Richard undermines any strict
fidelity to this division in a few ways: 1. He claims that each of the degrees is violent.177 2. In
characterizing both wounding love and binding love, he likens them to a fever.178 In pivoting
between wounding love or binding love and lovesickness, Richard demonstrates how he can switch
between the registers of wound and illness with ease in order to make his larger point about the
effects of love. 3. Richard’s continuous re-articulations of the four degrees throughout the treatise
perform an apophasis of multiplicity. No single description fully captures the essence of Richard’s
degrees, so he continues to find new ways to depict them. The effect is that the reader cannot put
too much stock in any single articulation of a degree, whether in the language of violent love or of
lovesickness. The way in which Richard first distinguishes between violent love and lovesickness in
his initial division of the degrees of violent love suggests that he thinks they invoke different levels
of suffering; languishing love is two degrees worse than wounding love, for example. The three ways
in which he softens this distinction, however, show that Richard consciously brought together these
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Feiss, 276. Dumeige, p. 129, ll.17-22: “charitate vulnerante,” “charitate ligante,” “charitate
languente,” “charitate deficiente.”
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Feiss, 275-276: “Which of these is not violent?” Dumeige, p. 129, section 4, l. 13: “Quid horum
non violentum?”
178
See chapter one for a discussion of these passages. Concerning wounding love, the first degree,
Richard writes: “These may be for you the sure signs of a wounded soul: the groans and the deep
breaths, a face growing pale and pining… Such is the habit of those who are tossed about with this
type of fever: sometimes they are burned more sharply, while at other times they are revived
somewhat by the opportunity of their occupations.” (Feiss, 276-277, translation slightly modified).
Dumeige, p. 131, section 6, ll. 10-20: “Haec tibi anime vulnerate certa sint signa, gemitus atque
suspiria, vultus pallens atque tabescens…Febricitantium itaque more qui hoc typo vexantur nunc
acrius uruntur, nunc occupationum suarum occasione aliquantulum recreantur.” Concerning the
binding love, the second degree, Richard writes: “And so, just as one who is sick in bed or restrained
by chains cannot get away from the place where he is bound, so too one who is in the grip of this
second degree of violent love cannot cut free from that one, internal, preoccupying concern, no
matter what he does or where he turns.” (Feiss, 278). Dumeige p. 133, section 8, ll. 19-23: “Itaque
sicut ille qui lecto decubat, vel quem catena coercet, ab eo loco quo addicti sunt elongari non
possunt, sic utique qui ab hoc secundo violente caritatis gradu absorptus est, quicquid agat,
quocumque se vertat, ab illa una et intima sollicitudinis sue cura avelli non potest.”
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concepts to explain his four degrees of love. The difference between Beatrice and Richard on these
points is subtle; Beatrice makes no fuss about distinguishing before mixing the two registers while
Richard separates first in order to combine the two.
A clearer break between the two authors concerns the ends to which violent love is directed.
Richard’s violent love builds upon the erotic bond between the soul and Christ in order to turn the
soul outward in works of love for neighbor. In this manner, Richard’s treatise aims to guide the
Christian in carrying out the double command to love God and neighbor in sequential fashion.
Beatrice’s Seven Manners crescendos to a final manner in which the soul painfully yearns for God,
desiring death and an ultimate union between the two in heaven. Beatrice’s erotic relation does not
function as a prerequisite for earthly Christian charity, but an end in itself, consistent with the
contemplative life Beatrice herself led as a cloistered Cistercian. Richard’s middle path between Mary
and Martha fashions a Christian path in the image of his own life at St Victor: a community of
Augustinian canons with a school that formed part of the wider intellectual life of the city of Paris.
Together, Richard and Beatrice form the beginnings of a spiritual tradition in which a form
of Christian love characterized by the love-wound of both Song of Songs and of Christ’s passion
becomes a primary vehicle for contemplative practice. The love they describe incorporates parts of
the medical and literary concept of lovesickness to capture the affective and physical components
they see as intrinsic to taking God or Minne as lover. In the next two chapters, I will examine the
works of Hadewijch to see how both violent love and lovesickness play key parts in the writings of a
beguine contemporary of Beatrice’s, in order to show the spread and evolution of this form of
Christian spirituality.
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Chapter 3: Affect and The Songs of Hadewijch
Like Beatrice of Nazareth’s Seven Manners, discussed in the last chapter, Hadewijch’s Songs
(formerly known as the Poems in Stanzas)179 employ imagery of violent love to describe the
suffering plight of the soul in love with Minne. The highest concentration of violent images in
Hadewijch’s corpus is found in the Songs, which describe an affective, violent struggle between the
soul and Minne. I will specifically address that imagery in order to understand how such language
patterns affect through the performance of Hadewijch’s songs. Violent imagery in the songs is not
limited to Minne, but also describes the roles of Reason, a kind of complement to Minne, and the
strangers, that is, the persons who do not know Minne. Each of these three causes Minne pain, and
each contributes to the painful pedagogy that Minne recommends. After an overview of Hadewijch’s
broader pedagogical program in which the soul must undergo violence in order to advance toward
union with Minne, this chapter will then outline Hadewijch’s three paradigms of violent imagery:
Minne’s absence or abandonment of the soul, Reason’s violent rebuke, and the violence of strangers.
The chapter will conclude by turning back to Beatrice of Nazareth to explore the significance of
Beatrice and Hadewijch’s differing uses of violent imagery.

Scholarly consensus now views these works as songs rather than poems. Louis Peter Grijp
identified five trouvère melodies that correlate to the songs. See Louis Peter Grijp, “De zingende
Hadewijch. Op zoek naar de melodieeën van haar Strofische gedicthen,” in Frank Willaert, Een zoet
akkord. Middeleeuwse lyriek in de Dage Landen (Amserdam: Prometheus, 1992) 72-92, 340-343. For
Hadewijch’s works in English, I will refer to: Hadewijch, The Complete Works, trans. Mother Columba
Hart, O.S.B. (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1980). Note that Hart’s translation was published before
the stanzaic poems were found to be song texts, so Hart refers to them as “Poems in Stanzas.” For
the Middle Dutch text of Hadewijch’s songs, I will refer to Veerle Fraeters and Frank Willaert, eds.,
Hadewijch Liederen (Groningen: Historische Uitgeverij, 2009). For Hadewijch’s other works, I will use
the editions of Jozef van Mierlo, S.J.: Jozef van Mierlo, S.J, ed., Hadewijch: Brieven 2 vols. (Antwerp:
Standaard, 1947); Jozef van Mierlo, S.J, ed., Hadewijch: De Visioenen 2 vols. (Antwerp: Standaard,
1947); Jozef van Mierlo, S.J, ed., Hadewijch: Mengeldichten 2 vols. (Antwerp: Standaard, 1947).
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My intervention in the scholarship on Hadewijch will attempt to build on the work of Amy
Hollywood, Patricia Dailey, and Jessica Boon,180 who have shifted English-language scholarship
away from reducing the complexity of Hadewijch’s writings into what Boon calls “typical female
religious experience, especially through metaphors such as food and the body.”181 Boon refers to the
seminal work of Carolyn Walker Bynum in Holy Feast, Holy Fast.182 Although these themes are
present in Hadewijch’s corpus, they appear only occasionally. Bynum’s selective reading makes
Hadewijch’s works appear much more similar to works by and about other medieval women than
they actually are.183 Bynum relates Hadewijch’s hunger for Christ in the Eucharistic images of the
visions to the broader desire for Minne found in the “Songs.” She locates the rather sparse examples
of imagery of physical eroticism in Hadewijch within the frame of food: tasting, kissing, engulfing
are all rightly conceived as belonging to the realm of the erotic. But what is unique about Hadewijch
is not the use of kissing, eating, embracing, and tasting. That can be found in greater abundance and
180

Amy Hollywood, “Inside Out: Beatrice of Nazareth and Her Hagiographer,” in Gendered Voices:
Medieval Saints and Their Interpreters, ed. Catherine M. Mooney (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1999) 78-98; Patricia Dailey, Promised Bodies: Time, Language, and Corporeality in
Medieval Women’s Mystical Texts (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013); Jessica Boon,
“Trinitarian Love Mysticism; Ruusbroec, Hadewijch, and the Gendered Experience of the Divine,”
Church History 72 (2003): 484-503, at p. 488, n. 19.
181
Jessica Boon, “Trinitarian Love Mysticism; Ruusbroec, Hadewijch, and the Gendered Experience
of the Divine,” Church History 72 (2003): 484-503, at 488, n. 19. Patricia Dailey elaborates that The
Song of Songs themes and the vocabulary common with troubadours and trouvères tend to draw
the attention of these scholars. (Patricia Dailey, Promised Bodies: Time, Language, & Corporeality in
Medieval Women’s Mystical Texts, Gender, Theory, and Religion (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2013), 124.) In this way, some English-language scholarship reduces Hadewijch’s corpus to
these elements, rather than understanding how they function in her theology.
182
Caroline Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women,
New Historicism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 153-160, 263-263. Barbara
Newman, on the other hand, begins the work of contextualizing Hadewijch’s works in relation to
courtliness and its aptness as a vehicle for mystical theology. See Barbara Newman, God and the
Goddesses: Vision, Poetry, and Belief in the Middle Ages, Middle Ages Series (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2003), 169-181.
183
Hollywood has demonstrated important distinctions between texts by women and texts about
women that Bynum has elided in her reading. See Amy Hollywood, “Inside Out: Beatrice of
Nazareth and Her Hagiographer,” in Gendered Voices: Medieval Saints and Their Interpreters, The Middle
Ages Series (Philadelphia: University Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 78-98.
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to greater effect in other authors. The radical turn Hadewijch makes is to eroticize God’s absence;
she assigns it a place of privilege in the erotics of the soul and Minne.
The reason Bynum seizes on the material aspects of female symbolism in the Middle Ages is
to posit that women’s seemingly unfortunate association with the realm of the physical is in fact a
blessing: women, by symbolically representing the body (while men represent the soul), have special
access to Christ through his humanity, and through that dual nature of Christ, to his divinity as well.
Suffering, hunger, and desire, then, take a leading role in women’s spirituality, here exemplified in
Hadewijch’s hunger: “Hunger, then, to Hadewijch, is incorporation with Christ’s suffering humanity,
which is our path to his divinity.”184 What is helpful about Bynum’s thesis, in relation to Hadewijch,
is its insistence on Christological aims through the prism of personified love: Minne. Bernard
McGinn also notes the centrality of Christology to Hadewijch’s theology, pointing especially to
citations from visions 10 and 13, where the goal of Christian life is to treat or “live” Christ both as
God and man.185 McGinn rightly connects these references to the dual nature of Christ to following
the example of Christ in suffering.186 This undercurrent of mimetic suffering is key to interpreting
Minne’s violent devastation of the soul. In order to highlight this distinctive Christology, I will break
from Bynum’s search for distinctively feminine medieval spirituality, and instead approach her works
with reference to other medieval writers who write about the violence of love, to get a clearer picture
of one of the most baffling and most central metaphors with which she works: that of a violent
Minne who causes the soul great suffering.
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Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast, 160.
Hadewijch, Vision 10, p. 288, ll. 59-60; Visioen 10, p. 104, ll. 59-60: “Ende hi seide: sich hier,
bruut ende moeder, du heues mi allene god ende mensche connen leuen.” Vision 13, p. 297, ll. 4344; Vision 13, p. 142, ll. 43-44: “gheuen en mach hine wille sijns selfs god ende mensche pleghen.”
Note the terminological difference here; pleghen in this context means to treat something according
to its nature, although Hart translates it as “to live,” perhaps taking her cue from the passage from
Vision 10.
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Bernard McGinn, The Flowering of Mysticism: Men and Women in the New Mysticism (1200-1350),
Presence of God; Vol. 3. (New York: Crossroad, 1998), 219.
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Much Dutch-language scholarship on Hadewijch, in contrast to English, concerns itself with
Hadewijch as an innovator in Middle Dutch. There are however a handful of Dutch-langauge
scholars who write about Hadewijch in the context of the history of thought: Joris Reynaert, Paul
Mommaers, and Rob Faesen, to name a few.187 For example, Rob Faesen’s monograph focuses on
the theme of desire in her works. Faesen reviews the scholarship on desire in Hadewijch, then looks
for traces of it in the authors Hadewijch may have read, and in her contemporaries, before doing his
own reading of the text. Most importantly, he argues that desire in Hadewijch’s works is not a
temporary stage, but continues on eternally, and that when she describes ghebreken and ghebruken
(pleasure and absence (of pleasure), respectively), they are not chronologically distinct moments, but
two aspects of the same eternal state.188 He also affirms that desire is not grounded in absence, but
since it comes from God’s initiative, it is rather God’s presence that originates desire. While I agree
that the origins of desire lie in Minne’s presence and the soul’s enjoyment of Minne, it is clear from
the songs that Minne’s absence is equally important; desire must burn as brightly whether or not the
soul feels the presence of God. My own contribution will build on Faesen’s work by examining
desire’s relation to the violent imagery Hadewijch employs to describe Minne’s abandonment of the
soul.
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Joris Reynaert, De Beeldspraak van Hadewijch, Studiën En Tekstuitgaven van Ons Geestelijk Erf, d.
21 (Tielt: Lannoo, 1981); Paul Mommaers with Elizabeth Dutton, Hadewijch: Writer, Beguine, Love
Mystic (Leuven: Peeters, 2004); Rob Faesen, Begeerte in het werk van Hadewijch, (Antwerp: Peeters,
2000).
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Rob Faesen, Begeerte in het werk van Hadewijch, (Antwerp: Peeters, 2000), p. 315. Paul Mommaers
also makes much of the relation between ghebreken and ghebruken, though he comes to a similar
conclusion as Faesen; that the two are effects of the same source, which is Minne. See Paul
Mommaers with Elizabeth Dutton, “Mystic Union with God According to Hadewijch,” in Hadewijch:
Writer, Beguine, Love Mystic (Leuven: Peeters, 2004), 96-144. See also the following chapter, where I
explore this relation further.
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Singing the Songs with Hadewijch
To appreciate the full scope of Hadewijch’s pedagogical program, it is necessary to conceive
not only of the content of the songs, but their form as well. One can infer some things from the
mere fact that the poetry was intended to be set to music. Since internal textual references make it
clear that Hadewijch conceives of the text as song lyrics,189 it is clear that Hadewijch intended the
texts to be received through singing and hearing. In singing Hadewijch’s poems, the singer literally
embodies the words, letting them inhabit her, while simultaneously letting her inhabit the affective
space or liturgical role that Hadewijch creates in writing the various points of view in the songs. This
interpenetration of words and affect, guided by elements of pitch and rhythm, suggest particular
affective states by the shape of the melodies and the duration of particular syllables.
The songs represent various points of view: from the relatively naïve lover of Minne, to the
well-seasoned veteran of the battlefield of Minne’s love. Minne herself almost never speaks in the
Songs; the exceptions are in Song 38, when she speaks in the words of Song of Songs 2:16: “I am all
yours, and you are all mine!” and in Song 39, when she says, “This is my sweet friend.”190 Patricia
Dailey presents an especially helpful model for thinking about how readers and singers might have
engaged with Hadewijch’s songs, and in doing so, offers a way to interpret the differing perspectives
residing within these texts. According to Dailey,
The song may be inhabited by whoever sings it, not merely the individual mystic
herself. The song itself may also assume a different interpretive tone (remembrance,
consolation, warning, encouragement) depending on its speaker. Interpreting the ‘I’
189

See discussion below for references to places within the text where Hadewijch writes about
singing the songs of love. Though I discuss the texts primarily to determine how Hadewijch
imagines the relation between affect and singing, these are some of the same passages cited by the
scholars who shifted scholarly consensus from the view that these texts were poems to the view that
they were in fact song lyrics. See Louis Peter Grijp, “De zingende Hadewijch. Op zoek naar de
melodieeën van haar Strofische gedicthen,’ in Frank Willaert, Een zoet akkord. Middeleeuwse lyriek in de
Dage Landen (Amserdam: Prometheus, 1992) 72-92 and 340-343
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Hadewijch, PS 38, p. 239, stanza 6, l. 44; Lied 38, p. 286, stanza 6, l. 44: “Ic al di ende du al mi.”
Hadewijch PS 39, p. 240, stanza 2, l. 17; Lied 39, p. 288, stanza 2, l. 17: “Dit es mijn zuete amijs.”
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of the songs as autobiographical is thus both true and false: true in that any
expression of the “I” is referring to an envisioning of a lived experience that includes
Hadewijch’s, yet false in that this overlooks the pedagogic role inscribed in the
adoption of the “I” in the song and the ways in which, given what we know from her
letters and visions, her way of living and loving is no longer that of becoming Minne
(those who take on a more youthful and courtly demeanor), but that of being Minne.191
Dailey is right about the pedagogic function of the singer’s adoption of the songs’ “I.” It is
important to note that we cannot know with certainty how Hadewijch intended for this text to be
used. However, given Hadewijch’s context in a beguine religious community, we can make certain
assumptions about their community life, namely, that they sang the divine office in some form as
part of a daily practice.
By considering the practice of chanting the divine office, one can shed some light on the
significance of the Hadewijch’s songs and the method of their pedagogy. Chanting the office was a
hallmark of medieval monastic life. When Hildegard of Bingen’s community was chastised for
burying a formerly excommunicated man on the hallowed grounds of their graveyard, the bishop of
Rupertsberg forbad her community from singing, though not saying, the divine office. Hildegard’s
spirited epistolary response offers a clue as to how Hadewijch’s own community, separated by a
certain time and space, may have regarded their own practice of singing. Hildegard writes:
Consider, too, that just as the body of Jesus Christ was born of the purity of the Virgin Mary through
the operation of the Holy Spirit, so, too, the canticle of praise, reflecting celestial harmony, is rooted
in the Church through the Holy Spirit. The body is the vestment of the spirit, which has a living voice,
and so it is proper for the body, in harmony with the soul, to use its voice to sing praises to God.192
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Patricia Dailey, Promised Bodies: Time, Language, & Corporeality in Medieval Women’s Mystical Texts,
Gender, Theory, and Religion (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013), 151.
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The Letters of Hildegard of Bingen, trans. Joseph L. Baird and Radd K. Ehrman (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1994), 1:23, p. 79; Hildegardis Bingensis Epistolarium Pars Prima I-XC, ed. L. Van
Acker, CCCM 91 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1991), Letter 23, p. 64, ll. 126-131: “Pensate itaque quoniam,
sicut corpus Iesu Christi de Spiritu Sancto ex integritate Virginis Marie natum est, sic etiam canticum
laudum secundum celeste harmonium per Spiritum Sanctum in Ecclesia radicatum est. Corpus uero
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Deo laudes decantet.” Margot Fassler cites this dramatic episode to illustrate the significance of
singing to monastic communities. Margot Fassler, “Composer and Dramatist: Melodious Singing
and the Freshness of Remorse,” Voices of the Living Light: Hildegard of Bingen and Her World, ed.
Barbara Newman (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998), 149.
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This is to lay some emphasis on the work that singing does. Singing, figured this way, is not mere
aesthetic window dressing on prayer, but represents a critical fusion of the body and soul by means
of the Holy Spirit. Such harmonization is a function of the music; toneless recitation of the Psalms
does not, as Hildegard argues, perform the same work.
Unfortunately, historical evidence on the musical culture of the early beguine movement is
scarce, and scholars do not know the location of the community Hadewijch led. There is evidence
that some beguine communities sang the divine office; the oldest statutes at the beguinage of St.
Catherine in Mechelen, which date from 1286-1300, indicate that a schola of beguines sang the divine
office when the priest was unable to do so.193 Therefore it is entirely possible that Hadewijch’s
community chanted the office as part of their communal life of prayer. This practice of chanting the
divine office in Christian religious communities of the Middle Ages entails a particular kind of
emotional work, first articulated in Cassian’s Conferences, and perpetuated through its citation in the
Rule of Benedict:
When we have the same disposition in our heart with which each psalm was sung or written down,
then we shall become like its author, grasping its significance beforehand rather than afterward.194

The singer of the Psalms is meant to inhabit the affective character of the psalm, that is, to pray the
psalm with the psalmist. If Hadewijch’s community indeed sang the hours, they would have done so

Walter Simons, “Beguines, Liturgy and Music in the Middle Ages: An Exploration,”
Beghinae in cantu instructae. Musical Patrimony from Flemish Beguinages (Middle Ages – Late 18th C.),
ed. Pieter Mannaerts (Turnhout, Belgium: Brepols, 2009), 15–25, at 21. This article provides
a broad overview of the culture of singing in liturgical and non-liturgical settings in beguine
communities.
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Cassian, The Conferences (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1997), 384; Jean Cassien, Conférences VIIIXVII (Paris: Les Éditions du Cerf, 2009), 10.11.5, p. 174: “…eundem namque recipientes cordis
affectum, quo quisque decantatus vel conscriptus est psalmus, velut auctores eius facti praecedemus
magis intellectum ipsius quam sequemur…” Because Cassian’s Conferences were included in the Rule of
Benedict, their influence on medieval monastic practice, and thereby on medieval spirituality more
broadly, was significant. See Anne L. Clark, “Medieval Latin Spirituality: Seeking Divine Presence,”
in The Oxford Handbook of Medieval Latin Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012) 465-484,
at 468-469.
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as a spiritual practice, attempting to accomplish just the sort of effect that Cassian describes. This
practice would have provided a template for how the women approached Hadewijch’s Songs.
Having had experience at using their bodies and their imaginations to identify with the psalmist’s
affect, Hadewijch’s fellow beguines would have been accustomed to what I will call affective
pedagogy.195
Hadewijch intended these songs to induce an affective state in the singer and listener as part
of an affective pedagogy. Such a pedagogy moves the singer to identify with the affective state
exhibited by the “I” of the song texts in order to achieve union with the divine. This pedagogy
surely encompassed intellectual components as well; one was not meant only to absorb, reflect, or
experience the emotional aspects of the songs, but to engage in prayerful meditation upon the text
as well. By undergoing the affective state that the songs describe, a person can attain an emotional
and experiential knowledge. Hadewijch is not at her most didactic in the songs; her letters present
the most obvious teaching in her corpus. However, the path she lays out for the soul is often an
affective one, and the aim of the poetry is to invite the singer into the song’s emotional spaces
through inhabitation of the various perspectives of the text. Hadewijch’s Songs contain some
indications within the texts themselves as to how and to what end they were to be sung. For
example, Hadewijch writes:
In the days left me, it were plainly best
I hush the songs of true love
With which I was accustomed to be joyful
In singing or reciting in the past,
When her rich teaching
Gave me indubitable joy,
Whereas I now suffer pain
And heartache:
I wither like an old man and waste away.196
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Dailey, Promised Bodies, pp. 148-150, at p. 150, citing Margot Fassler’s work on Hildegard of
Bingen. See also Margot Fassler, “Hildegard and the Dawn Song of Lauds,” in Psalms in Community;
Jewish and Christian Textual, Liturgical, and Artistic Traditions, eds. Harold Attridge and Margot Fassler,
(Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003), 222; and “Composer and Dramatist,” 153 et passim.
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Hadewijch, PS 2, p. 132, stanza 7, ll. 55-63; Lied 2, p. 76, stanza 7, ll. 55-63:
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Here Hadewijch indicates that singing songs about Minne intensifies or perhaps even creates
affective states of either joy or sorrow, correlating with the presence of absence of Minne and her
favors. She expresses a similar sentiment in Song 22: “What use is it for me to sing of Love, / And
newly prolong for myself my torment?”197 Despite the narrator’s expression of the apparent futility
of singing songs about Minne, Hadewijch does offer a defense of such singing in Song 19, in which
she remarks that singing did not benefit her personally, “Yet the minds of old and young / Are
enlightened by a song of Love.”198 In other words, the point of such singing is not that the person
who already has the desired melancholic affect be somehow changed or healed, but that all persons,
young and old, who might sing or perhaps hear such a song, would achieve enlightenment through
identifying with the affect on display, and would thus be transformed.
In this manner, the music of the songs aids in transporting the singer further into the text’s
affective spaces, rendering the pedagogical program more lasting and effective in transforming the
self.199
Pedagogy of the Soul: From Melancholia to Equanimity

Ic mach wel van der minnen fine
voert swighen mine daghe meer,
daer ic blide plach te sine
in singhene, in sprekene wilen eer,
doe mi hare rike gheleer
dede blijsscap in scine,
daer ic nu doghe pine
ende van herten seer.
Dies oudic ende dwine.
197

Hadewijch, PS 22, p. 188, stanza 10, ll. 64-65; Lied 22, p. 188, stanza 10, ll. 64-65: “Wat hulpet mi
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between the English and Dutch here; the Dutch Liederen edition is based on an earlier manuscript
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See Kris Trujillo’s forthcoming dissertation, University of California at Berkeley. While such
affective effects are less immediate for a listener, the melodies and rhythm of the song, the sheer
slowing down of the enunciation of syllables induced by chanting or singing, must surely have
stylized the reception of the text for the listeners.
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Hadewjich uses the first person in her songs to inculcate a melancholic or lovesick affect in
the singers. She generally reserves first-person, present-tense writing for highly emotional passages
in which she decries the absence of God. The immediacy of these passages transfers to the singer in
the performance of these songs. Through the act of singing, the singer inculcates in herself the
various affects mentioned in the song lyrics. Thus the practice of singing the songs serves as a
devotional practice aimed at affective transformation.
Lovesickness is, as discussed in chapter 1, a species of melancholia, and has at its root a
sense of loss and accompanying hopelessness. Freud’s observation of the proximity of melancholia
to mourning is salient here, though the substance of his distinction is not.200 The melancholic
overvalues the love object, finds herself worthless in comparison to the love object, and acutely
suffers from its absence.201 For example, in Song 35, the first-person narrator cries out,
“Whereabouts is Love? I find her nowhere./ Love has denied me all love.”202 In another song, she
compares her plight to the birds and flowers, who can look forward to the end of their troubles with
the approach of spring weather, “While I must suffer bitter adversity.”203 The comparison
Hadewijch makes between the description of the natural world at the outset of her poem with the
emotional state of the first-person singer is an example of locus amoenus, or what Dutch and German
scholars call Natureingang, with which Hadewijch begins nearly all her songs, in which she marks
herself as an inheritor and propagator of what was “the most prestigious vernacular lyric genre
available in her time, the only genre that in her eyes and in the eyes of her public was worthy to
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interpret the ideal of mystical love.”204 In that sense, Natureingang, which Hadewijch used more
extensively than any of her contemporaries, served as a genre marker of a prestigious art form
dedicated to love. In this instance of Natureingang, the feeling she illustrates is consistent with the
melancholy, and in particular, suffering from desire that comes from an overvaluation of the loveobject. Such passages saturate the songs, helping the singer to identify with the melancholic affect of
the songs’ first-person narrator.
These passages of first-person lament stand out against memories of earlier pleasurable
experiences of Minne. In a typical example of this nostalgia for past joys, Hadewijch writes:
In the beginning Love always contents us.
When Love first spoke to me of love,
O how with all that I was I greeted all that she is!
But then she made me resemble the hazelnut trees
That bloom early in the dark season,
And for whose fruit one must wait a long time.205

Though often narrated at some level of remove such as past or future tense, or in a conditional
clause, these joyful encounters provide a necessary foil for the melancholic I. The contrast between
past, future, or conditional joy and present, first-person suffering, is an affective state and a temporal
orientation that is meant to be inhabited by the singer of Hadewijch’s “Songs.” This melancholy
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Veerle Fraeters and Frank Willaert, introduction to Hadewijch liederen (Groningen: Historische
Uitgeverij, 2009), 42-43, at 42: “het meest prestigieuze volkstalige lyrische genre dat in haar tijd
voorhanden was, het enige dat in haar ogen en dat van haar publiek waardig moet zijn geweest om
het mystieke minne-ideaal te vertolken.”
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Hadewijch, PS 17, p. 174, stanza 9, ll. 49-54; Lied 16, stanza 9, ll. 49-54 (note different
numbering, as noted above):
Die minne es in allen beginner ghenoech.
Doe mi minne eerst minne gewoech,
ay, hoe ic met al hare al beloech!
Doe dede si mi hazelen slachten,
die in deemsteren tide boyen vroech
ende men langhe hare vrochte moet wachten.

See also Hadewijch, PS 16, pp. 169-170, stanzas 5 and 6, ll. 41-60; PS 19, p. 177, stanzas 3-4, ll. 1923; and PS 30, p. 214, stanza 8, ll. 43-48. For the Dutch, see Lied 15, p. 146, stanzas 5 and 6, ll. 4160; Lied 18, p. 160, stanzas 3-4, ll. 19-23; and Lied 30, p. 240, stanza 8, ll. 43-48.
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finds an echo in Mommaers’ analysis of Hadewijch’s corpus, in which he discusses the binary of
ghebruken and ghebreken.206 The terms occur together in a passage from Letter 29:
With his unity in love I have felt constantly, since then, the experience of being lost in the pleasure of
Love (verlorenheit van ghebrukene), or the suffering of being deprived of this pleasure (passion van
ghebrekenne Dies ghebrukens), and the ways of veritable Love in all things, and its mode of operation in
God and in all men.207

Ghebruken means pleasure, and refers to pleasure that the soul feels, basking in Minne’s presence.
Ghebreken is much trickier to translate; it encompasses failure, but also means “to fall short,” “to
miss,” or “to lack.”208 In the passage above, Hadewijch uses parallel construction to contrast the
pleasurable loss of self in the ghebruken with the lack of ghebruken, which she describes using a
genitive construction (ghebrekene dies ghebrukens). It is instructive that of all the ways to negate
ghebreken, she chooses a form of negation that features lack or absence, and that she speaks of
suffering (passien, from the Latin patior, pati, passus sum; to suffer) this absence. Here, I wish to
emphasize the larger pattern of contemplating joyful past experiences of Minne with Minne’s
present abandonment of the soul to illustrate how Hadewijch incites a lovesickness in the singers of
her songs. The terms ghebruken and ghebreken help us map how this presence and absence of pleasure
is the affective response to the presence and absence of Minne. This connection between Minne’s
presence or absence and ghebruken or ghebreken is suggested by the juxtaposition of these terms in
Song 34:
For I do not know this in its essence,
How lover embraces lover
And they give each other pleasure (ghebruken)
…
That I was ever for a moment away from (ghebrac) Minne,
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Paul Mommaers with Elizabeth Dutton, Hadewijch: Writer, Beguine, Love Mystic (Leuven: Peeters,
2004), 96-144.
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Hadewijch, Letter 29, p. 115, ll. 79-84 (Translation slightly modified); Brief 29, p. 245, ll. 79-84:
“Met siere enicheit van Minnen gheuoelde ic oyt sider verlorenheit van ghebrukene in Minnen ende
passien van ghebrekenne Dies ghebrukens, Ende gherechter Minnen weghe in allen Ende hare seden
in gode Ende in allen menschen”. Mommaers, Hadewijch, 110.
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Mommaers, Hadewijch, 110.
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Distresses me greatly. That is no surprise.209

Hadewijch contrasts the ghebruken of being with Minne with ghebreken: to be lacking, here, to be away
from Minne. Ghebruken, then, provides the memory of joy and the possibility of its return. This
memory of pleasure inspires the desire or begeerte that propels the soul toward Minne, even when the
soul suffers the lack or absence of that pleasure (ghebreken).
After having experienced these two extremes of emotion in joy or pleasure and in suffering,
the soul demonstrates a measure of spiritual maturity by looking back on its suffering as productive
and even a source of joy. In Song 3, Hadewijch’s narrator describes being in love with Minne using
violent imagery (“That [Minne] to me did such violence,” “For my shield has warded off so many
stabs/ There’s no room left on it for a new gash”) and complains of her suffering, but deftly
changes tack, analyzes the meaning of her own suffering:
Whoever could understand all this [violence of Minne] as good
Would possess the ability I lack:
In losses, defamations, oppression,
To suffer all without bitterness, for Love;
And to be pleased at any price
And say: “This is my best success!”—
Like one for whom this is the highest wisdom.
He who behaved thus would be named wise;
I lack wisdom, and this is my grief.210
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Hadewijch, PS 34, pp. 225-226, stanzas 7-8, ll. 52-54; 57-58, translation modified; Lied 34, p. 260,
stanzas 7-8, ll. 52-54; 57-58:
Want ict met wesene niet en weet
hoe lief daer lief al ommeveet
ende ghebruken een gheven.
…
Dat ic der minnen ye ure ghebrac,
Berouwet mi sere. Dan nes wonder niet.
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Hadewijch, PS 3, p. 135, stanza 4, ll. 28-36; Lied 3, p. 82, stanza 4, ll. 28-36:

Die dit al mochte verstaen in geode,
hi hadde dat mi es onghereet:
in scaden, in scanden, in wedermoede
omme minne al doghen sonder wreet,
ende om alle cost alsoe ghemeet
alse: ‘Dit sijn mine beste spoede’,
alse een die niet bat en weet.
Die dus dade, hi hete die vroede.
Ic en bens niet, dats mi leet.
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Hadewijch’s poetic narrator makes it clear that she lacks a certain kind of wisdom, which would reinterpret her suffering violence at the hands of Minne as pleasurable. Hadewijch uses the same turn
of phrase, “best success” (beste spoede) to describe this same transformation of perspective that the
“I” of the song seeks:
If anyone is inwardly shot by Love’s arrow,
He is so high-minded
That what he has suffered in adversity
He regards as the best success.211

Here Hadewijch reveals that the key to such a re-evaluation of one’s suffering at the hands of Minne
lies in the experience of that very love; it is being shot by Minne’s arrow, in other words, the very
experience of divine love, that brings about this knowledge or learning. This affective pedagogy is
comprised of knowledge, brought about by the experience of suffering, of the meaning of that very
suffering. A few other passages found in songs 14, 16, and 43212 confirm that spiritual maturity for
Hadewijch consists in understanding the suffering of Minne’s tortures as ultimately the same as the
joy of pleasure. Both affective states bind us joyfully and painfully to a Christ who suffered and who
is raised in glory.
The spiritually mature soul knows that suffering and joy each bind the soul to Minne and
thereby to Christ. In particular, this knowledge transforms the soul’s experience of Minne’s
abandonment. While the affective experience remains a painful suffering, the soul understands that
suffering as a reason for rejoicing, because it guarantees proximity to a suffering Christ.
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Hadewijch, PS 13, p. 162, tornada, ll. 65-68; Lied 12, p. 130, reprise, ll. 65-68:

Wien minne ye van binnen scoet,
hi es van soe fieren moede,
wat hi ghedoghet in wederstoet,
hets hem ten besten spoede.
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Hadewijch, PS 14, pp. 162-163, stanza 3, ll. 13-18; PS 16, p. 170, stanza 7, ll. 61-70; and PS 43, pp.
250-251, stanza 2, ll. 8-14. For the Dutch, see Lied 13, p. 132, stanza 3, ll. 13-18; Lied 15, p. 148,
stanza 7, ll. 61-70; Lied 43, p. 308, stanza 2, ll. 8-14.
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The School of Love
Hadewijch thinks about the process of reaching spiritual maturity in pedagogical terms. Such
maturity, as we have seen, is comprised of making sense of the painful suffering that Minne causes
the soul to endure. The metaphor Hadewijch uses to describe that process of learning is that of a
school of love. After examining Hadewijch’s own references to the school of love, I will return to
the image’s history, especially as it appears in William of St Thierry. Although several of Hadewijch’s
songs mention the school, Songs 14 and 28 provide the most sustained treatments. The soul learns
how to re-make its own understanding of the suffering it feels because of love’s absence. It is a
violent, painful process that defies conventional reason, but has the virtue of making sense of that
violence, thereby transforming the soul itself to prepare it for ultimate union with Christ.
Among the six songs and single poem213 in which Hadewijch mentions the school of Love,
Song 14 includes her most sustained treatment of the subject. The first half of the song describes the
pain of the soul because of Minne’s absence, and is thick with images of violence; it does not yet
introduce the idea of the school. The song begins by describing the fair weather as a time of great
sadness for the soul who loves Minne, whose “heart noble Love has wounded.”214 Hadewijch plainly
asserts that the pain and violence that the soul experiences is due to Love’s absence: “How can the
soul keep on—… When it does not have its Beloved? / As Love’s arrows strike it, / It shudders
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The songs are PS 2, pp. 132-133, stanza 8; PS 6, p. 143, stanza 5, ll. 54-55; PS 11, p. 155, stanza 4;
PS 14, pp. 162-165, in its entirety; PS 16, p. 171, stanza 10, ll. 97-100; and PS 28, pp. 206-207,
stanzas 5 and 6. For the Dutch, see Lied 2, p. 76, stanza 8; Lied 6, p. 96, stanza 5, ll. 54-55; Lied 10,
p. 118, stanza 4; Lied 13, pp. 132-136, in its entirety; Lied 15, p. 150, stanza 10, ll. 97-100; and Lied
28, p. 224, stanzas 5 and 6.
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Hadewijch, PS 14, p. 162, stanza 1, l. 6; Lied 13, p. 132, stanza 1, ll. 5-6 (note the different song
numbers, as noted above): “soe hevet de herte meest sware die edele minne hevet ghewont.”
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that it lives.”215 The promise of eventual union, frustrated by the agony of Minne’s absence, is fueled
by the unending desire that causes the soul to strive after Minne.
In the second half of the song, Hadewijch introduces the idea of a school of love. The way
of Minne, to surrender oneself to Love in order to conquer her, is unknown to most people, who
therefore require an education in Love’s school.216 Thus, the school is concerned with imparting
knowledge about the mysteries of Minne. At this school, the highest lesson one can learn is how to
content Minne:217 namely, by the practice of virtues, rather than simply wishing “to enjoy the
Beloved here on earth.”218 In other words, Minne’s student cannot be content with mere
consolations, but must strive to please Minne through the practice of the virtues. If one does so, one
will be “enlightened by clear reason,” and placed in Love’s school.219
Hadewijch’s school is characterized by violence, not unlike the brutal school Augustine
alludes to in Confessions.220 Hadewijch writes that these virtuous souls “shall be masters / And receive
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Hadewijch, PS 14, p. 162, stanza 2, ll. 7 and 11-12; Lied 13, p. 132, stanza 2, ll. 7 and 11-12: “Hoe
mach die edele sin gheduren /…ende dan sijn life niet en hevet. / Alsene der minne strale rueren, /
soe gurwelt hem dat hi levet.”
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Augustine, Confessions, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2014), book
1, ch. 9, section 14, pp. 26-27: “…and when I was a small child, I begged you with utter sincerity not
to let me be beaten at school. Then, when you did not grant my request, which was to prevent my
foolishness, my elders and even my own parents (who had no desire to see any harm befall me)
laughed at the marks of my beatings. But to me they were a grim and weighty evil.” “…rogabam te
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Love’s highest gifts, / Which wound beyond cure.”221 To be a master at Minne’s school means to be
blessed with wounds of Minne, in other words, with desire for Minne,222 which is the highest form
of union possible on earth. No spiritual consolation, no ecstasy, can approach this closeness to the
suffering Christ who is love (Minne) incarnate. We know the school’s pedagogical method is
wounding, and the teachers here are Love and her masters. But as for the nature of the curriculum,
Hadewijch offers only this hint:
At all times when the arrow strikes,
It increases the wound and brings torment.
All who love know well
That these must ever be one:
Sweetness or pain, or both together,
Tempestuous before the countenance of Love.223

Thus, the curriculum, the lesson to be learned, is that the pain Minne inflicts by her absence, and
suffering caused by Minne more generally, must be considered sweet. Suffering, rather than sweet
consolations, is the fruit of engaging with Minne, and Minne’s education will result in wounds of
desire.
What precisely is the agency of this suffering? Hadewijch leaves some hints in Song 14:
But they who wish to enjoy the Beloved here on earth,
221

Hadewijch, PS 14, p. 164, stanza 11, ll. 64-66.

In those whom Love thus blesses with her wounds,
And to whom she shows the vastness knowable in her,
Longing keeps the wounds open and undressed,
Because Love stormily inflames them;
If these souls shudder at remaining unhealed,
That fails to surprise us. (PS 14, pp. 164-165, stanza 12, ll. 67-72)
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Die minne dus ghicht met haren wonden
ende toent die wijtheit hare conden,
die niet houtse open ende onghebonden,
daerse minne met storme doresiet.
Al gruwelt hen dan den onghesonden,
Dat en darf ons wonderen niet. (Lied 13, p. 136, stanza 12, ll. 67-72)
223

Hadewijch, PS 14, pp. 162-163, stanza 3, ll. 13-18; Lied 13, p. 132, stanza 3, ll. 13-18:

In allen tide alse ruert die strale
meeret hi die wonde ende bringhet quale.
Alle die minnen, kinnent wale
dat emmer deen moet sijn:
suetecheit ochte smerte ochte beide te male,
in dreft vore minnen aenscijn.
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And dance with feelings of delight,
And dwell in this with pleasure,
I say to them in advance:
They must adorn themselves with virtues,
Or the course of study is a loss to them.
But those who arrange their lives with truth in Love
And are then enlightened by clear Reason,
Love will place in her school:
They shall be masters
And receive Love’s highest gifts,
Which wound beyond cure.224

Rather than rushing toward feelings of delight in the Beloved, those who wish to be masters in
Love’s school must “adorn themselves with virtues” and “arrange their lives with truth in Love.”225
Only then will they receive enlightenment from reason, to be made masters at the school of Minne.
Here Hadewijch describes a cooperation between the aspiring student of Love, who must practice
virtue and pay attention to how they live their lives, and the allegorical figures of Reason and Love,
who conspire here as fellow teachers. Reason and Love here stand as allegorical representations that
are grounded in God; it is divine Reason and divine Love that instruct the soul as it learns to accept
and reinterpret the suffering it experiences as pleasurable. This cooperation between student and
teachers also represents a shared project between God and the soul, who each play a part in
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Hadewijch, PS 14, p. 164, stanzas 10 and 11, ll. 55-66; Lied 13, p. 136, stanzas 10 and 11, ll. 55-66:

Maer die hier met lieve willen juweren
ende met ghevoelne dan balleren
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ende met claerre redenen dan verlichten,
daer sal de minne hare scole in stichten.
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See the preceding footnote for references the Dutch text.
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advancing the student’s wisdom until she can accept the “sweetness or pain, or both together” of
being in love with Love.226
Hadewijch returns to the image of the school of love in Song 28, where we learn that to love
Minne is like being at a school where the teacher is mad. Here Hadewijch describes the state of the
soul who, against all reason, follows Minne’s path of suffering; such a soul “[m]ust seek [Minne]
gladly, / No matter where, / And dare the worst death / If Love destines him for it.”227 This
madness brought about by Minne is what Hadewijch calls orewoet. Joris Reynaert notes that the
word’s etymology is unclear, but that woet means rage or fury, and ore- refers either to the primal or
stormy nature of the rage. In Hadewijch’s writings, orewoet refers to a wild raving force stirred up by
desire.
Orewoet, Hadewijch writes, is the best fief, that is to say, something of significant and lasting
value;228 it is the best reward to which a soul could and should aspire.229 Although orewoet causes a
person to appear mad, Hadewijch ascribes great value to it because it is only when desire for Minne
reaches this fever-pitch that Minne and the soul can truly unite. Orewoet is a divine force that
operates between God and the soul, and is transformational. She writes that orewoet “makes the
stranger a kinsman” and “the sick it brings to health.”230 And more ominously, it “makes bitter what
was sweet” and “makes the sturdy man a cripple.”231 These stark reversals recall the force of the
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kingdom sayings of Jesus from the synoptic gospels, where the kingdom of God or of heaven is
characterized by an apocalyptic reversal of the order of the day. This language of reversals echoes
that idea and also suggests that Hadewijch does not understand orewoet or Minne for that matter to
be a matter of individual mystical experience, but instead a theological framework for understanding
the position of the Christian before God.
Hadewijch goes on to reveal that orewoet is likewise a teacher: orewoet “teaches him everything
/ That can be learned / In high Love’s school.”232 Indeed, orewoet “causes delirium / In a person
formerly of good understanding.”233 Hadewjich clearly asserts that Reason has limitations, despite its
usefulness especially in the early stages of spiritual development.234 The way orewoet pushes a person
past reason and understanding is consistent with medieval accounts of lovesickness, particularly
since Hadewijch depicts orewoet as arising from the force of love and desire.235
Orewoet is not only a sign of lovesickness, it is also indicative of how Hadewijch views the
balance between intellect and affect in the soul’s journey to God. In the above citations concerning
orewoet, Hadewijch subjugates reason to the superior force of raving desire, which upends worldly
logic in favor of a self-sacrificing and single-minded devotion to Christ. This powerful and
incomprehensible force of orewoet is the same force that causes the soul to be misunderstood and
scorned; it is a raving mad desire for Minne that serves to unite the soul to her. Columba Hart
232
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translates orewoet as the “madness of love,” and points to an equivalence between Hadewijch’s orewoet
and William of St Thierry’s insania amoris.236 For William, this insania is modeled after Paul, who is out
of his mind for God,237 and who would be anathema from Christ for his brothers.238 William
describes this insania as a degree of being affected, that is, having one’s mens (the superior part of the
soul) moved so much that one is pushed over the edge of sanity. Richard of St Victor likewise
describes his fourth and highest degree of violent love as the transformation of love into insanity.239
This accords well with Hadewijch’s orewoet, which is likewise centered in affect.240
If we read Song 28 together with Song 14, then, this mad desire is the instructor at Love’s
school, where the gifts you receive are delirium and wounds. Spiritual consolations are but
distractions from the transformational curriculum taught in Love’s school, where one leaves
conventional logic behind and embraces a way of approaching God through a love that wounds us.
That woundedness is a sign of the Christian in a world without Christ’s immediate presence. The
pedagogical experience is to go to the school of violent love, where one is battered and pierced by
the continual reminder that Christ is gone, that one is abandoned and alone in a hostile world that
cannot understand the reversal of values that Christianity ultimately entails. If we interpret these
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songs about the school of love to be an interpretive key to Hadewijch’s teachings on the role of
reason and the violence of God’s absence, then we can understand the entire affective journey she
describes as serving a pedagogical role. Affect does not replace intellect, but rather complements it,
extending the soul beyond the limits mere reason can attain. We are to learn through the violent
experience of God’s absence and the insane desire for God how to become more like the God
whom she calls by the intimate name of Minne, or Love.
Hadewijch is not the first Christian thinker to describe a school of love. William of St
Thierry, in De natura et dignitate amoris, imagines a schola charitatis where “this love, however, teaches
itself, for those who are taught about love are taught about God.”241 This could easily be a line from
one of Hadewijch’s songs. For William, however, the school of love is an ideal monastery, following
Benedict’s image of the monastery as the school of Christ.242 A monk himself, William sees
cenobitism as the direct descendant of the early church as described in Acts. The love he describes is
flavored by this emphasis on religious community; he touches on the just use of resources so that
there is enough for all, mutual encouragement toward acts of charity and good works, prayer, and
music. The affective disposition of desiring God is instilled, according to William, by this monastic
life, and in particular, by mutual encouragement:
In the common exercises of piety, in that grace from the faces and in the bodies and dispositions, they see in one
another the presence of the divine goodness and are surrounded with so great an affectus that, like the Seraphim, one
catches fire from another in the love of God, nor can anyone give another enough to suit himself.243
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In her songs about the school of love, Hadewijch does not place as much emphasis on the mutuality
of monastic community in Minne’s school, although as we have seen, she does mention that souls
who align themselves with Minne and reason “shall be masters / And receive Love’s highest gifts, /
Which wound beyond cure.”244 The idea of becoming masters in Minne’s school means
transitioning from pupil to instructor, implying a certain mutuality, but this passing poetic reference
is a far cry from William’s more explicit argument. Hadewijch’s focus is much more on the violence
of love that the soul must undergo at Minne’s school, a notion that is completely absent from
William’s account.
Although Hadewijch departs from William on the emphasis of community at love’s school,
both authors describe the critical role that singing plays in teaching love’s students the proper affect
they should cultivate toward Christ. William writes that “The singing of the psalms is so pious,
harmonious, and full of desire, that [the monks] seem to be offering to God a song composed of
their lives, their ways of living, and their good affects (“bonorum affectuum”)245, according to the rules
of love rather than those of music.”246 Hadewijch’s songs were also clearly meant to become fused
with the lives of the singers, and especially their affectus, though in the case of Hadewijch’s songs, the
melancholic affect takes pride of place.
William conceives of the schola caritatis as a monastery of singing monks, but he sees that
monastery in relation to new techniques of disputation practiced there. He writes of that school:
“Here the study of love is pursued, and here love’s disputations are held, and love’s solutions are
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determined—not so much by academic reasoning, but by reason itself, by experience, and by the
truth of these things.”247 Here William rejects academic reasoning for its own sake, and appeals
instead to a more immediate apprehension of truth based on experience. William adopts the image
of an experiential model of disputation, centered in love. He maintains the metaphor of disputations
and solutions while substituting the ratiocinatio of academic study with experience and true reason.
Argumentation and learning have, for William, their place in the school of love, but the basis of
knowledge is found in experience.
In William’s appeal to experiencia, he overlaps with Bernard of Clairvaux, who writes in
Sermon 1 on the Song of Songs: “This sort of song only the touch of the Holy Spirit teaches, and it
is learned by experience alone. Let those who have experienced it enjoy it; let those who have not
burn with desire, not so much to know it as to experience it.”248 Hadewijch’s songs do not appeal
directly to a category equivalent to experiencia, but the way in which the songs lament the loss of
Minne implies just such a valuation of the experience of God, and ask that the reader or singer takes
up that affective disposition in accordance with the imagined experience of the text. Hadewijch’s
descriptions of the school of love are much darker than William’s, and are colored by the upending
of reason, to be replaced by the unbounded, insane desire of orewoet, as well as the wounding of the
pupils. And as we have seen above, the way in which music shapes affect is critical to both
Hadewijch’s and William’s schools. Hadewijch re-shapes William of St Thierry’s The Nature and
Dignity of Love to suit the melancholic pedagogy she sees as necessary to the soul’s growth toward
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union with God.249 Hadewijch’s school is one in which the primary experience of the soul is
suffering because of Minne.

Violent Absence
The suffering that takes place in Hadewijch’s school of love occurs not only in Songs 14 and
28, in which the school of love is explicitly described, but also throughout her Songs. In this section,
I will examine these other Songs, in which Hadewijch describes Minne’s absence or abandonment of
the soul by employing images of violence. Blows, wounding, and pierced hearts will illustrate the
acute suffering of the soul abandoned by Minne, who was initially kind to her.
Hadewijch employs this heavily affective language to articulate the soul’s proper relation to
God. The desire for God she describes in the songs is the force that, in accordance with God’s
grace, pulls the soul into a salvation that she likens to the pains of hell. Hadewijch characterizes
union with God by highlighting the pain God inflicts by abandoning the soul. Writing this
abandonment into the songs should not be understood as a mystic expressing some rarefied
experience into poetry, but instead as a Christian theologian writing about the existential position of
the Christian in relation to God, and thus about Christian subject formation. The implication of
these songs is that the absence of God, and the soul’s reactions to that lack, constitute the Christian
self. Though she mentions spiritual consolations and visions in her corpus, she is quite explicit250
that these are not the point, but that the more spiritually advanced lover of God is abandoned, and
left to deal emotionally and theologically with that absence. To sing such absence is to begin to instill
a divine lovesickness into the soul.
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In Song 7, Hadewijch writes:
Alas, where is new Love now
With her new good things?
For my distress brings me
Into many a new woe;
My soul melts away
In the madness of Love;
The abyss into which she hurls me
Is deeper than the sea;
For Love’s new deep abyss
Renews my wound:
I look for no more health
Until I experience Love as all new to me.251

Hadewijch begins with a straightforward plaint that Minne has abandoned her, and follows it with a
rapid series of images that crescendo in intensity, mirroring the acceleration of gravity as the soul
falls into the abyss she describes. The soul’s very existence is called into question by the intensity of
its feelings in response to Minne’s abandoning it, as it “melts away.” The potent image of Minne
hurling the soul into the bottomless abyss is a violent act, and illustrates the infinite nature of the
separation Minne so cruelly institutes. This crescendo of imagery culminates in an elegantly mixed
metaphor: “For Love’s new deep abyss / Renews my wound.” Here the infinite separation itself reopens the soul’s wound. Minne’s abandonment of the soul repeatedly wounds the soul. The
astonishing effect of this imagery is to transform or translate a lover’s departure into a willfully
violent act.
Song 17252 begins with a reflection on the season, as most of her songs do: it is springtime,
but the lover of Minne can find no joy in the season.253 She suffers instead “the griefs of Love,”254
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Hadewijch, PS 7, p. 145, stanza 4, ll. 37-48; Lied 7, p. 102, stanza 4, ll. 37-48:

Ay, waer es nu nuwe minne
met haren nuwen geode?
Want mi doet mine ellende
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Ic en sueke meer ghesonde
Eer icse mi nuwe al kinne.
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and so echoes the words of Job: “I shudder that I exist.”255 Hadewijch then reveals the cause of her
pain, while employing violent imagery to illustrate her point:
How can life horrify and grieve
One who has given his all for all,
And in the darkness is driven the wrong way
To a distance from which he envisages no return,
And in a despair-inducing attack is wholly crushed?
What grief can compare with this pain?256

Hadewijch envisions the soul’s abandonment as a forced exile accompanied by a military attack that
completely crushes it, causing immense pain. She continues the violent imagery later in the song:
“Although I am again under the lash, / God strengthens (troest) all noble souls.”257 The word “troest”
here can be interpreted to mean “console” or “strengthen,” and Hadewijch plays with that double
meaning here to imply that Minne’s consolation is the strength to endure the suffering Minne
causes. Particular to this song is Hadewijch’s repeated characterization of the absence of Minne as
an “exile” or “exiled soul.”258 Troest appears again in the tornada:259 “Love comes down and
strengthens us; she goes away and knocks us down.”260 The pain of banishment, Hadewijch teaches,
comes with certain consolations of strength, though they remain imperfect, incomplete, or hidden:
“Were Love / To give her true strength (or consolation) openly, / This would satisfy the exiled
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soul.”261 Suffering Minne’s abandonment of the soul certainly outweighs these intermittent
consolations, though as we shall see below, other evidence from the songs will suggest that the soul
is sustained in order to learn something from the experience of suffering.
Song 35’s first stanza indicates that the song will treat the problem of Love’s absence: “But
sufferings of a different kind envelop hearts / Who know Love’s proud nature / And that she will
remain out of reach.”262 The song’s narrator spends most of the song expressing that suffering,
rather than assigning theological meaning to it. This is intentional; such rich descriptions of the pain
of suffering are meant to inculcate particular affective dispositions in the singer or reader of
Hadewijch’s songs. In this song, Hadewijch mostly emphasizes the suffering, or receptive side of
violence, rather than the active infliction. She speaks of showing her pains to an uninterested, cold
Minne.263 The first-person narration emphasizes the affective nature of Minne’s abandonment of the
soul. She sets the stage, showing that Minne’s abandonment is the cause of her suffering:
“Whereabouts is Love? I find her nowhere.264 / Love has denied me all love…Now I must keep
silence, suffer, and face / Sharp judgments ever anew.”265 Then Hadewijch describes the pain she
feels because of Minne’s abandonment:
I fancied I was loved by Love;
I am disowned, that is clear to me.
My confidence, my high false assurance,
Is all concluded in grief.266
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Here Hadewijch highlights the dramatic shift in affect between her happiness at basking in Minne’s
love to her crushing pain at being disowned and abandoned by Minne. From here, Hadewijch moves
to the language of active violence to describe that abandonment:
Sweet as Love’s nature is,
Where can she come by the strange hatred
With which she continually pursues me
And transpierces the depths of my heart in an attack?267

Minne hunts the soul down and stabs it through the heart. The irony here is in how deftly
Hadewijch characterizes the affective experience of abandonment into its opposite: pursuit and
violent confrontation. The song concludes without the narrator alluding to an understanding of why
she suffers, but instead embracing that suffering in a total surrender to Minne. The soul fully
surrenders to Love’s will and law, even “in torment, in death, in disaster.”268
In the songs we have examined thus far, Hadewijch dramatizes the soul’s experience of
abandonment with violent imagery. Fueled by an insatiable desire for Minne, the soul is spurned
time and again, but intermittently recognizes that suffering violence at the hands of Minne is in fact
pleasurable and sweet. This is by far the most common use of violent imagery in Hadewijch’s
corpus, but the allegorized love of Minne is not the only source of the soul’s pain.
The Violence of Reason
Hadewijch contends that affect alone will not suffice to unite the soul with Minne. Despite
its limitations, reason is necessary in the soul’s progress toward ultimate union. In particular, reason
helps evaluate the soul’s condition with respect to Minne and places limits on the soul’s affective
267
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yearning for union with God. The violence of reason is complementary to the violence of love in
Hadewijch’s Songs, and thus needs to be addressed in order to plumb the depths of that love and
situate it in the context of the larger debates in Christian theology about the respective roles of love
and reason in the soul’s ascent to God.
Hadewijch often, though not always, speaks of Reason as an allegorical figure, sometimes
alongside others, such as Fidelity, Pleasure, and Desire. In the discussion that follows, I will point
out those instances in which Hadewijch most clearly speaks of reason as an allegorical figure. The
genre of allegory, relatively common in medieval literature, often stages some form of narrative
interaction between allegorized figures. In the case of Hadewijch, this usually takes the form of a
dialogue. In the songs and visions, Reason is allegorized, while in her more didactic passages in the
letters, reason is not clearly inflected as allegorical. There is some room for debate concerning
whether or not reason is allegorized in the letters, because Middle Dutch does not capitalize
allegorical figures, and does not switch from gender neutral pronouns to gendered ones, as English
does. That said, an astute reader can distinguish between the more obvious allegorical stagings and
her more general teachings in the letters. For example, the Songs and Visions in which Reason
appears as a character, capable of stepping on Hadewijch’s neck, or scolding Pleasure and instructing
the soul, are unmistakably allegories. The question arises then as to how to understand the relation
of these allegorical figures in relation to Minne. Minne clearly carries more ontological weight than
these other figures, which Hadewijch calls into rhetorical existence allegorically in order to stage
scenes representing more diffuse realities of unseen forces or virtues. As I have argued earlier,
Hadewijch uses the word “Minne” as a relational name for God and as a common noun denoting
love, not as a mere allegory for divine love, but as a name to which she accords primary importance;
she uses it more often than any other word to refer to God.
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In Song 19, Reason “illuminates the entire abyss of love”269 and also helps “scrutinize with
[Minne] the whole garden of Love,” that is, to examine the state of the soul’s virtue. She employs
the traditional image of the garden of virtues to stage this allegorical scene.270 Here Minne, though
not merely an allegorical figure, interacts with Reason and Fidelity in ways that suggest that she is
here acting in the capacity of one. This does not negate her larger significance as Hadewijch’s
primary name for God, but offers a setting that allows Minne to interact with these other figures.
The various allegorical figures move in and out of prominence in the song’s narrative as they appear
and disappear on the stage of the soul’s garden. For example, if the soul’s garden is found lacking,
the allegorical figure of Fidelity will then step in to provide deeds for the soul to do in order to
render the garden acceptable.271 Here Reason reveals Minne’s abyss or immensity, and therefore the
vast difference between Minne and the delimited, mortal, fallible soul. But rather than leaving the
soul to ponder her inadequacy, Reason does at least provide the soul with some direction and moral
guidance. Later in the same song, Reason recommends “new works [to pay off the] debt” to head
off the blindness that strikes the soul when she falls in love with Minne.272 Reason’s revelation of
these works that the soul must perform staves off the intensity of desire, but also provides it with a
way forward. Hadewijch describes this same role in another of the songs, in which Reason
“disillusions” the young lovers who have been consoled by Love and think that further effort will be
unnecessary, and “holds up before them the work / They have to do.”273 While desire continually
draws the soul toward Minne, Reason reminds the soul of the inherent inequality between it and
269
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Minne, and shows the soul that the way from fervent to desire to union with Minne is paved not
only with lovesick pining, but also with work on the self. Likewise in Song 30, Hadewijch makes it
clear that Reason requires that the soul cultivate virtue and perform works.274 While Hadewijch does
not specify what kind of virtue or works is entailed, the orientation of this requirement is not on
service to others for the sake of others or of God. Instead, the focus is inward; one cultivates virtue
and performs actions in order to work on the soul. Reason declares, “Behold what conformity you
are after, / And all that you must undergo beforehand!”275 The inequality between Minne and the
soul causes Reason to caution the soul, “Reflect that you are still a human being!”276 She plays the
role of the gatekeeper, who keeps the soul’s celestial aspirations in check. The song explicitly
describes this role of Reason as violent: “Reason did me an injury,”277 and “… Reason has wounded
me.”278 The culmination of this process is pleasure, which here she defines as a satisfaction of both
Love and Reason.279
In Song 25, Hadewijch gives a more complete view of the soul’s spiritual development by
presenting an allegory in which Pleasure, Desire, and Reason compete to aid the soul’s union with
the Beloved. The song begins with descriptions of the plight of Minne, caught between “joy and
fear,”280 because of her love for and separation from Minne. Hadewijch then employs an oxymoron
to describe Minne’s acts of love toward the soul: “That great noise, that loud gift / Of soft stillness
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makes me deaf.”281 She continues this auditory metaphor: “Love’s soft stillness is unheard of, /
However loud the noise she makes,” and when the great noise stops, Desire is awakened.282 Desire
in turn cries out for the beloved, which awakens Reason. These images of deafness, silence, and
sound reflect the alternation between presence and absence that mark Minne’s intermittent absence
and presence. This rude awakening sets the stage for the conflict that will turn violent.
Pleasure would be content to enjoy Minne, but Reason cautions her, “Behold, you must first
reach maturity!”283 This admonition accords perfectly with Reason’s role in the songs discussed
above. But here Hadewijch reveals more: “Alas! That Reason should refuse Pleasure / Cuts more
than all other pains.”284 Again Reason shows the soul noble deeds that she must perform.285 Pleasure
is having none of it, and would even kill Reason rather than submit to the heavy burdens Reason
proposes.286 The problem for Reason is the inequality between the soul and Minne, and this
judgment by Reason is a crushing blow for the soul:
And Reason then proposes an impediment,
Showing the soul’s immaturity,
Because of which Reason judges the loved soul and the Beloved ever unequal;
By this the loving soul is ever most wounded;
Alas! Too heavy is the blow
When the soul experiences all—itself loved, the Beloved, and the Beloved as loved.

And she continues in the next stanza:
What will become of the wounded soul? 287
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What hurts the most, therefore, is not actually the absence of the beloved, which Hadewijch also
describes in terms of wounding and violence. Instead, the worst pain is inflicted by Reason, because
her critique is logical; the lovers are unequal. The soul is immature and must do works in order to
unite with the Beloved. Note that the soul’s anguish is not about its sinfulness, but about an
inequality between the two lovers, and a lack of growth or maturity, which only work on the self can
remedy.
Towards the end of the song, Hadewijch further characterizes Reason’s violence with a
striking medical image. The attacks of Reason have left the soul wounded, so she asks, “What
physician shall cure [this] soul?”288 But she then reveals that the wounds dealt by Reason are in fact
therapeutic. The doctor that the soul needs is Reason herself, the one who inflicted the wounds:
“She herself is Love’s surgeon / She can best heal all her pains.”289 Thus Reason’s role is dual: she
must show the soul what it lacks in virtue in order for that soul to progress. The surgeon cuts the
patient in order to heal her. Likewise Reason must put the inequality of the soul with respect to
Minne on full display, in order ultimately to unite them.
The songs indicate that Reason performs a necessary but violent role in the soul’s progress
toward union with Minne. There are however limits to that role, which Hadewijch explores in a few
places in the corpus. The clearest examples are in one of her visions and in a handful of her letters.
waer redene ye ghelieve oneffene wach,
daer wert ye seerst ghequetst de minne.
Ay, te swaer es daer de slach,
daer lief men life dan lief al kinne.
Wat sal ghequester minnen wesen?
288
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on the relation between wounding and healing. Origen discusses the healing wound in his
commentary on the Song of Songs. Origen, The Song of Songs Commentary and Homilies, trans. And ed.
R. P. Lawson (Westminster, Md.: Newman Press, 1957), 199.
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In Vision 9, Hadewijch describes a vision “in the spirit”290 in the form of an allegory in which
Reason appears as a queen, attended by three ladies: Holy Fear, Discernment (between Reason and
Love), and Wisdom. Reason sports a gold dress full of countless eyes, and tops it off with the same
number of crowns on her head. She makes a fierce entry: “The queen approached me dreadfully fast
and set her foot on my throat, and cried with a more terrible voice, and said: ‘Do you know who I
am?’”291 Hadewijch correctly identifies her as Reason, the source of her “woe and pain.”292
Hadewijch then identifies each of Reason’s attendants, and Reason responds by interpreting the
meaning of her outfit, including a description of the eyes on her dress as representing “painful
mystical knowledge.”293 Just as in the songs discussed above, Vision 9 thus links pain to Reason.
Finally, after this meeting, “Reason became subject” to the soul,294 in a stunning reversal of the
power relations at their initial meeting, when Reason’s foot choked Hadewijch’s neck. After the soul
wins the subjection of Reason, “Love came and embraced me.”295 As Paul Mommaers notes,
Hadewijch “did not simply fly over this human faculty on wings of affection.”296 On the contrary,
the vision makes clear that Reason plays a critical role in the soul’s progress. Hadewijch
acknowledges Reason and the pain she has caused, even as Reason enacts this pain by stepping on
Hadewijch’s throat. Only after this encounter with Reason and their verbal exchange does Reason
290
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submit to the soul, and then the soul can be welcomed into Minne’s waiting arms.297 Reason causes
pain by stepping on Hadewijch’s neck, and by causing pain, and that ultimately the soul must win
over Reason in order to be fully embraced by Minne.
In Letter 4, dedicated to the role of Reason, Hadewijch observes that Reason is meant to
rule over the will by understanding and properly practicing good things, but when Reason fails to do
this, the will grows weak.298 When Reason fails, the soul becomes depressed, and must hope in
God’s goodness to be consoled. Such failures, however, are not without purpose: “But one must err
and suffer before being thus freed.”299 In other words, there is a pedagogical purpose for the failures
of humans to practice virtue. This is a parallel to Hadewijch’s main pedagogical program, which I
have outlined above, in which the affect is trained by Minne’s absence. Here on the other hand, the
soul suffers because its Reason is insufficient to motivate it toward goodness, and such suffering is
necessary. Hadewijch even compares this suffering to that of Christ: the suffering soul is like a
humble knight who “will not be concerned about his gashes if he looks at the wounds of his holy
Lord.”300 Hadewijch’s comparison, perhaps borrowed from Bernard of Clairvaux,301 makes it clear
that the suffering of the soul in the struggle toward goodness is what binds it to Christ.
The faculties of will and reason are closely aligned in Hadewijch’s understanding of the
human person. In Letter 6, Hadewijch decries human attachment to spiritual consolations and
aversion to suffering. This inability to “want to carry [Christ’s] cross with him” is the reason “why
we remain unenlightened in our views, inconstant in our whole manner of acting, and unreliable in
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our reason and our understanding.”302 A person’s reason can become clouded by an unwillingness to
embrace suffering. In Letter 4, discussed above, this works in the other direction too: “Then when
reason is obscured, the will grows weak and powerless and feels an aversion to effort, because
reason does not enlighten it.”303 Given the circularity of this dynamic between reason and will, it is
reasonable to wonder how the Christian can overcome either a problem in the understanding or a
problem of the will, since either faculty can corrupt the other.
The answer, as we shall see, lies in the soul’s encounter with Minne.
Despite the importance of Reason in the soul’s development, Hadewijch makes it clear that
Reason is ultimately subordinate to Minne. In her letter on the twelve nameless hours, Hadewijch
describes the sixth hour thus:
The sixth nameless hour is that in which Love disdains reason and all that is in, above, or below
reason. What belongs to reason is altogether at variance with what suits the true nature of Love, for
reason can neither take anything away from Love nor give anything to Love. For the true law of Love
is an ever-increasing flood without stay or respite.304

This unequivocal subordination of Reason to Minne does not contradict the necessity of Reason
mentioned elsewhere in the corpus, but rather demonstrates the superiority of love. Later in that
same letter, she reiterates this superiority of love over not only reason, but virtues: “No mercy can
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dwell in Love, no graciousness, humility, reason, fear; no parsimony, no measure, nothing. But Love
dwells in all these …”305
Taking into account these examples from across Hadewijch’s corpus, it is clear that she
acknowledges the superiority of love over reason, while maintaining reason’s distinctive roles in the
soul’s journey to God. Reason shows the soul the work it must do, serves as Minne’s surgeon and
hurts in order to cure, and bows to the greater power of Minne, who leads reason into her land.
William of St Thierry’s account of the relative roles of reason and love accords perfectly with
Hadewijch’s more dynamic and poetic images. In The Nature and Dignity of Love, William describes
love and reason as two eyes striving to look toward the light of God, each in need of the other.306 He
writes: “…when they help one another—when reason teaches love and love enlightens reason, and
reason merges into the affectus of love and love lets itself be confined within the limits of reason—
then they can do great things.”307 It is interesting to note that although Hadewijch delineates a
critical role for reason, she places orewoet, and not redene, as the teacher at love’s school, and thus
signals the limitations of reason and its necessary supplementation by mad desire. Despite their
commitment to the importance of affect, both thinkers acknowledge that reason is necessary for the
soul’s advancement.
So far we have established that in the songs, Reason throws an unflattering light on the soul,
and thus displays the soul’s inequality with Minne. This causes the soul to suffer pain, which
Hadewijch describes in terms of violence: she receives blows and wounds from cruel Reason, who
305
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stands in the way of the soul’s union with Minne. And although this checking of the soul’s otherwise
starry-eyed ascent to Minne is necessary, that is not to say that Reason is a trustworthy and perfect
guide to the soul. On the contrary, Reason itself is imperfect and must ultimately be guided by
Minne. The violence of each of these forces demonstrates both the desperation of the soul’s plight
and its destruction and re-molding as something new.
The Violence of Strangers
As I pointed out in the section above on the violence of reason, it is salient to this chapter’s
examination of violent love to explore other sources of violence in Hadewijch’s “Songs.” While
Minne and Reason deal with the soul violently, Hadewijch also writes about a more immediate cause
of suffering for Minne’s lovers here on earth: namely, strangers.308 Veerle Fraeters and Frank
Willaert write that vreemden refer to “persons who outwardly follow the religious life, but who are
not, like Hadewijch and her inner circle, bound inwardly to Minne.”309 Because of their ignorance of
Minne, these strangers interpret the behavior of those in Minne’s thrall as foolish. Hadewijch writes:
For he shall find no one
Who understands his distress.
With unfriendly eyes
Men will show him a cruel look:
For no one will understand
What distress he suffers.”310
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Want hi ne sal niemene sien
die sine noet verstaet.
Men sal met vremden oghen
hem toenen vremt ghelaet,
want hen sal nieman kinnen,
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These ignorant strangers cause Minne’s beloved souls much suffering. In one of the “Songs,” she
even depicts the actions of the strangers in violent terms: “Since [noble souls] are now wounded and
driven from their goal / Under the blow of cruel strangers.”311 But Hadewijch’s counsel is clear: one
must “bear with strangers willingly.”312 Such suffering is in imitation of Christ’s humanity: one must
seek to be despised by one’s fellows.313 Although Hadewijch does not dwell on the theme of
suffering due to strangers, it is clear that because she considers it to reflect Christ’s own suffering, it
bears a relation to the suffering caused by Minne’s abandonment of the soul, and that of Reason’s
harsh critique. Each of these causes merits the violent imagery she applies to it because she sees each
of these kinds of suffering as gesturing towards Christ’s passion. The violence of strangers, I would
argue, functions as a kind of terrestrial analogue to the violence the soul suffers from Minne’s
absence and from reason. There is a causal relation at work here; the strangers persecute the soul
because they do not understand the sufferings she undergoes because of Minne. Moreover, such
suffering belongs to the larger affective curriculum of suffering that Hadewijch sees as necessary to
the soul’s union with God.
Fighting Back
So far I have thought of violence in terms of how Minne, reason, and the strangers have
acted in relation to the soul. Here I will reflect on the other side of violent love in Hadewijch’s
“Songs,” that is, the idea of fighting back against Minne. The biblical source for the image comes
from Genesis 32, in which Jacob wrestles with God. Her fullest treatment of this story is found in
Letter 12, the so-called Jacob Letter. In it, she identifies Jacob as the one who conquered God in

wat node hi ghedoghet…
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order to be conquered, and represents all those who conquer by Minne’s power.314 Jacob was
wounded, and forever limped after his wrestling match with God. We too, according to Hadewijch,
must be wounded. Furthermore, the wounded Jacob “will further help those who are also
conquered but not yet fully conquered, and still walk upright on their two feet and do not limp, as
do those who have become Jacob.”315 Thus becoming Jacob means not only being wounded
permanently by Minne, but also helping others fall in love with Minne, so that they too might be
wounded and limping. To receive God’s blessing like Jacob, “you must leave all for all so exclusively,
and burn so ardently in your soul, and in your being, and in all your works, that nothing else exists
for you any more but God alone—no pleasure and no pain, nothing easy and nothing difficult.”316
Hadewijch’s exegesis of the Jacob story is not limited to the letter. As Columba Hart points out,
there is even an identical rhyme from the Jacob letter found in one of the songs.317 Compare:
Letter 12: “Want iacob bleef ten stride crank, Ende ye sider ane die een side manc”318
Song 28: “Si maect den staerken crank, …, Si maect den rechten manc”319

Hadewijch’s repetition of the themes and the rhyme in Song 28 suggests that one should read her
explication of orewoet in that song as an extension of her exegesis on God’s wounding of Jacob.
Being fully in love with God, then, means embracing the madness of desire to the point of doing
battle with God, even at the risk of being wounded.
314
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Hadewijch also writes about fighting back against Minne in Song 14. Here, Hadewijch
advises the soul to fight Love by surrendering to her: “They are so conquered that they may conquer
/ That unconquerable greatness”320 and “He who strikes shall himself be struck.”321 Veerle Fraeters
and Frank Willaert have connected this to Letter 12, ll. 177-196, illustrating the story of Jacob
wrestling God in Genesis 32:24-31: “… just like Jacob, the lover must be struck lame, as he wishes
to receive God’s blessing.”322 This is not however a simple reference to the Genesis story. Jacob, or
the soul, is not the only one who is struck here. Hadewijch’s innovation is that God is also
conquered and struck, in a remarkably Christological twist. Such is the kind of union Hadewijch
envisions for the soul and Minne: a mimetic, painful struggle between two unequal forces whose
interaction with each other renders them paradoxically equal.
To fight with God is for Hadewijch an expression of ultimate freedom. She describes this in
detail in Song 40: “But the noble soul in Love’s service lives so free / That it dares to fight her with
passion.”323 Hadewijch does not explicate this enigmatic connection between fighting for Minne and
freedom in the service of Minne in this song, though it is clear that Hadewijch employs the language
of courtliness here, and the conventions surrounding knights and their sworn service to lords. That
such fealty might paradoxically grant freedom is surely grounded, however, in Hadewijch’s notion of
ontrouwe, or noble unfaith, discussed below, and how it unmoors the soul from conventions of
320
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serving Minne, emboldening the soul so that it can fight back against Minne. Even though the soul
cannot win against Minne, who conquers all things,324 the soul must fight in order to engage Minne,
no matter the consequences. Hadewijch draws from the Jacob wrestling theme, though the reference
is indirect: “Anyone who thus conquers the power of Love / May well be called a champion.”325
Like God in Gen 32, this soul will not let Minne go without a ‘blessing’ or in this case, pleasure. The
emphasis is not mere perseverance in the fight, but outright victory: the soul must fight Minne “with
passion / To the death, or nearly, / Until it conquers the power of Love”326 and “with continual
urge of new pursuit, / Until he conquers the power of Love.”327 This mutual conquering is explicitly
Christological:
Love conquers him so that he may conquer her;
To anyone who succeeds in this, her sweet nature becomes known.
When he experiences this sweet Love,
He is wounded with her wounds328

The interlacing of wounds with love’s sweet nature calls to mind Christ’s passion as an act of
suffering for the sake of love. Here Hadewijch describes a mutual conquering that is violent, and
includes wounding, but is at the same time sweet. This bittersweet image is the apex of Hadewijch’s
description of the spiritual life; it is what she calls the gebruken or “pleasure” of love.329 One is
forever marked by desire, even in the state of pleasure. This song reveals that the soul must not only
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endure the absence of Minne, which in previous songs has been overtly characterized in terms of
suffering violence, but here, that one must in fact court that disastrous encounter with Minne, and
indeed fight back against her. This battle will entail unavoidable suffering, which is properly
understood not as simply painful, but also as the very height of mystical pleasure. Seeking God then
means throwing oneself into that suffering, like Jacob wrestling the angel, and risking the inevitable
wounds that such engagement promises.
This theme of fighting back against Minne is an indirect reference to what Hadewijch
elsewhere calls noble unfaith, ontrouwe.330 Unfaith describes a kind of restlessness from fearing that
the soul’s love for Minne is not reciprocated.331 Such unfaith fuels an ever-increasing desire, and
causes the soul to fight and conquer Minne.332 Unfaith strengthens the soul to be able to fight
Minne.333 The importance of ontrouwe is its grounding in desire, and that the violence that springs
from it, when the soul fights back against Minne, is, like Minne’s violence against the soul, an
expression of love. This is the summit of the soul’s pedagogical progress; she has become equal to
God in the sense that they can spar with one another. They remain perhaps unequal in ontological
terms, but their activity puts them on equal footing, and this is the result of love.
Hadewijch Conclusions
In reading the Songs of Hadewijch, I have highlighted the importance of how the reader is
meant to engage them by singing themselves into a parallel or sympathetic affective space. It is an
affective education through music designed to instill a lovesick sensibility or affectus in the singer.
This affective education is supplemented by reason; the text imparts not only incitements to
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affective states, but also involves the whole human, including its capacity for rational reflection and
engagement. The violent language Hadewijch employs to describe the absence of Minne, Reason’s
cutting critiques, and the stranger, convey the painful life that Hadewijch envisions the Christian to
lead. Such suffering is not, as I will show in chapter 5 on Angela of Foligno’s Memorial, suffering
brought about by anguish over past sins, but is borne out of an acknowledgment of the great
distance between an immortal deity’s love for the soul, personified in Minne, and is a pale imitation
of the suffering that Christ underwent because of that love for humanity.334 The proper response of
the soul, in anguish because of Minne’s abandonment, because of Reason’s critique, and because of
the rejection and misunderstanding by the stranger, is to wrestle with God like Jacob, taking on
equal footing in a violent struggle with love, grounded in a desire so excessive that it cannot be held
at bay in humility, but must boldly embrace God in a struggle, even if it means getting wounded in
the process.
Hadewijch, Beatrice, and Richard
Hadewijch’s Songs and Beatrice’s Seven Manners each invoke the figure of Minne as the
privileged route for humanity’s access to divinity. While other Christian writers of the period tend to
write about Christ as the subject and object of love, both Beatrice and Hadewijch write about that
love as personified. And it follows that Christ’s love for humanity is not all ecstasy and pleasure, but
a love born of suffering and violence. These two authors, writing in roughly the same time, place,
and language, but writing in two different genres, each employ violent imagery to describe how Love
beats, stabs, and wounds the soul in order to bind it ever closer to God. But through a finer analysis
of the use of these figures, we find that violent love plays slightly different roles in each of the
women’s works.
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Beatrice’s treatise lays out an itinerary of self-work, in cooperation with the divine, so that
the soul can achieve union with the divine. How do the episodes of violent love within her itinerary
relate to her broader aims of work on the self by the self and God in cooperation? I have argued
above that Beatrice charts an itinerary in which desire fuels the soul’s trajectory toward union,
causing it to cooperate with Minne in werk on the self. Desire brings about lovesickness, which is
exacerbated by Minne’s violence, in order to transform the soul so that Minne can completely
dominate it in a union likened to a housewife who dominates, controls, and manages her household.
That union is however unstable, and is broken down by violent love in the seventh manner, in
which desire drives the soul toward Minne with such insistence that the soul desires to die to achieve
that union, and desire continues even after death.
For Hadewijch, violence and pain come primarily to register the absence of the lover. But
sometimes this pain is even courted – one is to challenge Love to battle. Reason is a cruel and
violent actor. The soul feels wounded because, with Reason’s help, it sees itself as unworthy as a
created being to be the lover of Minne. Thus it’s both an affective and intellectual violence – Minne
and Reason both attack the soul. Finally, the violence that the soul suffers from these two entities is
in fact pedagogical. The soul learns in this school of violent love that this pain should be
reinterpreted with equanimity to be a source of joy, binding one to a suffering Christ through an
affective mimetic bond. That bond is constituted by the conflict and struggle of desire, and thus, the
soul and Minne do not achieve resolution, but rather are bound together by affect, even in those
moments of separation in which the soul complains of Minne’s abandonment.
In a sense, the differences between these two authors are “just” rhetorical. It would be easy
to collapse the distinctions between them as different ways of describing essentially the same
experience of being painfully in love with Minne, but that would be to ignore the value of these
differences. The specificity of each author’s images, as well as the genres and purposes to which
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these writings were created, should ground scholarly analysis. Beatrice composed a theological text
for meditation and devotion within a convent, in which she details different manners of loving God.
The role of violent love within Beatrice’s itinerary is to prepare the soul’s affect to be dominated by
Minne, who rules the soul like a housewife manages her household. On the other hand, Patricia
Dailey has proposed, and this chapter has attempted to demonstrate, that Hadewijch’s songs were
meant to be inhabited by the singer as part of a pedagogical program.335 The nature of this pedagogy
is to incite an affective orientation of lovesickness, a species of melancholia in which the absence of
the lover inspires despair about the present state of abandonment and nostalgia for blissful
encounters of the past. The ultimate goal of the education is not so much a neat move from
experiencing pain to experiencing pleasure in one’s interactions with Minne, but a shift in
understanding. Hadewijch’s epistemology is thus affective: you come to knowledge through
emotional pain in the school of love. Minne’s absence wounds you so that you learn that this pain is
the space of your desire for Minne. It is the lack or absence that, while painful, must be understood
ultimately as salvific, because it mimetically binds you to a suffering Christ. Thus, one sings oneself
into a deep desire for God, and from that state of painful love, into knowledge of the meaning of
that suffering.
Hadewijch and Beatrice both write in the context of religious community, and references to
that community appear in their works, perhaps more strongly in Hadewijch, since she writes of more
pragmatic concerns in her letters, but also in the strangers of the songs analyzed here. Their
accounts of Minne, however, are clearly about the relation of the individual to Christ, and the
chaotic nature of that relation as the storms of Minne toss the soul about. This violent love is
fundamentally concerned with the individual soul rather than the community of Christians. Minne
wounds the heart of the individual soul, even if that soul is understood to be participating in
335
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religious community. This differs from Richard of St Victor’s treatise, analyzed in the last chapter,
and its turn from the individual soul, lovesick for God, who ultimately turns outward to the world to
serve it in something that looks like ordinary Christian caritas. Love for one’s neighbor occupies a
much less prominent place in the Hadewijch’s works.336 The pedagogical program I have described
in the Songs does not give emphasize neighborly love, much less crown it as the pinnacle of spiritual
enlightenment as Richard’s treatise does.
The affective chaos wrought by violent lovesickness appears in both texts in waves, though
the two authors characterize the other side of that chaos differently. For Beatrice, the housewife
stage of love imposes order on the chaos of violent love. Violent love transforms the soul so that
Minne can rule over the person like a housewife, before the scale tips back toward chaos as violent
love and desire break down that stable control of the soul. No such control appears in Hadewijch’s
more broken soul, for whom Minne’s violence causes a suffering that never goes away. The soul
must take up the fight against Minne in spite of the fact that like Jacob, the soul will certainly be
wounded. The most that the soul can hope for is an understanding that one should take joy in this
pain, since it binds you to the suffering Christ, who suffers not only the physical tortures of the
passion, but who also returns the pangs of love the soul feels for him. This fleeting joy or pleasure
constitutes the flipside of the suffering imposed by violent love in Hadewijch’s songs. The point of
view of Hadewijch’s songs is always from the midst of struggle; the soul wrestles with Jacob, is
wounded, and laments the loss of Minne’s presence. Maturity or development occurs when the soul
is able to understand its suffering as a source of joy, but Hadewijch never represents this delight in
the first-person, present tense. Joy is always deferred or remembered, while suffering is understood
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to be the proper affective disposition of the soul in relation to God. When Beatrice’s treatise depicts
joy, it is in an active, present mode, and it stands as only one alternative to violent love, alongside the
peaceful order that Minne, like a housewife, imposes on the soul. Both authors, however, insist that
the soul is subject to waves of attack from Minne as it seeks to find its place with her. Both
Hadewijch and Beatrice contributed to vernacular theology texts that testify to the power of divine
love to wound the human heart.
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Chapter 4: Hadewijch and The Pleasure of Suffering
Hadewijch makes much of the spaces between intermittent episodes of pleasure or union
with the divine. The despair that ensues for the soul whom Christ or Minne337 abandons is not, for
Hadewijch, a side effect of playing Lover to Christ’s Beloved, but the point of departure for
theorizing who we are in relation to God. Hadewijch does not choose the glamorous moments of
pleasurable union or sweetness to articulate her theology, but rather, centers her attention on the
seemingly unremarkable experience of waiting for God. Hadewijch sees these periods of
abandonment as instructive, and as opportunities for the soul to grow in maturity towards ultimate
union with the divine. That is not to say, however, that pleasure does not play a role in Hadewijch’s
theology, rather, like her view of moments of suffering Minne’s absence, her view of pleasure is
surprising. The interplay between suffering and pleasure must be ordered so as to put the soul in
right relation to Minne.
In this chapter, I will discuss the concept of ghebruken (pleasure) in Hadewijch’s prose works.
As I have shown in chapter 2, Hadewijch’s Songs decry the hapless soul’s plight: to suffer from the
absence of Christ, whom she calls Minne. Here I will glean the prose works in order to articulate the
rationale behind such suffering to answer the questions: for what reasons, according to Hadewijch’s
theological worldview, does the soul suffer violent love? What meanings does she assign to the
soul’s suffering? How does the soul’s pain relate to Christ’s suffering? What role does pleasure play
in this economy of violent love, suffering, sweetness, and joy? Across what spatial and temporal
divides does this drama play out?
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Minne is Middle Dutch for Love, and Hadewijch employs it as a relational name for God that
describes the mutual mode of relation between the soul and Christ. It can also function in other
ways, especially as an allegorical character, and as a common noun denoting love. For a fuller
discussion of Hadewijch’s use of the word Minne, see chapter 3.
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Hadewijch pairs violent love and the suffering it wreaks with something she calls ghebruken.
Columba Hart translates this as “to have fruition of,” but the dictionary definition suggests that the
word means to enjoy, or to take pleasure in; to have sex (with someone); or to use.338 Hart’s choice
of “fruition” may owe some conceptual debt to the Latin frui, as expressed in the triple distinction
Augustine makes in On Christian Doctrine, in which there are things to be enjoyed, things to be used,
and things that enjoy and use: “res ergo aliae sunt, quibus fruendum est, aliae quibus utendum, aliae
quae fruuntur et utuntur.”339 The only thing to be enjoyed is God, and that accords well with how
Hadewijch employs ghebruken. However, the character of Hadewijch’s ghebruken is more clearly
rooted in erotic pleasure and in a secular literary tradition than Augustine’s broader use of frui, which
is to cling to something in love for its own sake.340 Hadewijch uses the term to describe the soul’s
union with Minne, which is at once a name for God or Christ, a personification of divine love, and
occasionally also an allegory of Christ’s love.341 Such a union can occur as a fleeting glimpse of
indescribable pleasure within a visionary experience, as the visionary experience itself, or after death
in a heavenly afterlife.
We saw in the last chapter how Hadewijch specifically linked ghebruken with ghebreken. This
pairing occurs in Letters 16 and 29, but Paul Mommaers sees the play between this similar sounding
word pair at work across her corpus.342 I will build on his reading by considering how the soul’s
suffering from violent love relates to the soul’s search for ghebruken. Such violence is necessary for
the soul to have union with God, and while ghebruken initially serves as the counterpart of the
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suffering that violent love causes, Hadewijch reveals that a mature version of ghebruken departs
radically from the simple pleasure or enjoyment that a young or immature soul might describe.
Hadewijch’s describes the relation between ghebruken and violence in a few different modes.
In the first, the suffering caused by violent love is to be experienced as sweetness or pleasure. In the
second, pleasure is understood as an illusory consolation in a life properly built on the foundation of
suffering at the hands of Minne. Third, when pleasure occurs in a vision, it serves as an interruption
of an earthly life of pain and suffering, in which the theological significance of this suffering is
briefly and partially revealed. Fourth, Hadewijch gestures in just a few places toward ghebruken as
epektatic, as stretching endlessly toward God in an asymptotic approach to union. And finally,
Hadewijch unites suffering and pleasure in the dramatic image of Christ crucified. Each of these
models serves to undermine a straightforward reading of ghebruken as beneficial pleasure or
enjoyment, and demonstrates how Hadewijch consistently attenuates ghebruken, and rather
emphasizes how suffering unites us to God.
The categories of pleasure and suffering will be kept rather broad here. In investigating the
concept of pleasure, I will include those instances when ghebruken or its cognates appear in the text,
but I will also include suetheit, ghenoechten, and raste (sweetness, satisfactions, and repose, respectively);
whether such pleasure takes place on earth or in heaven. Hadewijch uses these terms and others to
describe that which is pleasurable in the soul’s encounter with the divine, whether such pleasures
take place in the past or present, on earth or in heaven. Likewise, I will examine a broad set of terms
related to suffering, including doghen, pine, vermoye, and wee (suffering, pain, grief, and woe,
respectively). As in the Songs, the most frequent sort of suffering Hadewijch references is that
suffering caused by God’s absence. The prose works consider this very same suffering. While
Hadewijch on occasion uses violent language in the prose works to describe that suffering, my focus
in this chapter will not be deciphering the meanings of such violent imagery. The function of that
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language is the same in the Songs as it is in the prose works: it dramatizes the pain Hadewijch feels
from God’s abandonment. Rather than rehearse the same argument from chapter 2 using the prose
works rather than the Songs, I will examine how the suffering such violent love causes is related to
pleasure, since Hadewijch is at her most explicit about this relation in the prose works. Such an
exploration will build upon the work of the last chapter, and allow for conclusions that explain how
and why Hadewijch views the suffering caused by violent love to be considered pleasurable.
Patricia Dailey argues that one should read the songs differently from the prose works, in the
sense that the reader is meant to inhabit the songs, identifying with the first-person voice of the
songs.343 I have followed suit in the last chapter. In reading the letters, however one can catch a
glimpse of Hadewijch’s more straightforwardly didactic mode, where she is instructing, cajoling, and
explaining the soul’s proper relation to God. She speaks much more often of Christ, whereas in the
Songs, Minne is frequently her name for God. In the visions, Hadewijch takes up a narrative,
descriptive role, which helps us not only to see how Hadewijch positions herself as an authoritative
visionary, but also how visions create an alternate time and space to see a future heavenly existence,
albeit through a glass darkly.
Feeling Suffering as Pleasurable
In Hadewijch’s first mode of theorizing the relation between the suffering caused by violent
love and ghebruken, she describes an earthly life of suffering that one is supposed to experience as
pleasure. This mode occurs much more often in the letters, which are didactic in content, offering
spiritual guidance on a variety of topics, than in the visions, which purport to report otherworldly
experiences. In Letter 1, Hadewijch presents this first mode as her own aspiration. She writes:
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Alas, dear child! Although I speak of excessive sweetness, it is in truth a thing I know nothing of,
except in the wish of my heart—that suffering has becomes sweet to me for the sake of [God’s]
344
love.

Here Hadewijch aspires to experience suffering as sweetness. As mentioned above, I am identifying
sweetness with ghebruken, which is named a few lines later in this same letter.345 The sweetness
Hadewijch seeks here is a reimagining of her own pain, but not one she has yet achieved. She wishes
for the ability to reconceive of that suffering as pleasure.
And despite the difficulty of rejoicing in one’s suffering, this task is necessary for the soul:
“And all pain for the sake of Love must be pleasing to [one who pursues Minne with ontrouwe].”346
Here in Letter 8, Hadewijch ties this recasting of suffering to ontrouwe, or unfaith, which is when the
soul loves Minne with such a desperate desire that she feels both unloved and also that she does not
love enough. One can only assuage this latter fear by taking solace in the fact that suffering for
Minne constitutes a form of service. Even if the person in ontrouwe believes that no service is
sufficient to earn the love of Minne, loving Minne through suffering for her sake (and rejoicing on
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account of that suffering) is enjoined upon the soul in ontrouwe as a kind of corrective to an
otherwise proper affective orientation.347
In Letter 2, Hadewijch specifies that beginners should not be told that God experiences our
suffering as sweet. If they understood that bit of wisdom, they might skip the pedagogically
important step of suffering. Such a person, she writes:
could never make progress or grow in a place where he could taste no pains. If a person knew that
348
God took pleasure in his deeds, he would not be grieved at anything that happened to him.

For Hadewijch, there is a pedagogically significant sequence to when a person finds out that her
suffering is pleasing to God. One must first suffer because of the nature of desire, and only later
learn that such suffering pleases God. In this way, the soul learns to accept suffering with patience
and humility, and thus grows toward spiritual maturity and eventual union with the divine.
The visions likewise attest that the soul must experience her suffering as pleasurable. In
vision 1, Hadewijch reports a speech to her from the divine countenance, which says in part:
Moreover I give you a new commandment (John 13:34): If you wish to be like me in my Humanity, as
you desire to enjoy me in my Divinity and Humanity, you shall desire to be poor, miserable, and
despised by all men; and all griefs will taste sweeter to you than all earthly pleasures; in no way let
349
them sadden you. For they will be beyond human nature to carry. (Translation modified).

The voice of God suggests that Hadewijch, who desires to enjoy God, should therefore make herself
desire to be hated by all people, and that this pain of rejection will feel sweet.350 As in Letter 1,
Hadewijch does not claim to already enjoy the wisdom and spiritual advancement to experience pain
as pleasure. In Letter 1, she wishes for such an orientation. In Vision 1, God reveals that she will at
347
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some point in the future feel this way. If we read the letter and vision together, it is as if God
promises to fulfill the wish Hadewijch expresses in Letter 1. And in Vision 7, Hadewijch appears to
ask for this orientation:
For above all the gifts that I ever longed for, I chose this gift: that I should give satisfaction in all great
sufferings. For that is the most perfect satisfaction: to grow up in order to be God with God. For to
grow up with God is suffering, pain, and exile, and living in great new grief of soul, and then letting all
that suffering come and go without grief, and tasting nothing but sweet love, embraces, and kisses.
351
(Translation modified.)

Hadewijch has not actually achieved this state, but asks to receive it as a gift from God.
Vision 11 reports that Hadewijch is of two minds concerning this disposition of equanimity.
On the one hand, she seems not to have achieved this state: “But in striving for this I have never
experienced Love in any sort of way as repose.”352 But on the other hand, she seems to claim a kind
of qualified version of it:
All this, nevertheless, was my greatest repose, for he willed it—but this was such repose as comes to
353
those who desire Minne and ghebruken, and who have in this desire such woe as I do.

Here Hadewijch describes a kind of repose in name; it counts as such because it is God’s will, but
such “repose” always carries some pain because of the nature of desire. No full satisfaction is
possible because the desire cannot be satisfied, as we will see later in this chapter. Hadewijch seems
to contradict herself, but because in the second example she defines repose as including the pain of
desire, she is not at odds with her earlier claim.
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Hadewjich aspires to take pleasure in her own suffering. Such a transformation of affect
requires a kind of bodily understanding; Hadewijch is to feel the truth of God’s promise to unite
with her through her suffering. The fact that Hadewijch discusses this orientation as a wish, a
request for a spiritual gift, as something she does not yet have, or as something she has only in part,
suggests the difficulty of achieving this affective reversal, while modeling how one should aspire
towards it.
Dangerous Sweetness
Having explored Hadewijch’s notion that the soul must experience suffering as ghebruken, I
will now examine those texts where she spurns passing consolations (sometimes called ghebruken,
other times called ghenoechten, solaes, or suetheit) in favor of recommending earthly suffering. In Letter
6, Hadewijch denounces those who seek “spiritual joys in any sort of repose or consolation” instead
of suffering for the sake of God.354 Hadewijch directs her addressee to seek out suffering in
imitation of Christ, saying that few of us “want to carry [Christ’s] cross with him, or want to hang on
the cross with him and pay humanity’s debt to the full.”355 Christ, she points out, never searched for
relief from his own sufferings, so one should be prepared to endure suffering in order to “be God
with God.”356
The suffering Hadewijch appears to have in mind in this letter is at the hands of human
agents; she gives the example of suffering due to gossip and slander.357 Elsewhere in the Letters,
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however, Hadewijch is concerned with suffering at the hands of God, who seems to abandon her.358
Hadewijch thinks of these two varieties of human suffering as related; whether it is from God’s
abandonment of the soul, or from human enemies, the problem is that “we seek too much
consolation from God and people.”359 One should rather embrace both kinds of suffering, rather
than seek consolations, joy, and pleasure.
Hadewijch is clear that the measure of love should never be ghebruken or sweetness, but
virtues and charity,360 by which she means the demonstrated capacity to endure suffering from God
and others. In Letter 10, she intersperses her own commentary within a translation of a selection
from the Explicatio in Cantico Cantorum, once attributed to Richard of St Victor.361 In the section of
the letter original to Hadewijch, she decries the fickle love practiced by those immature Christians
who base their love for God on the feelings of sweetness they experience. “For we discover in these
souls that as long as sweetness endures in them, they are gentle and fruitful. But when the sweetness
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but give all for all and entirely renounce repose.” And later in the letter, “Although, too, you
sometimes feel such affliction in your heart that it seems to you you are forsaken by God, do not be
discouraged by it.” (Letter 2, p. 49). Brief 2, pp. 24-25, ll. 8-10: “Men en sal niet droeuen omme
doghen noch langhen na raste. Men sal alles omme al begheuen ende alre rasten vertien.” Brief 2, p.
26, ll. 51-53: “Al gheuoeldi oec bi wilen ellindicheit van herten alse ocht ghi van [gode] begheuen
waert / Daer omme en metroest v seluen niet/.” While one can trace out the differing sources of
her suffering, between God on the one hand, and human agents on the other, the distinction
appears to hold little theological significance for Beatrice.
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Hadewijch, Letter 30, p. 119, (translation modified); Brief 30, p. 260, ll. 206-207: “Wi soeken te
vele solaes van gode Ende vanden menschen.”
360
Hadewijch, Letter 10, p. 67; Brief 10, p. 87, ll. 25-26: “Mer na de hebbinghe der doechde Ende der
caritaten…” (Eph 3.17) The reference to virtues and charity is a biblical paraphrase to which she
gives short shrift. Her focus in the letter is on the fickleness of feelings of sweetness and the need to
be able to endure both the positive and negative feelings that come from desire for God.
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Hadewijch: The Complete Works, ed. Columba Hart (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1980) 17, 367, n44.
Friedrich Ohly, Hohelied-Studien. Grundzüge einer Geschichte der Hoheliedauslegung des Agendlandes bis um
1200 (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1958), 221-229. J. W. M. Schellekens, “De betwisting van
Richard van St.-Victors auteurschap der Expositio in Cantica Canticorum,” in Ons Geestelijk Erf, 64
(1990), 107-129.
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vanishes, their love goes too…”362 Sweetness figures as a distraction from the soul’s need to be able
to endure suffering God’s absence.
The real danger posed by such sweetness, however, is its effect on desire. Desire for
Hadewijch is the engine driving one toward God; without it, spiritual progress stalls. Suffering, on
the other hand, fans the flames of desire:
The most sublime life and the most rapid growth lie in dying away and wasting away in the pain of
Love. And in the experience of sweetness one is on a lower level, for people easily allow themselves
363
to be conquered by it, and so the strength of desire diminishes.

Humans need the development that suffering offers, and thereby to maintain the intensity of their
desire for God. This is not to say that Hadewijch is entirely of one mind when it comes to
sweetness. In the same letter, she writes:
For at all hours we must content Love by our life: that may mean to be lost in the sweetness of Love,
or to be in great tormenting pain—according to Love’s dignity and for the sake of contenting
364
Love.

There are times when such sweetness is sanctioned, and the rule is that sweetness must be in
accordance with Minne. Elsewhere she writes: “…do not ask him for spiritual joys in any sort of
repose or consolation, unless this is as he himself wills.” (emphasis mine)365 And in another letter: “If
they are in consolation, let it be as Love wills; if they are disconsolate, again as Love wills.”366 But
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Hadewijch, Letter 10, p. 67; Brief 10, p. 87, ll. 26-29: “Want wi prouen in selke zielen: alsoe langhe
als die suetheit duert in hem, soe sijn si sachte ende vet; Ende alse de sueticheit vergheet, soe te
gheet haer mine…”
363
Hadewijch, Letter 30, p. 116; Brief 30, p. 253, ll. 35-39: “Dat hoechste leuen ende dat seerste
wassen es dat verderuen ende dat verdoyen in smarten van Minnen. Ende in soeten gheuoelne es
mere nederheit/. Want daer in waertmen lichte verwonnen/. Ende soe faelgeert de cracht der
begherten…”
364
Hadewijch, Letter 30, p. 116; Brief 30, p. 253, ll. 30-34: “Want men in alle vren der Minnen
ghenoech soude leuen/: Jn soetheiden van Minnen verloren te sine, Ochte in groter tormenteleker
smerten te sine, omme hare werdicheit Ende om hare ghenoech te doene.”
365
Hadewijch, Letter 6, p. 60; Brief 6, p. 63, ll. 207, 209-211 “Ende en wilt van gode…Noch
ghenoechte van heme in ghenre manieren van rasten Noch van troeste, Dan alse hi selue wilt…”
(emphasis mine).
366
Hadewijch, Lettter 10, p. 67; Brief 10, p. 88, ll. 49-50: “Sijn si bouen, si der Minnen wille; Sijn si
onder, si dat selue.”
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discerning whether or not such affective pleasure is in fact in alignment with Minne is “a delicate
question to decide”.367
Is this pleasure mere distraction? Or is it rather the will of God? Hadewijch’s exercises a
hermeneutical caution here, and while she leaves room for a healthy or good sweetness or pleasure,
she does not provide a rule for distinguishing between beneficial sweetness and distracting
sweetness. However in place of a rule, Hadewijch does provide examples of sweetness and pleasure
that she does not critique. In the preceding section, I have reviewed the instances when Hadewijch
recommends that the soul should learn to reinterpret her suffering as pleasure, and she does not
provide any caveats to such pleasure. Likewise, she does not warn against the temptations implicit in
pleasure when she describes pleasure that occurs as a vision or within a vision that she herself
experiences.
Visionary Pleasure
The Visions include several instances of pleasure, which Hadewijch implicitly sanctions.
These episodes of pleasure occur within the context of the violent love of Minne, as we learn in
Vision 1. God promises to grant Hadewijch union “in the storms of Love,”368 when the grief of her
separation from Minne becomes too much for her to bear. Thus one function of these episodes of
visionary pleasure is to relieve the pressure of earthly suffering. God’s promise of pleasure in Vision
1 as a respite from life’s pain is borne out in several of the visions that follow. Earlier in this chapter,
we have examined instances where Hadewijch aspires to experience suffering as pleasurable. These
instances occurred both in the letters and the visions. Here, we will be focusing on moments in the
Visions when Hadewijch reports experiencing this same pleasure from suffering to which she has
aspired.
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Hadewijch, Lettter 10, p. 67; Brief 10, p. 87, ll. 23-24: “…dat subtijl te kennen es…”
Hadewijch, Vision 1, p. 270; Visioen 1, p. 32, l. 389: “in stormen van minnen”.
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God interrupts Hadewijch’s earthly suffering with visionary pleasure as a nod to human
frailty in the face of infinite desire. Hadewijch, as in Vision 1, cannot bear any more suffering in
Vision 7, but here this excessive desire manifests in physical symptoms of lovesickness, like in
Richard of St Victor and in Beatrice of Nazareth: “On that day my mind was beset so fearfully and
so painfully by desirous love that all my separate limbs threatened to break, and all my separate veins
were in travail.”369 Such physical symptoms are very rare in Hadewijch’s corpus, so it is important
not to overemphasize them, particularly in light of the bias of readers of medieval women’s writings
to do so.370 Hadewijch’s suffering, spilling out from her soul to her body, is a result of her desire “to
have full pleasure of my Beloved.”371 Suffering from the frustration of her desire for God,
Hadewijch sees a remarkable Eucharistic vision. In it, Christ, in the form of a man, offers her the
sacrament, which she accepts, and then embraces her:
After that he came himself to me, took me entirely in his arms, and pressed me to him; and all my
members felt his in full felicity, in accordance with the desire of my heart and my humanity. So I was
372
outwardly satisfied and fully transported.

So in this vision, the burning desire Hadewijch has for God manifests in bodily symptoms of
lovesickness, which are answered in kind by a Eucharistic vision of bodily erotic encounter with
Christ himself. While the very nature of the genre of vision suggests a quality of uniqueness, I
interpret that specialness not as pertaining to an extension or intensification of Eucharistic
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Hadewijch, Vision 7, p. 280; Visioen 7, p. 74, ll. 10-14: “Doe was mi van begherliker minnen/ soe
vreseleke te moede/ ende soe wee/ dat mi alle die lede die ic hadde sonderlinghe waenden breken
ende alle mine aderen waren sonderlinghen in arbeiden/.” See chapters one and two for more on
Richard of St Victor and Beatrice of Nazareth.
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Amy Hollywood notes this tendency to somatize medieval women’s writings, both in the Middle
Ages and in modern scholarship. See Amy Hollywood, “Inside Out: Beatrice of Nazareth and Her
Hagiographer,” in Gendered Voices: Medieval Saints and Their Interpreters, ed. Catherine M. Mooney
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1999), 78-98.
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Hadewijch, Vision 7, p. 280; Visioen 7, p. 75, l. 21: “mijns liefs te vollen te ghebrukene”
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Hadewijch, Vision 7, p. 281; Visioen 7, p. 78, ll. 74-78 “Daer na quam hi selue te mi, ende nam mi
alte male in sine arme / ende dwanc mi ane heme /; ende alle die lede die ic hadde gheuoelden der
siere in alle hare ghenoechen na miere herten begherten/ na miere menscheit.”
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reception. In other words, Hadewijch is not special in receiving an erotic embrace that no one else
can access. Rather, the specialness is in the revelation, the vision, as it were, granted to Hadewjich to
be able to perceive that which is on offer to all in the sacrament of Eucharist: namely, the ability to
embrace and consume God. Furthermore, the special grace Hadewijch receives in being able to
perceive the erotic dimensions of the Eucharist in the form of a vision is evidently not only a
question of understanding. She quite clearly claims physical pleasure in her entire body, which must
include, though also not be limited to, erotic pleasure in her embrace of Christ. This physical and
spiritual pleasure is Christ’s pastoral response of erotic fulfillment to assuage the pangs of a violent
desire.
Vision 10 also depicts a passing visionary pleasure for Hadewijch, preceded and followed by
earthly suffering. A heavenly voice declares to her: “You shall suffer everything to the end with what
I am, and we shall remain one. Now take pleasure in me, what I am, with the strength of your
victory, and [those souls who live wholly in Minne] shall live eternally contented through you.”373
Hadewijch’s earthly life is characterized by a union with God that is manifested in her continuous
suffering, punctuated only sporadically by moments of visionary pleasure like this one.
A handful of Hadewijch’s visions, including the two discussed immediately above, end with
her returning to suffering. In each instance, the descriptions form part of a narrative frame that
explains to the readers how Hadewijch entered and exited each of the visions. At the beginning of
each vision, Hadewijch describes the circumstances of how the vision began, naming the time in the
liturgical year, and sometimes including whether or not the vision was “in the spirit.”374 At the end
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Hadewijch, Vision 10, p. 288 (Translation modified); Visioen 10, p. 105, ll. 65- : “Du salt al vte
doghen ten inde / met dat ic ben/, ende wi selen .J bliuen/. Nu ghebruke mijns / da tic ben /
metter cracht dijns uerwinnens/, ende die ghesaedde selen eweleke leuen ute di.”
374
See for example Hadewijch, Vision 6, p. 278: “It was on a certain feast of the Epiphany: I was
then nineteen years old, as was mentioned to me that day…And then I was taken up in a spirit and
carried on to where a vast and awe-inspiring place was shown to me…” Visioen 6, p. 65, ll. 1-3, 10135

of each of these visions, Hadewijch gives a brief account of how she returned from the vision back
to a more quotidian consciousness. In Vision 5, she writes: “And I came back into my pain again
with many a great woe.”375 Similarly, she concludes Vision 6: “And with this I returned, woeful, to
myself.”376 At the end of Vision 8, she writes: “Then I came back to myself as someone in new
severe pain, and so I shall remain until the day when I am again recalled to the experience from
which I then turned away.”377 Hadewijch provides a longer description of the end of Vision 10:
The Voice embraced me with an unheard-of wonder, and I swooned in it, and my spirit failed me to
see or hear more. And I lay in this pleasure half an hour; but then the night was over, and I came
back, piteously lamenting my exile, as I have done all this winter. For truly the whole winter long I
have been occupied with this kind of thing. I lay there a long time and possessed love, or revelation,
378
or anything else in particular that Love gave me.”

This pain Hadewijch describes at the end of each of these visions suggests that the visions
themselves could be imagined as instances of pleasure, or at least, of relief. Hadewijch’s return to her
suffering and pain highlights the contrast between these two states. We have seen above how
Hadewijch aspires to experience her earthly suffering as pleasure, and these visionary pleasures
reinforce the notion that Hadewijch is mostly unable to achieve this challenging feat. The visions, as
pleasures themselves, offer relief, then, from a life of suffering that Hadewijch is unable to

12: Het was in enen dertiendaghe; Doe wasic .xix. iaer out, alsoe wordense mi daer ghenoemt…doen
werdic op ghenomen in enen gheeste ende gheuoert daer mi wart ghetoent ene hoghe gheweldeghe
stat…”
375
Hadewijch, Vision 5, p. 277; Visioen 5, p. 62, ll. 71-72: “Ende ic quam weder in mijn leet met
meneghen groten wee.”
376
Hadewijch, Vision 6, p. 280; Visioen 6, p. 70, ll. 103-104: “Ende ic wart met dien weder bracht
iamerleke in mi seluen.”
377
Hadewijch, Vision 8, p. 284; Visioen 8, p. 91, ll. 127-130: “Doen quamic in mi seluen alse ene
nuwe harde sereghe / ende em mermeer wesen sal tote dien daghe da tic daer weder in valle daer ic
doe af keerde.”
378
Hadewijch, Vision 10, p. 288 (Translation slightly modified); Visioen 10, p. 105, ll. 70-80: “Ende
die stemme omuinc mi met enen onghehoerden wondere/, ende ic viel in heme/, ende mi ghebrac
des gheests meer te siene / ende te hoerne/. Ende ic lach in dien ghebrukene ene halue ure/; maer
hier was de nacht al ouer/, ende ic quam weder iamerlike claghende mine ellende/, alse ic al desen
winter hebbe ghedaen. Want ic hebbe wel na alle desen winter alsoe ghedaender dinc gheploghen/.
Jc lacher toe alle uren / ende oeffende mine/, ochte reuelacien / ochte yet anders sonderlinghes dat
mij minne gaf.”
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reinterpret as itself pleasurable. We have also explored above how spiritual consolation and pleasure
can be a distraction or stifling of desire for God. But in the visions, we have examples of pleasure of
a different type; rather than a distraction, these visionary pleasures serve a purpose in Hadewijch’s
spiritual development. Because they are fleeting and offered in a different mode than ordinary
earthly existence, they do not quench her spiritual desire, but enflame it precisely because of the way
she is immediately thrown back into her misery at the end of the visions. For Hadewijch, such
misery is the lifeblood of desire, which propels the soul toward union with God.
These instances of visionary pleasure likewise serve to anticipate union with the divine in the
hereafter. Vision 5 concludes with Hadewijch in a wondrous ecstasy of union with God, after which
God declares to her: “As you now have pleasure of this, you shall have pleasure of it eternally.”379
This passage demonstrates how visionary pleasure anticipates the pleasure awaiting Hadewijch after
death. However, elsewhere Hadewijch teaches that full participation in the beatific vision can only
occur after death. In Vision 13, Mary addresses these limitations of visionary pleasure: “See, if you
wish to have ampler ghebruken, as I have, you must leave your sweet body here.”380 Hadewijch has
just experienced a certain level of pleasure in the vision, but the completion of such pleasure would
require her death. Hadewijch requires these anticipations of heavenly bliss because of the intensity of
her earthly suffering. Although she is clear that suffering stokes the flames of desire, she resists any
attempt to think of heaven as a kind of reward for suffering, lest she be motivated by that reward
rather than by the justness of serving God because of God’s righteousness.381 God grants
Hadewijch brief pleasure, not to motivate her for heavenly reward, but to intensify the suffering she
379

Hadewijch, Vision 5, p. 277 (Translation slightly modified); Visioen 5, p. 62, ll. 67-68: “Alsoe dws
nv ghebrukes / saltws eweleec ghebruken /.”
380
Hadewijch, Vision 13, p. 301, Visioen 13, p. 152, ll. 241-243: “Sich wiltuus alsoe voert meer
ghebruken alse ic / Soe moestu dinen sueten lichame hier hebben.”
381
Hadewijch, Letter 10, p. 67: “No man should clamor for a reward; if he did his part, Love would
do her part.” Brief 10, p.88, ll. 42-44: “Nieman en dorfte brayeren om loen; dade tsine, Minne soude
thare wel doen.”
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feels by the contrast that visionary pleasure creates when she is thrown back into earthly suffering.
When God throws her out of this visionary pleasure back into her pain, Hadewijch’s desire deepens,
and she is united to a God who has himself suffered, and moreover, who sees suffering as the most
reliable form of spiritual pedagogy.382
The visions offer episodic moments of respite for Hadewijch’s otherwise painful existence
on earth. On earth, Hadewijch is unable to feel joy for the union she is promised through the pain
she suffers due to Minne’s abandonment of her. She aspires to that joy, but only in the visions can
she affectively realize what she can otherwise only posit to be true: that her suffering will unite her
with her suffering beloved.
Unfaith and Epektatic ghebruken
Since Hadewijch seems to indicate that a blissful heavenly ghebruken awaits her, one is left
wondering how to reconcile such an image with her rejection of sweetness and her insistence on the
priority of suffering over pleasure. However, in those instances when Hadewijch writes at length
about the nature of that heavenly pleasure, she reveals that it is not static repose, but rather a neverending pursuit.383 But first, we must turn to a key concept in Hadewijch’s corpus, ontrouwe, to
understand what motivates her desire for God, in spite of intense affective and sometimes physical
suffering.
Ontrouwe, translated as “unfaith” or “distrust,” describes an affective orientation to which
Minne’s violent love drives the soul. At its heart, ontrouwe is about refusing to be satisfied with
anything less than the fullness of Minne. It is tied to the two fears that Hadewijch describes in Letter
8, where she treats ontrouwe most didactically: “So high is unfaith (ontrouwe) that it continually fears
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Thanks to Mark Jordan for his suggestions on this idea.
See Mary Suydam, “Hadewijch of Antwerp’s Dark Visions of Heaven,” in Imagining Heaven in the
Middle Ages: A Book of Essays (New York and London: Garland, 2000), 119-141 at 122-125.
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either that it does not love enough or that it is not enough loved.”384 These fears motivate the soul
and keep the fires of desire burning bright, even when loving Minne is most difficult because of the
torments she inflicts on the soul.
Ontrouwe is likewise tied to symptoms of lovesickness: “Even though anyone loves so
violently that he fears he will lose his mind, and his heart feels oppression, and his veins continually
stretch and rupture, and his soul melts—even if anyone loves Love so violently, nevertheless this
noble unfaith (ontrouwe) can neither feel nor trust Love, so much does unfaith enlarge desire.”385
Thus although the soul and body may plunge into violent illness, the soul can never be free from its
fear that it does not love Minne enough. Even the bodily proof of these symptoms of lovesickness
cannot convince the soul that it has achieved the proper level of desire for Minne. In this sense,
lovesickness is a sign that the soul’s desire has enlarged such that it can no longer be confident of
being loved. Moreover, the soul loves Minne even past its breaking point, even as it hurls the
complete human person (body, mind, and soul) into chaos and illness. And such a love does not
suffice, because ontrouwe continually renews the soul’s fear that it cannot love enough, but also, as
cited above, that the soul is not loved enough in turn. Columba Hart also identifies a passage in
Vision 7 as also referring to ontrouwe, even though Hadewijch does not use the word itself.386 In this
passage, Hadewijch fears that she does not content her Beloved, and that he does not fulfill her
desire. Interestingly, this passage also includes references to lovesickness:
My heart and my veins and all my limbs trembled and quivered with eager desire and, as often
occurred with me, such madness and fear beset my mind that it seemed to me I did not content my
Beloved, and that my Beloved did not fulfill my desire, so that dying I must go mad, and going mad I
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Hadewijch, Letter 8, p. 65, ll. 44-47; Brief 8, p. 76, ll. 44-47: "Dus hoghe es ontrouwe die hare
altoes veruaert, Ocht dat si niet ghenoech en mint, Ochte dat si niet ghenoech ghemint en es.”
385
Hadewijch, Letter 8, p. 65, ll. 36-42; Brief 8, p. 76, ll. 36-42: …al mint een soe dat hi ontsinnen
waent, Ended at sijn herte versuchtet, Ende sijn aderen altoes recken ende scoren, ende sine ziele
smeltet, Nochtan datmen dus de minne mint.”
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Columba Hart, ed., Hadewijch, The Complete Works, Vision 7, p. 280, n. 72.
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must die. On that day my mind was beset so fearfully and so painfully by desirous love that all my
387
separate limbs threatened to break, and all my separate veins were in travail.

Thus ontrouwe prevents even the lovesick soul from having confidence that the extraordinary degree
of painful love it feels for Minne will suffice to win Minne’s love in return, and strengthens and
renews the soul’s desire for Minne even in the face of torments and suffering. Ontrouwe thus entails
detaching desire from its usual logic and restrictions. It is not hampered, as a more quotidian desire
would be, by indications that one’s love is unrequited, but rather is intensified.
These dual fears of ontrouwe (of not loving Minne enough and of not being loved by Minne
enough) have the effects of keeping the soul in the constant pain of desiring an unattainable God,
but also transform the soul’s relation to God. Ontrouwe emboldens the soul so that it shakes off
humility and fights back against Minne who has so wounded it. In Vision 13, Hadewijch recounts a
group of the blessed who are revealed by the unsealing of the seraph’s lowest pair of wings:
These were they who, in the liberty of love between them and their Beloved, had cast off humility and
had placed knowledge between them and their God, how he is constituted in his power where reason
is concerned, and in his kingdom, his goodness, his sweetness, and his whole Being, in which he
himself holds sway…Unfaith made them so deep that they wholly swallowed Love and dared to
engage her with sweet and bitter. That which Love gives turns bitter and is consumed and devoured.
That which Love hold back is enriched by great strength of taking pleasure in Love’s demand that
388
they be always great like her, so that all God’s artifice may not separate them from Love.

Unfaith replaces humble faith with a boldness driving the soul to fight back against a God who has
rewarded her faith with suffering and pain. Lacking Minne, the soul has nothing left to lose, since
387

Hadewijch, Vision 7, p. 280, ll. 3-10; Visioen 7, p. 73, ll. 3-10: “ende mine hert ende mijn aderen
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oec dates al die list gods besceden en can.”
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she will accept nothing less. The soul is willing to risk damnation if in doing so she has even a
glimmer of uniting with Minne. Paradoxically, the casting off of humility mentioned above ends in
those same persons having “the humility of Mary.”389 Indeed Mary, the paradigm of humility, herself
praises ontrouwe in the same letter, as the force that compels Minne to engage with the soul’s struggle:
“But the noise of the highest unfaith is the most delightful voice of Love; in this she can no longer
keep herself at a distance and depart.”390 While Hadewijch is not clear on how these souls reacquire
the humility of Mary, Hadewijch nonetheless offers the promise that these souls will move through
unfaith to re-acquire humility in the hereafter, but that unfaith is necessary in this world to equalize
the terms in which the soul and Minne can engage one another in the combat of love.
In Poem in Couplets 10, Hadewijch reiterates this emboldening aspect of ontrouwe:
Noble unfaith cannot rest
So long as it does not conquer to the hilt;
It wishes to conquer all that love is:
391
For that reason it cannot remain out of her reach.

Ontrouwe not only fuels desire, but here we see, emboldens the soul to conquer Minne
completely. But what sort of conquering does Hadewijch have in mind?
It is helpful here to turn to the so-called Jacob Letter, in which Hadewijch teaches,
“Whoever wishes to wrestle with God must set himself to conquer in order to be
conquered.”392 Thus, the conquering, both here and in Poem in Couplets 10, refers to a kind
of wrestling or fighting with God that necessitates being wounded or conquered, just as
389
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Jacob was. This combat in which Hadewijch calls her readers to do battle with God is the
struggle of a soul’s unquenchable desire for God, despite God’s absence and abandonment.
Hadewijch highlights the risk of endeavoring to fight back against Minne when she describes
the spiritual path of Augustine in the List of the Perfect. The List describes those souls whom
Hadewijch perceives to be already in heaven or bound for it. Concerning Augustine, Hadewijch
writes:
And then the seraph of seraphim appeared to him and said: “If you weigh things evenly in the balance,
and give everything what belongs to it and give what you love its due place, then no one shall know
you outside of love, nor love outside of you.” Then he left all doubt behind and fell into the full storm
of noble unfaith [ontrouwen] so that he would leave Minne no right [recht] [i.e., to rebuke him for not
having done enough for Minne]. Therein he remained at all hours until his death; even though he did
not always remain in bliss, he did remain in (Minne’s) kingdom and works. And then he felt the
393
Trinity's being, in justice [gherechtecheiden] and in Love.

This complex passage centers around justice (recht, gerechtecheiden). The seraph of seraphim
convinces Augustine to fully commit to the Christian life by giving his whole self to love, because
that is what Love is owed according to justice. So Augustine jumps into the storms of ontrouwe so
that Minne could never say that he did not do all that he could—this is how Van Mierlo helpfully
explains the phrase “so that he would allow love no justice [recht].”394 Only after Augustine has thus
taken the leap of faith into ontrouwe can he participate fully in an affective/ontological union with the
Trinity (“he felt the Trinity’s being”). Augustine must risk everything, even his salvation, in order to
win this full participation with the divine according to justice. He has anticipated the rebuke with
which Minne might scold him, so he risks all, and because of this preemptive concern for justifying
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his actions, he is rewarded by entrance to heaven, and the ultimate justice and love found in the
Trinity. And as in Hadewijch’s other works, this path is not reserved for Augustine, but is open to
all souls.
Hadewijch’s ontrouwe, therefore, radically reorients the soul toward a new and powerful
position in relation to Minne. When the soul suffers because Minne abandons it and punishes it with
painful love, the soul, at wits’ end, casts off humility and ordinary faith, and assumes a new position
in relation to Minne. That position of ontrouwe emboldens the soul to face Minne as an equal, and
motivates her to roll up her sleeves and indeed to do battle with Minne as an adversary.
Having discussed the motivating force that is ontrouwe, I will now turn to those places in
Hadewijch’s corpus where she indicates that heavenly pleasure is not constituted by repose, but by
the continual turmoil of violent love. In Letter 16, she depicts heaven as a site of ceaseless activity:
“Everyone in heaven is eternally engaged in contenting him with that love. That is their occupation,
which never comes to an end; and the lack of this blissful ghebruken is yet the sweetest ghebruken.”395
Likewise in Letter 12, Hadewijch writes:
They who strive and desire to content God in love begin here on earth that eternal life by which God
lives eternally. For to give him love to the full and content him according to his sublimity, heaven and
earth are busy every instant in new service, and this they will never perfectly fulfill. For the sublime
Love, indeed, and the grandeur that is God (cf. 1 John 4:16) are never satisfied or known by all that
man can accomplish; and all the denizens of heaven shall burn in love eternally in order to give Love
396
satisfaction to the full.
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If even the saints in heaven are unable to achieve full ghebruken by praising God, then we on earth
should know that our own efforts are doomed to fail to achieve perfection. The idea is not to
discourage the reader into giving up her pursuit of perfection, but instead, to recalibrate her so she
does not become discouraged when she does not achieve this perfection. One should aim toward
heaven and ghebruken, and indeed carry on with that pursuit even after death. We are instead to
stretch forth, to stretch with God, in a boundless asymptotic mutual approach.397
Such endless desire for God calls to mind Gregory of Nyssa’s Life of Moses, and its account of
epektasis.398 Columba Hart, following earlier scholarship, suggests reading a part of Letter 29 in light
of Gregory of Nyssa’s Life of Moses: “…since God is so great, I with my humanity may touch the
Godhead without attaining ghebruken.”399 As Rob Faesen points out, however, this theme of
endless desire is not unique to Gregory, but appears also in other authors Hadewijch is more likely
to have come across, such as William of St. Thierry, Bernard of Clairvaux, and Richard of St Victor,
and furthermore appears in Clement of Alexandria, Irenaeus, Origen, and Columbanus.400 Such a
listing is not to say that endless desire is the same in each of these authors, but simply to suggest that
some form of the theme exists in other places, and may well have influenced Hadewijch. However,
it is suggestive that Hadewijch is the only author for whom endless desire is grounded in suffering
and pain. Hadewijch’s painful epektasis ties her view of heaven and earth together. The only
satisfaction that the soul should seek is to remain unsatisfied, so that desire is never fulfilled, either
on earth or in heaven. Ghebruken therefore is at once the unattainable pleasure or perfection or
397
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fulfillment toward which the Christian should aim her life, as well as the elusive transformation of
suffering into pleasure.
In Letter 12, the saints go on praising God through all eternity, and their pleasure is in the
lack of ultimate pleasure, so that their desire goes on infinitely, without being arrested by climax. 401
Likewise, Hadewijch testifies that her “desire of unattainable ghebruken, which Love has always given
[her] for the sake of ghebruken of Love, has injured [her] and wounded [her] in the breast and in the
heart…”402 There should be no pinnacle or culmination of desire for the soul properly in love with
Minne; rather, her unending desire, and the suffering it engenders, should constitute the soul’s
pleasure. Hadewijch’s desire to experience suffering as ghebruken, discussed above, relates to the
notion of epektatic ghebruken. The ability to engage with Minne, even at the risk of suffering, springs
from ontrouwe, and only through that ontrouwe is the soul able to move from simply suffering the
pains of Minne to reinterpreating that pain as pleasurable. By learning to experience suffering as
pleasure, one is able to go on desiring God forever, since this fusion of the two affective states
replaces the climactic height of pleasure one might otherwise seek, which would halt the soul’s
infinite progress toward God and endanger this peculiar kind of union.
Paul Mommaers helpfully distinguishes between two types of ghebruken: a childish version
which is pleasurable enjoyment, unity, etc., and a more mature version, which includes both pleasure
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and pain.403 I read this slightly differently. Ultimately, I do not see Hadewijch’s works as valuing an
unqualified pleasure of being with God; far too often, Hadewijch warns against the pitfalls of placing
too much emphasis on ecstatic union, visions, and other temporary spiritual consolations. Rather,
spiritual progress requires that pain and suffering should eclipse such passing joys, and the Christian
should reinterpret her suffering as pleasure. As I argue in the previous chapter, this reinterpretation
is the produce of a pedagogical project shared between a student, who prepares herself by the
practice of virtue, and allegorical figures of Love and Reason, who provide instruction in how to
endure and reinterpret suffering as pleasure. So I find the distinction between the transitory unitive
pleasure and the ultimate pleasure useful, but I would define that second, mature pleasure to be an
affective re-interpretaion of suffering, rather than a mixture of both pain and pleasure, as
Mommaers has done.
Hadewijch also describes the relation between suffering and pleasure according to a
Christological model. Generally Hadewijch is content to speak of Minne, and rarely touches on the
crucified Christ, but a telling example in one of her letters offers the reader a more traditionally
theological lens through which to examine her understanding of the meaning of suffering and its
relation to love. Specifically, that image occurs in Letter 22, when Hadewijch refers to the crucified
Christ reaching his arms outward in an embrace. But before analyzing Hadewijch’s text, I will offer a
brief historical excursus on this affectively charged image.
Excursus: A Crucifying Embrace
The notion that Christ’s outstretched arms on the cross resemble or signify an embrace
predates Hadewijch. This excursus will survey the antecedents to Hadewijch’s own image in Letter
22, and conclude by demonstrating what makes Hadewijchs’ account unique. References appear as
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early as Irenaeus of Lyons (early 2nd c.-202 CE), and Cyril of Jerusalem (c. 313-386 CE).404 A text
attributed to Anselm, and appended to his works by the 12th century, places the image in an overtly
devotional context.405
Pseudo-Anselm, whom we may assume was a Cistercian follower of Anselm’s, invites a
personal, affective connection to Christ. While Irenaeus speaks of Christ who “embraces the whole
world”, Pseudo-Anselm’s text asks his readers to imagine themselves as receiving an embrace from
Christ on the cross. In the text, numbered in the Patrologia Latina as Anselm’s 10th Meditation, the
author writes:
For by stretching out his arms, he shows us that he himself longs for our embraces, and seems as
though to say: “O you who labor and are heavy laden”, come, and be restored (Matt 11:28) in my
arms, in my embrace: see that I am ready to gather you up in my arms. Come, therefore, all of you: let
no one be afraid of being sent away, “for I do not wish the death of the sinner, but that he be
converted, and that he live” (Ezech. 33:11). “For my delight is to be with the children of humans”
406
(Prov. 8:31).

The devotional context puts the reader into direct affective relation with the crucified Christ, who is
seen as a beautiful lover, even as he is put to death. While Irenaeus’s Christ was indeed stretching
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out arms to embrace humanity, Pseudo-Anselm’s Christ reaches out as an expression of a lover’s
ardent desire. Just as the soul is lovesick for Christ, here Christ is lovesick for the soul, suffering
both the pains of crucifixion as well as the pangs of love. The reader is asked to meditate on this
image in order to cultivate a properly erotic desire for Jesus, even his body, as it lies in agony on the
cross.
A legend about Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153 CE) that appeared about a quarter century
after his death reports that Bernard received an embrace from Christ on the cross, and in the first
half of the fourteenth century, images of Bernard begin to depict him in this way.407 However, there
is only one brief reference to such an embrace in written works attributed to Bernard, and he does
not present the embrace autobiographically. It appears in the third section of the Sentences, which are
thought to represent some of Bernard’s sermons as he might have preached them, rather than in the
more erudite, literary form that appears for example in his Sermons on the Song of Songs.408 In one of
the Sentences, Bernard describes four crosses: the cross of charity and of Christ, the cross of the
penitent thief on Jesus’s right, the cross of the unrepentant thief on his left, and Simon’s cross of
forced service. The cross of Christ is “the cross of charity on which, then as now, he was
outstretched as if to embrace us with his extended, loving arms.”409 Bernard does not develop this
theme at length, but its appearance here demonstrates the first Cistercian mention of the theme that
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I can find, and is quite in line with the imaginative and affective spirituality that is Bernard’s
signature.
Like Pseudo-Anselm, Aelred of Rievaulx (1110-1167 CE) demonstrates a devotional interest
in the crucifixion in his Rule of Life for a Recluse.410 The occasion for the Rule, as reported in the text,
is that Aelred’s sister has asked him for several years to write a rule appropriate for her life as a
recluse. He characterizes his work as “selecting from among the various regulations of the
Fathers”—a trope, but fortified by Aelred’s reliance on Jerome, Cassian, Palladius, Gregory the
Great, and on the Rule of St Benedict.411 In addition to citing these authors, Aelred weaves in a
contemporary Cistercian interest in affective devotion to the person of Christ. In the first two
sections of the book, Aelred describes outer and inner virtues that he wishes to instill in recluses.
One of Aelred’s primary concerns is the virginity of the recluse. He values virginity very highly, and
mourns the loss of his own virginity at some length.412 This can strike the modern reader as strange,
but Aelred has in mind not only sex acts, but also thoughts.413 Aelred makes some
recommendations about what kind of altar a recluse should keep:
On your altar let it be enough for you to have a representation of our Savior hanging on the Cross;
that will bring before your mind his Passion for you to imitate, his outspread arms will invite you to
414
embrace him, his naked breasts will feed you with the milk of sweetness to console you.
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In Aelred’s use of the theme of Christ’s embrace from the cross, his emphasis is on guarding
virginity. The white altar cloth, he goes on to say, should symbolize chastity.415 The unique outlet for
erotic energy that Aelred allows a recluse is to reach out to the outspread arms and naked breasts of
Christ on the cross. And to drive the point home further, the recluse is also allowed a portrait of the
Virgin Mary and the virgin disciple, John, on either side of the crucifix. Like these virgins, the recluse
is to remain chaste, except with her lover, Christ. Note as well that the reader is invited to embrace
Christ, and not the other way around. The impetus for action is on the contemplative. Aelred’s call
to imitate Christ’s passion, found in this same passage, takes on a new dimension because it is
situated within this virginal erotic love of Christ. Is the imitation of the passion to be identified with
the struggle to maintain her chastity? Aelred leaves this question open to interpretation. Regardless,
he makes it clear that at least one purpose of erotic love for Christ is to channel the recluse’s
otherwise unruly yearnings toward God rather than earthly ends.
Aelred’s aim in the third section of the book is to write a meditation, walking the reader
through various stages of the life of Christ, to incite her to a particular sort of desire. He describes
this process at the work’s conclusion:
Meditation will arouse the affections, the affections will give birth to desire, desire will stir up tears, so
that your tears may be bread for you day and night until you appear in his sight and say to him what is
416
written in the Song of Songs: My Beloved is mine and I am his.” (Song 2:16)

and images. Medieval medical knowledge, drawing on ancient medical theory, had it that milk was
actually a transmuted form of blood; thus the associations here between milk and blood in a
religious context likewise make sense in a medical one. See Caroline Walker Bynum, “The Body of
Christ in the Later Middle Ages: A Reply to Leo Steinberg,” in Fragmentation and Redemption: Essays on
Gender and the Human Body in Medieval Religion, (New York: Zone Books; Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
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Here Aelred lays out a clear path for the recluse: through affect, one will reach Christ as lover. But
how exactly does he encourage the recluse to meditate? The third part of Aelred’s treatise offers
devotional exercises for the recluse, and continues the erotic engagement with Christ on the cross:
Hasten, linger not, eat the honeycomb with your honey, drink your wine with your milk. The blood is
changed into wine to gladden you, the water into milk to nourish you. From the rock streams have
flowed for you, wounds have been made in his limbs, holes in the wall of his body, in which, like a
dove, you may hide while you kiss them one by one. Your lips, stained with his blood, will become
417
like a scarlet ribbon and your word sweet.

As in the first Aelred passage I cited above, Aelred ties the Song of Songs to the passion by
embellishing the erotic reading of Christ’s body hanging on the cross. In this latter passage,
however, the context is an affective exercise of meditating on the cross, and thus much closer in
genre to Pseudo-Anselm’s text cited above. One might imagine that this represents an enactment or
staging of the devotional practice of praying before the altar with a crucifix that Aelred suggests in
the first passage. The erotic finds full expression, both in references to kissing as well as to sensual
Eucharistic language.
Aelred also encourages his reader to imagine herself as Joseph of Arimathea, who “in his
most happy arms…embraces that sweet body and clasps it to his breast.”418 This second embrace of
the lifeless body as it is taken down from the cross forms a kind of echo of that embrace from the
cross, allowing the reader to enter back into erotic desire, even after Jesus’s death.
To sum up, several authors before Hadewijch imagined the crucified Christ stretching out
his arms to embrace the Christian. Some, such as Pseudo-Anselm and Aelred, invited their readers
to engage in a meditation, an imaginative reading practice that put them into direct contact with
417
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Christ, in order to cultivate a particular sort of affective devotion. While Aelred was somewhat
unusual in his focus on virginity and the channeling of erotic energy into love for Christ, all three
texts interpret the crucifixion as an act of love, and dial up the pathos of their accounts by picturing
Christ leaning down from the cross to embrace the Christian.
Turning back to Hadewijch’s Letter 22, we find that Hadewijch describes how Christ “bent
time” in order to interrupt or intervene in historical time.419 Stretching out his arms, Christ bends
himself toward us in an embrace: “We see his mouth brought close to us to kiss him who wishes it.
His arms are outstretched: He who wishes to be embraced may throw himself into them.”420
Although Hadewijch does not explicitly say that these outstretched arms refer to the crucifixion, she
does refer to Christ’s sacrifice in the paragraph before, and Jozef van Mierlo, editor of the critical
edition of Hadewijch’s works, has also interpreted this language to refer to crucifixion.421 These two
bendings, of time and Christ’s own body, represent an act of love in incarnation and willing selfsacrifice, and unite the ecstasy of erotic bliss with the agony of crucifixion:
God has inclined himself toward us, in time, in all we can have and wish to have from him, and all we
can understand, as much as we wish and however we wish, in order that he may be with us in Love
422
and in pleasure (translation modified).
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men wilt Ende also na alsmen wilt, dat hi si in Minnen ende in ghebrukenessen met ons.”
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Christ’s outstretched arms on the cross, reaching out to embrace those who love him, inspire a
transformation in those souls: “That fearful outstretching renders the depth of their souls so deep
and so vast that they can never be filled.”423 The horrifying crucifixion that stretches out Christ’s
limbs likewise is also an act of such love that it moves certain souls. These souls are themselves
mimetically and responsively stretched out, such that their desire, like Christ’s love, grows infinite.
Placing Hadewijch in historical relationship, however indirect, with Pseudo-Anselm,
Bernard, and Aelred, is fraught with the challenge of understanding the differences in genre that I
have attempted to negotiate from text to text. The difficulties of negotiating reception of those texts,
their crossing of linguistic boundaries, and other differences between them caution against facile
comparison. What I am suggesting, particularly in the move from Pseudo-Anselm and Aelred, who
are writing devotional texts, meant to encourage meditational practices, is that Hadewijch’s work in
Letter 22 bears the trace of the spiritual practice of meditation on the cross.424 While we cannot
know whether Hadewijch herself actually engaged in such meditation, the gestures in Letter 22
toward the cross and its meaning are both theological in orientation, and also grounded in a history
of devotional practice, meant to encourage affective erotic relation with Christ. What is so unique
about Hadewijch’s version of this image of Christ embracing the soul from the cross is free from
concern about sin, though deeply concerned about suffering and desire.
Hadewijch’s image of the crucified Christ extending his arms out in an embrace differs from
these earlier authors. She uses this image to teach about the soul’s mimetic response in stretching
and expanding its desire toward Minne and ghebruken. Pain and pleasure meet in a single image of
Christ, answered by the soul’s painful, infinite desire for ghebruken. Moreover, Hadewijch’s peculiar
423

Hadewijch, Letter 22, p. 98; Brief 22, p. 195, ll. 188-190: “Dat vreeseleke ontpluken maect hen
haerre zielen gront soe diep Ende soe wijt, dates niet verwlt en connen ghewerden.”
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For an excellent summary of the history of meditatio from classical to high medieval usage, see
Duncan Robertson, Lectio Divina: The Medieval Experience of Reading (Trappist, Ky.: Cistercian
Publications; Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 2011), 88-103, at 97-103.
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understanding of heaven, as we will see below, includes a suffering that never ends. So when she
invokes the cross and kisses from Christ on that cross, she unites pleasure and pain in a manner
entirely consistent with how she views both the experience of the soul on earth as well as in heaven.
Conclusion
As this examination of ghebruken and its related terms in Hadewijch’s prose corpus has
shown, Hadewijch proposes that the suffering caused by violent love should be considered true
pleasure, while the apparent pleasure of spiritual consolations should be rejected so the soul can
grow into proper union with a suffering Christ. The visions represent a site out of time in which the
soul may catch sight of the pleasure it ought to feel because of its earthly suffering. Such visionary
pleasure is an anticipation of a future, heavenly union. But the epektatic edges of her theology warn
that even in the hereafter, such a union may not be simply equated with pleasure; no culmination
occurs, but instead “the lack of this blissful ghebruken is yet the sweetest ghebruken.”425 The visions
offer a site of alignment between the suffering one experiences and the pleasure one should feel,
knowing that one is united by that suffering to Christ. But the radical note Hadewijch strikes in
these prose works is that suffering does not lead to eternal bliss, because a complete bliss would take
away the engine of desire that ultimately forms the union of love between the soul and Christ.
Without that suffering, desire is satisfied, and the human soul would fall again, like Adam and Eve,
from that union of wills it can maintain only through an unsatisfied desire. This epektatic desire is
not unique to Hadewijch, however for Hadewijch, epektatic desire is founded on epektatic suffering.
For Gregory of Nyssa, desire does not end; for Hadewijch, such desire is motivated by suffering and
the violence which produces it, which also cannot end. That is why for Hadewijch, the highest name
of love is Hell:
Hell is the seventh name
425

Hadewijch, Letter 16, p. 80, translation modified; Brief 16, p.132, ll. 17-19: “Ende dat ghebreken
van dien ghebrukene dat es dat suetste ghebruken.”
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Of this Love wherein I suffer.
For there is nothing Love does not engulf and damn,
And no one falls into her
And whom she seizes comes out again,
Because no grace exists there.
As Hell turns everything to ruin,
In Love nothing else is acquired
But disquiet and torture without pity;
Forever to be in unrest,
Forever assault and new persecution;
To be wholly devoured and engulfed
In her unfathomable essence,
To founder unceasingly in heat and cold,
In the deep, insurmountable darkness of Love.
This outdoes the torments of hell.
He who knows Love and her comings and goings
Has experienced and can understand
Why it is truly appropriate
426
That hell should be the highest name of Love.

While this is not Love’s only name, it is the “highest” and most appropriate name, and reflects
directly on the affective content of the Songs.
It bears mention that especially in the Songs, the most common use of “Minne” is as a name
for God. In Poem in Couplets 16, Hadewijch presents seven names for Minne. Taken together, one
could say that Hadewijch is giving names for a name. These multiplications of naming suggest not
426

Hadewijch, Poem in Couplets 16, pp. 356-357, ll. 149-168; Mengeldichten 16, pp. 83-84, ll. 149-168:
Hare seuende name dat es helle
Der minnen daer ic aue quelle.
Want si al verslindet ende verdoemt
Ende in hare niemant op en comt,
Die hare beualt ende diese beueet,
Dat daer ghene ghenade toe en gheet.
Ghelijc dat die helle al verderuet
Ende men in hare inet el en verweruet
Dan onghenade ende sterke pine,
Altoes in ongheduerne te sine,
Altoes in storm ende nuwe veruolghen,
Al verslonden ende al verswolghen
Jn hare grondelose nature,
Sinken in hitten, in coude elke vre,
Jnder minnen diepe, hoghe deemsterheit.
Dit gheet bouen der hillen arbeit.
Die minne kint, hare comen, haer gaen,
Es hem cont, hi mach verstaen
Datter minnen we les bequame
Dat helle es hare hoechste name.
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only the multiple dimensions of Minne, but also the futility of encapsulating the divine essence in a
any one name.427 Thus the naming functions as an apophasis by multiplication, a gesture reminiscent
of Pseudo-Dionysius. Even though “hell” is the highest and most appropriate name for Minne, it
fails to contain the fullness and dynamism of Minne, even if it does a better job of it than any of the
other names.
Significantly, Hadewijch characterizes “hell” as “forever to be in unrest, / Forever assault
and new persecution”; she leaves no room to interpret such suffering as coming to a final end in
heavenly bliss, but rather, any such bliss must be comprised of suffering, which does not end.428
That is not to say that Hadewijch claims there is no difference between the life of the blessed and
that of the damned, despite the fact that both groups clearly suffer. But for those in heaven, that
suffering, caused by the lack of ghebruken with God, itself becomes sweet. The blessed have learned,
as students of the school of Minne on earth, to reinterpret this suffering as sweetness, a knowledge
that separates them from the damned. And an everlasting heavenly suffering, even sweet suffering, is
perhaps unique in medieval Christian theology. Such a refusal of temporal limits on suffering
suggests a radically different conception of Christian love in which satiety is impossible, and desire
necessitates suffering. While Hadewijch does claim that such a suffering becomes sweet, it does not
ever end, even for the blessed. Such a theology paints a much more consistent picture between the
suffering God-Man and an afterlife that retains the memory of both Christ’s suffering and human
427

Note that Hadewijch claims that the seven names together “contain all the essence and the
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suffering on earth. And the context of Hadewijch’s life among the beguines, a marginalized
movement suffering from periodic crackdowns by church authorities, may well have contributed to
this prioritization of suffering, even in heaven.
What then, of violent love? In the last chapter, we examined how Hadewijch consistently
employs images of violence in the Songs to describe how Minne’s absence affects the soul. Here in
the prose works, although such imagery also appears, I have shifted to analyzing the role of ghebruken
or pleasure, and how Hadewijch radically redefines such pleasure, dismissing its ordinary spiritual
manifestations as merely stepping stones toward grappling with suffering God’s absence. To
combine the insights from these two chapters, then, true pleasure, according to Hadewijch, is
suffering God’s violent love as expressed in his abandonment of the soul. The violent love of God’s
absence is the source of Hadewijch’s proper pleasure, and the one she will both enjoy and suffer for
eternity.
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Chapter 5: Angela of Foligno: From Crucified Love to Apophasis
Historians rarely connect Angela of Foligno to the other authors featured in this dissertation,
or at least, much less frequently than they connect those authors to one another. Angela’s Memorial is
the only text of the four that is co-authored, the only text from southern Europe, the only text by a
Franciscan, and is the latest text of the group. Her engagement with the category structuring this
dissertation, violent love, is quite different from the other authors. Richard, Beatrice, and Hadewijch
each write about the soul’s longing for Christ using violent language, describing the soul as wounded
by love. Angela conceives of violent love differently, and describes it as rooted in penitence and in
an imitation of a suffering yet loving Christ. That is to say, love is violent for Angela not because it is
conceived of as inherent to loving God, as happens in Hadewijch’s works, but because it reflects the
act of crucifixion as an act of love and forgiveness. By analyzing Angela’s writings in the context of
those by Richard, Beatrice, and Hadewijch, I will not argue that Angela’s texts in any way cite the
ideas of the other authors, but instead will explore how her version of violent love functions quite
differently from theirs. For the first time, the theme of suffering, which in the other authors was
intrinsic to the experience of longing for God, is here tied to sin and sorrow at having turned away
from God. I will explore how and why Angela writes about the violence of the crucifixion as
something to be imitated by the Christian, albeit affectively, as an act of penitence responding to
Christ’s love.
Angela’s version of violent love is one centered in penitential subjection and erotic
attachment to the crucified Christ. Sin and Angela’s concern for its remittance is central, and only
through the love of a suffering savior can Angela come to mirror that love through devotion, vision,
and imagination. Angela’s love for the crucified one finds its fulfillment in a love beyond description
and an ultimate and complete union with Christ.
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What we know of Angela comes almost entirely from her collected works, known as her
Book, which is comprised of two parts: the Memorial, produced in collaboration between Angela, who
was unable to write in Latin, and Brother A., her confessor, scribe, and translator, who appears to
have been a relative of Angela’s; and the Instructions, written by a number of authors, including
perhaps Brother A. With the help of these works,429 Paul Lachance, Bernard McGinn, and others
have compiled what we know of Angela’s life story.430 Angela was likely born in 1248 to relative
wealth; she later married and had children. After a conversion experience in early middle age, she
sought a deeper devotional life, which was made possible by the death of her husband and children.
She gave away her earthly possessions and entered the third order of St Francis a few years after her
conversion. She embarked on a spiritual journey characterized by penitence, as she struggled to
cleanse herself from her sinfulness through suffering as Christ suffered. She took a pilgrimage to
Rome in 1291, and later that same year, professed the Third Order of St Francis and took a
pilgrimage to Assisi.
It was there at Assisi, when God withdrew a spiritual consolation from Angela, that she
began screaming in the church, and her relative and later confessor, Brother A., rushed to her and
urged her to keep silent. As he asked to know more about her experience, Brother A. was moved to
write down what she told him, and the Memorial was born. The book catalogues both the 19 steps
that preceded Angela’s screaming at Assisi, as well as the seven supplemental steps that followed.
Angela died in January of 1309, was buried in the church of St. Francis in Foligno, and was beatified
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The information about Angela’s life all comes from the Book. She is however mentioned in other
sources; most notably, Ubertino of Casale, in his Arbor vitae crucifixae Jesu describes a formative
transformational encounter with Angela,that likely took place in about 1298. See Paul Lachance,
introduction to Complete Works by Angela of Foligno (Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1993), 110.
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Bernard McGinn, The Presence of God: A History of Western Christian Mysticism, vol. 3, The Flowering of
Mysticism: Men and Women in the New Mysticism (1200-1350) (New York: Crossroad Publishing
Company, 1998), 143. Paul Lachance, introduction to Complete Works by Angela of Foligno
(Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1993), 16-23.
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by public acclaim. Rome officially recognized her beatification in 1701, and she was canonized in
2013, a full 704 years after her death.431
Textual Production
John Coakley’s relatively recent analysis of the relationship between Brother A. and Angela
provides helpful analysis for understanding the authorship of the Memorial.432 Coakley describes two
levels of the narrative – one constituted by the framing narratives of Brother A, and the other, a
hagiography of Angela’s spiritual experiences.433 The first level – that of Brother A. – effectively
cautions the reader against any straightforward reading of the second level as representing an
accurate account of Angela’s experiences.434 Brother A.’s frequent interruptions into the fabric of the
text correct against this reading. From the beginning, he admits that his work “is an incomplete, very
weak and abridged, but nonetheless true description of [Angela’s experience]”.435 His most lengthy
discourse on the subject falls in Chapter 2. He tells the story of how he had, as usual, been writing
down what Angela told him, and on reading it back to her, she responded that “my words were dry
and without any savor, and this also amazed her.”436 Later he admits that he recorded Angela’s
words, “as well as I could grasp them while she was speaking, sketching them rapidly because I
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Angela of Foligno, Complete Works, Classics of Western Spirituality (New York: Paulist Press,
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, ch. 2, p. 137; Memoriale, p. 34, ll. 155-156: “…quod ego sicce et
sine omni sapore loquebar; et admirabatur de hoc.”
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could not understand them sufficiently to write a more complete account.”437 Thus Brother A.
undermines the text he produces as he produces it, and cautions the reader against holding his
account as a faithful rendering of Angela’s words or experiences.
In characterizing Brother A.’s role in the production of the Memorial, Coakley avoids
rendering the term “scriptor,” which Brother A. uses to describe himself, as scribe, “a word that in
its meaning as ‘copyist’ may prejudice the question, addressed below, of the extent of the friar’s role
in composing the work.”438 In doing so, he misses a key element of this particular pseudonym:
humility. Brother A.’s evident interest in Angela manifests itself in his self-descriptions in the
Memorial as ranking far below her in spiritual prowess; Coakley rightly characterizes the friar’s selfdescriptions as “unswerving devotee rather than [Angela’s] spiritual director,” and “reverential
secretary.”439 His humility is a mirror of Angela’s emphasis on humility, which I will discuss more in
what follows.440 Brother A.’s humility, reflecting Angela’s own humility and its importance for
spiritual progress, constitutes a kind of structural apophasis. The structure through which the reader
receives Angela’s teachings in the Memorial is the matrix of Brother A.’s translation, which both he
and Angela criticize. One views the light of Angela’s teachings through a glass darkly, or so Brother
A. and Angela suggest.
These textual elements serve to destabilize the notion of a single authoritative text tied to
historical figures, and serve to underline the apophatic gestures Angela makes at the end of the
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Memorial that will be analyzed at the end of this chapter. Brother A.’s refraction of the text can be
seen as a kind of structural apophasis, that is, a level at which the authors unsay the integrity of the
text itself even as it purports to convey Angela’s teachings in Brother A.’s Latin. In the analysis that
follows, I will analyze the text as it stands without undue further concern for the historical referent
of authorship.
The cross and sin: penitence and the violence of the crucifixion
In the Memorial, Angela’s spiritual itinerary begins with the cross and a growing awareness of
her own sinfulness. The first twenty steps of Angela’s itinerary focus on her urge to bridge the gap
between herself and God through self-examination and rumination on the cross. Love is even
explicitly absent near the beginning: in the second step, she notes that the soul, mired in shame and
bitterness, “does not feel love, only grief.”441 She says the same thing earlier in that same step.442 The
moving force of the soul’s journey is a deep longing to cleanse oneself of sinfulness. She is clear
here, calling this the via penitentiae.443 The word penitentia can refer either to penitence, the inward
disposition, or penance, the outward acts meant to rectify one’s sins. In the case of the via penitentiae,
Brother A. and Angela mean to communicate both meanings; this is Angela’s spiritual itinerary
through the affective path of sorrow because of sin and through the acts necessary to reconcile the
sinner to God. The title of via pentientiae suggests that the whole system could be described as such:
from aching feelings of guilt over sin, to passionate longing, to visions of entering Christ’s side
wound, to apophatic descriptions of union. The centrality of Angela’s awareness of her sinful nature
through her entire itinerary, reflected in this name for the itinerary as a whole, strikes a new tone in
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the history of violent love by heavily accenting the soul’s sinful nature and redemption in the
suffering body of Christ, as mirrored in the saint’s suffering body and soul.
Penitentia certainly included physical practices, and although Angela refrains from specifically
identifying penitential practices, it is not difficult to compile a list of the kinds of practices she likely
meant. For example, in step 11, Angela performs “even harsher penance,” but Brother A. gives little
indication as to what sort of practices he refers to, only saying that her ability to endure it exceeds
that of ordinary humans.444 Angela is doing something to atone for her sins, but without indications
here, it is hard to know what that might include. Angela mentions several practices elsewhere in the
Memorial that provide some clues. She might have stood in prayer,445 genuflected,446 or meditated on
the cross.447 She also enclosed herself in a cell during the Great Lent,448 joined in the suffering of
Mary and John,449 prayed the Our Father in church,450 gave up her fancy garments and food,451 sold
her villa and gave proceeds to the poor,452 and she likely considered all of these acts to be penitential.
Thier and Calufetti, the editors of the 1985 critical edition, have surmised that the penance
444
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mentioned in this step is “probably fasting, alms, prolonged prayer, and perhaps even the cilice
(hairshirt) or flagellation.”453 While flagellation and the use of hair shirts were indeed present in
Angela’s region of Italy in the late thirteenth century, they are not named in the text itself, and so
their attribution to Angela remains more conjectural than that of the other practices. With reference
to more extreme penitential practices, it is worth noting that despite Angela’s pursuit of superhuman
penance, she observes certain limits; in step 18, she recognizes that her desire for excessive fasting is
in fact a temptation.454
Whichever physical penances Angela may have performed, she is quite clear about the
internal, affective penitential attitude she cultivates, sometimes with divine assistance. In step 8,
Angela receives a deeper understanding of her own sinfulness, and how God had died for our sins.
She felt that she herself had crucified Christ.455 Angela personalizes the story of the crucifixion,
imagining that her own sins crucified God. In step 10, Angela receives confirmation of her earlier
insight: “After this, I was given an astonishing remembrance of all my sins and became aware that I
was the one who had wounded him afresh with my sins and because of this, great should be my
sorrow.”456 The stronger language of step 10 personalizes and confirms what was a more general
feeling in step 8. Step 10 also features Christ showing her each of his wounds, and asking her what
she could do that would be enough, or that would satisfy her, and he confirms that his crucifixion
453
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was indeed for Angela personally: “I have endured all these things for you.”457 The weight of
Angela’s guilt for her sins takes a dramatically personal turn in her visionary life, and connects her
individual sins with each of the wounds Christ endured.
The Memorial moves directly from ruminations on how Christ suffered his passion for
Angela in step 10, into a passing description of Angela’s superhuman penance in step 11, which I
discussed above; Angela’s sinfulness is matched by Christ’s loving suffering, a suffering that is for
Angela in particular. Angela’s response to Christ’s passion is in her “even harsher penance” that
“exceeded ordinary human capacities.”458 Angela’s remarkable encounter with the crucified Christ in
step 10 accounts for this transformation to superhuman penance. It is as if Christ’s divinity is
contagious, and her encounter with him grants her the ability to undergo a new level of penance, in a
pale reflection of Christ’s own suffering; Christ’s bodily pain calls out for Angela to suffer as well.
One of Angela’s most dramatic visions illustrates her understanding of sin and forgiveness
through the prism of another encounter with the crucified Christ. The vision takes place in the
fourteenth step, just after Angela has meditated on the passion suffered by the Virgin Mary and
John, the beloved disciple. Thus, sin and suffering set the stage for what is to come in the encounter.
Christ appears to her while she is awake and standing in prayer:
He then called me to place my mouth to the wound in his side. It seemed to me that I saw and drank the
blood, which was freshly flowing from his side. His intention was to make me understand that by this blood he
would cleanse me.459

This cleansing comes about through the Eucharistic act of drinking directly from the side wound. It
is a kind of intensification of the sacrament of Eucharist, brought to life in a waking vision, that
457
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recenter ex latere suo, et dabat michi intelligere quod in isto mundaret me.”
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underscores Angela’s keen desire to exceed ordinary Christianity, while at the same time delineating
a rather ordinary path through indexing the Eucharist. Angela’s participation in the suffering of
Christ continues in the same step, as she prays for a martyrdom more vile than that of Christ’s or
the saints’, and absent the glory due to martyrs, which her humility forbids her from seeking on
account of her sinful nature.460 But Angela does not imply that sacrificing herself for Christ would be
redemptive. Instead, she wishes to do so “because of his love.” Here we learn that her thankfulness
for having been forgiven and cleansed of her sins matures into a love for Christ that is willing to
mimic his act of self-sacrifice because she understands his act of suffering and obedience ultimately
to be an expression of love.
Angela’s engagement with the crucified Christ, and by extension, the relation between
penitence and forgiveness in her theology, infuses Eucharistic participation with affective
engagement. In the same passage in step 14, Angela goes on to write: “And at this I began to
experience a great joy, although when I thought about the passion I was still filled with sadness.”461
Angela’s deep ambivalence about the crucifixion illustrates the emotional complexity that such
devotion is meant to produce. Affective identification with Christ pulls her to sadness, while the
theological meaning of that suffering as redemptive leads her to great joy. In order to achieve the
desired union with Christ, Angela must reflect both his joy and suffering.
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A marked change occurs in Angela’s itinerary at the 20th step, which doubles as the first
supplemental step, and commemorates the moment when Brother A. finds Angela screaming in the
church at Assisi. Penitence fades into the background, as more overt language of love between
Angela and Christ comes to the fore. However, episodes of heightened awareness of sin and feelings
of guilt persist throughout the itinerary.462 For example, it is the very moment that Christ offers
Angela spiritual consolations that she falls prey to a deep sense of worthlessness because of her
sins.463 Later in the itinerary, Angela feels herself unable to confess adequately because of the
magnitude of her sins.464 Still later, the urge to sin also returns, but Angela does not submit to
committing sin.465 Finally, Angela describes a secret vice that is so shameful she cannot name it, but
describes a virtue that God granted to her to counteract the vice.466 In these instances, Angela
continues to grapple with sinfulness as a troubling, recurring theme that both impedes her on her
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journey to intimacy and union with God, but also is the basis for that very union. Her sinfulness is
the condition for the possibility of Christ’s loving forgiveness, which she answers with her own love
for God.
Stripping
In steps 8 and 9, Angela writes about stripping off her clothing before the cross.467 A good
Franciscan, Angela models her act after the famous scene depicted both in Thomas of Celano’s first
vita, commissioned by Pope Gregory IX, and in Bonaventure’s vita, in which Francis strips off his
cloak in the piazza, so that he, “nudus nudum Christum sequi.” For Thomas and Bonaventure, Francis’s
stripping not only echoes the stripping of Jesus before his torture and execution, but also
exemplifies voluntary poverty, which by Bonaventure’s time was the subject of fierce debate. Angela,
who runs in Spiritualist circles, takes a strict and literal approach to poverty,468 as I will discuss
below. Yet the primary signification of Angela’s stripping has to do with the relation between sin
and the cross.
In the eighth step, Angela writes of a heavy awareness of her own sins that comes from
contemplating the cross. Her contemplation of the cross lights a fire within her. Angela describes
what happened next: “I stripped myself of all my clothing and offered myself to him completely.
And although I was afraid, I nevertheless promised to serve him in perpetual chastity and not to
offend him with any part of my body, individually accusing each of them in turn.”469 In this passage,
Angela relates her naked body to chastity. She then conceives of the body as made of members,470
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but a collection of members each able to sin. She performs an inventory of the body, vowing never
again to sin using each part of her body, and instead to observe chastity with each part. Chastity for
Angela takes on a broader meaning than sexual abstinence, and connotes dedication to God and
sinlessness. It is unclear from the passage whether Angela is in a church or in a more private space;
we know only that she stripped before the cross. Aelred’s Rule for a Recluse recommends that women
recluses should have a crucifix in their rooms, so perhaps Angela’s stripping did not take place in
public, as Francis’s did.471 Wherever Angela stripped off her clothing, the theological meanings she
ascribed to her action are clear. She turns away from sin and offers herself totally to God, body and
soul.
In the ninth step, the act of stripping becomes much more radical. Here too, Angela
describes herself as standing at the foot of the cross, which she immediately identifies as the place
“where all sinners take refuge.”472 Here she learns the way of the cross:
…if I wished to go the cross, I would strip myself so as to be lighter, and would go to the cross, that
is, refrain from all things that offend me and strip myself of all earthly things and of all men and
women, and of all friends and relatives, and of all things and possessions, and even of myself. Then I
would give my heart to Christ, from whom I had received all these good and useful things, and would
go on the thorny path, that is, the path of tribulation.473
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Angela imagines herself as covered in excess layers. She not only needs to remove her clothing, but
all material things, all persons with whom she has ties of affection or blood, all wealth. Although
Angela strips these things off, she does so not because they are sinful or dirty, but because they are
useful and good; she calls them benefica. Thus it would be wrong to think of her stripping simply as
purification. Clearly Angela also conceives of her actions as sacrificial and as a return to Christ, who
indeed had blessed her with all of these people and things. Here the Franciscan origins of Angela’s
spirituality come to the fore. The sacrifice Angela makes of her worldly possessions is to conform to
the idea of literal poverty, the particular ideal of the Spiritual Franciscans.
Angela’s innovation, however, is to extend this notion of poverty to a stripping off not only of
material possessions, but also of her very self. Only then is Angela free to give Christ her heart, and
to return all things to God. This stripping of the self echoes Christ’s act of self-emptying or kenosis,
described in Philippians 2:7-8: “but [Christ Jesus] emptied himself, taking the form of a slave, being
born in human likeness. And being found in human form, he humbled himself and became obedient
to the point of death—even death on a cross.”474 Angela’s stripping herself of herself is rightly
understood as a form of mimetic kenosis. To be sure, Angela does not move from divine to human
form, nor does she mount a cross, but in stripping the self in humility before the cross, Angela is
very clearly imitating not only Francis’s poverty, but more radically, Christ’s act of self-emptying.
However Angela’s mimetic kenosis also includes her desire to imitate Christ’s death, described in
step 14 of her itinerary. This desire is troubled by Angela’s conviction that she is unworthy to die as
Christ or the saints did. Instead she proposes an alternative: “I was even disposed…to wish that all
the parts of my body suffer a death not like his, that is, one much more vile.” She wishes to die “in
some very vile place, and by a very vile instrument. Moreover, since I did not desire to die as the
saints had died, that [a person willing to kill Angela because of faith and love of God] make me die a
474
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slower and even more vile death than theirs.”475 Despite Angela’s protestations to the contrary, it is
clear that she wants to die in some way like Christ and the saints did, that is, for her faith and for
love of God. Angela desires self-annihilation in a manner markedly similar to Christ’s own, and her
denials counterintuitively reinforce the gravitational force of its similarity to Christ. The more
humble and vile she attempts to make her death, the more deeply she commits her action to selfabasement and self-emptying, which are preeminently kenotic and Christological.
Paul explicitly grounds his description of Christ’s kenosis in love. Paul enjoins the church in
Philippi to imitate Christ’s self-emptying because of a set of affective dispositions: “If then there is
any encouragement in Christ, any consolation from love (agape), and sharing in the Spirit, any
compassion and sympathy, make my joy complete: be of the same mind, having the same love
(agape), being in full accord and of one mind.”476 Christ’s act of humble self-emptying and taking on
human flesh was done out of love, compassion, and sympathy for humanity, and the imitation of
Christ to which Paul enjoins the Philippians is to be motivated by that same love.
Although Angela’s stripping of the self, based on Francis’s example and on kenosis, is based
in love, she places kenosis before love, while Paul suggests that kenosis grows out of a prior love.
Angela describes stripping of the self as an act of contrition performed in order to be able to love.
In both the eighth and ninth steps, Angela mentions sinfulness and the cross, as I have argued
above. After describing the act of stripping herself, not only of garments, but also of her loved ones,
and ultimately of herself, Angela writes: “Then I would be free to give my heart to Christ from
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whom I had received so many graces…”477 While love is not the starting place for Angela, there is
another affective disposition required: a painful awareness of her sinfulness. As she describes an
earlier step in her journey: “There is not yet the feeling of love, only grief.”478 That characterization
fits the ninth step as well, although there the promise of love, of the possibility of giving her heart to
Christ, appears as the consequence of her stripping of herself.
Lovesickness
Angela’s heavily penitential itinerary and her desire to strip herself not only of worldly
possessions, but also of her very self, allow her to fall lovesick for Christ. Her love for Christ
generally conforms to medieval conceptions of lovesickness, particularly as articulated by Gérard of
Liège, but also expands on this medical model to include an additional symptom, disjointed limbs,
that is understood to be a symptom of crucifixion.479 Angela’s form of lovesickness for God
encounters and includes violent love, that is, the love motivating Christ’s suffering on the cross.
Thus Angela suffers this “symptom” of crucifixion as a symptom of lovesickness as well. I will begin
my analysis of Angela’s unusual lovesickness by examining the relation between image and love,
which aligns with ancient etiology of lovesickness, and then examining two common symptoms:
depressed thoughts and broken speech, and will end with disjointedness, the symptom of crucifixion
as lovesickness.
Love at first sight, love as illness
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Angela is moved to physical symptoms of illness because of her intense love for Christ. She
mentions falling physically ill at the sight of Christ’s passion depicted in artwork: “Also, whenever I
saw the passion of Christ depicted, I could hardly bear it, and I would come down with a fever and
fall sick. My companion, as a result, hid paintings of the passion or did her best to keep them out of
my sight.”480 Angela’s desire to avoid these depictions accords with Neoplatonic understandings of
lovesickness as based on the sight of the beloved. According to these sources, love is based on the
sight of a beautiful person.481 So when Angela avoids representations of the passion, she is trying to
avoid this mechanism for falling in love, and thereby falling ill, through the sight of the beloved.
Interestingly, Angela is in love with not any Christ, but Christ crucified; it is the suffering body of
Christ with whom she is in love, because for Angela, love is the willingness to undergo suffering for
the beloved. Thus the crucifixion is the point at which Christ’s love is most fully on display, most
communicable, and most able to be imitated and reflected back.
Lovesickness: Depressed thoughts
Gérard of Liège describes another symptom of lovesickness as “depressed thoughts and
solicitude toward the interior, so that the lover seems to resemble a sleeper who cannot keep vigil
except for the beloved.”482 In a few different places in the Memorial, Angela expresses a desire to die.
For example, Angela wishes for her own death just after her return from her pilgrimage to Assisi,
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which had culminated in her screams at the church of St Francis. “Once I was back home,” she
writes:
I felt so peaceful and was so filled with divine sweetness that I find no words to express my
experience; and there was also in me a desire to die. The thought that I had to go on living was a great
burden because of that inexpressible sweetness, quiet, peace, and delight which I felt; and because I
wanted to attain the source of this experience and not lose it—that is why I wanted to leave this
world. The thought of continuing to live was a greater burden for me to bear than the pain and
sorrow I had felt over the death of my mother and my sons, and beyond any pain that I could
imagine. I lay at home enthralled by this great consolation and in a state of sickness for eight days.”483

Later in the paragraph, she describes this same sickness: “I lay in bed for eight days hardly able to
speak, say the Our Father, or get up to move around.”484 Angela’s description is a quintessential
account lovesickness. She experiences depressed thoughts, even embracing death, but this
depression is rooted in the pleasure she takes from her intermittent experiences of delight in the
presence of her beloved. She takes to her bed for days on end because of the pain and sorrow she
feels. What distinguishes her version of lovesickness from its secular variety is that her desire for
death is in fact a desire for reunion with her beloved, whom she believes will await her with open
arms in the next world.
In the fifth supplemental step, Angela again languishes for death and union with her beloved
Lord. She is torn between the satisfaction of the vision of love that Christ has given her, and the
burning desire to be with him in heaven. The text describes the affective state of her soul:
As a result of this vision, her soul was in a state of languor. What she wanted to see and feel was God,
and not any creature. She did not speak nor could she make any words come out, but her soul spoke
inwardly and cried out to God not to leave her languishing in such a death, for she regarded life as
483
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death. She also first called upon the Blessed Virgin, and then invoked and beseeched all the apostles
to accompany her in kneeling before the Most High and implore him not to make her suffer this
death, namely, the present life, but to enable her to attain the One she was feeling.485

Here Angela’s depressed thoughts move her so that she is incapable of outward speech; she resorts
to interior prayers to deliver her from the torture of living by granting her a speedy death.
Broken speech: Apophatic lovesickness
Angela’s inability to contain or express her affective state in words constitutes another
expression of lovesickness. Gérard of Liège writes that the first sign of lovesickness is broken
speech.486 While Gérard has in mind both a tendency toward silence and general difficulty speaking,
Angela shows a broader array of alternative modalities of speaking, which fall under the category of
apophasis. In the writings of Pseudo-Dionysius, apophasis forms a pair with cataphasis, which is
language that purports to name or describe God, often in affirmative or positive terms. Apophasis
un-says what cataphasis says.487
In Chapter 7, the fifth supplementary step of the Memorial, Angela speaks of the relation
between feeling and speech about God, in the context of describing the act of welcoming God as a
pilgrim into the soul. She explains that “the more one feels God, the less one is able to say anything
about him, for the very fact of feeling something of this infinite and unutterable Good renders one
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incapable of speaking about it.”488 Thus there is an inverse proportion between feeling God and the
ability to speak of God. Moreover, there is an interplay between the failure of language due to
language’s inadequacies at capturing God’s essence and the feeling itself, which is so overwhelming
that it robs one of the ability to speak. In other words, Angela’s love for God, expressed as
welcoming him into her soul, renders her speechless. She is only able to produce apophatic speech
as a placeholder for where cataphatic description ought to be. Such failure of speech at the site of
intimate union between Angela and God in her soul harmonizes well with medieval notions of
lovesickness and its attendant “broken speech.”
Angela’s lovesickness is at its most acute at the moment when her sweet spiritual
consolations, which had been present with her on her pilgrimage to Assisi, abruptly come to an end
at the entrance of the church of St. Francis, under the stained glass window depicting Francis being
held closely by Christ. This image of an embrace illustrates exactly what Angela desires: unitive bliss
with Jesus. It is altogether appropriate, then, that this tertiary Franciscan be smitten by a wave of
lovesickness at this moment, when her own feeling of Christ’s embrace recedes along with the
presence of Christ’s consolation. She cries out to Jesus, whom she calls “Love”:
“Love still unknown, why do you leave me?” I could not nor did I scream out any other words than
these: “Love still unknown, why? Why? Why?” Furthermore, these screams were so choked up in my
throat that the words were unintelligible…as I shouted, I wanted to die. It was very painful for me not
to die and to go on living. After this experience I felt my joints become dislocated.489
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Here Angela demonstrates how language ends or fails by performing that ending: her speech trails
off into unintelligible sobs. Such sobbing is certainly apophatic, and takes the place where language
would go if it were sufficient to her needs. The passage also includes another instance where Angela
wishes for her own death because of her desire for God, as well as a symptom of crucifixion and by
extension, of a particular form of lovesickness: the dislocation of her joints.
Angela, Disjointed: Violent Lovesickness
In the passage above, Angela describes her joints dislocating immediately after the
withdrawal of her spiritual consolations. In describing her joint pain in this particular way, Angela’s
language recalls Psalm 22:14: “I am poured out like water, and all my bones are out of joint: my
heart is like wax; it is melted in the midst of my bowels,” (KJV) a “suffering servant” psalm read by
medieval Christians as prefiguring and indeed describing Jesus’ torments on the cross.490 Angela’s
image of dislocated joints clearly owes a debt to the language of the psalm, but the specificity of the
stretching movement is somewhat new in medieval representations of the passion.491 The stretching
image appears in the works of Bonaventure and in later authors such Jean Gerson, in the fourteenthcentury vernacular devotional treatise, A Talking of the Love of God, and in Thomas à Kempis’s The
Imitation of Christ. Bestul notes, “A more active portrayal of the stretching of Christ’s body becomes
commonplace, and in later treatments, for example in the Meditationes vitae Christi, Christ’s body is
pulled in order to fit nail holes made too far apart.”492Thus Angela’s text forms part of a growing
body of medieval reflection on the passion in which the violent stretching of Christ’s body, as one
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Thomas H. Bestul, Texts of the Passion: Latin Devotional Literature and Medieval Society, Middle Ages
Series (Philadelphia, Pa.: University of Pennyslvania Press, 1996), 28. The Psalm forms part of the
liturgy of Holy Week, and appears on Palm Sunday, Holy Thursday, and Good Friday, and verse 14
figures prominently in many medieval passion narratives.
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Thomas H. Bestul, “Medieval Narratives of the Passion of Christ,” in Texts of the Passion: Latin
Devotional Literature and Medieval Society, Middle Ages Series (Philadelphia, Pa.: University of
Pennyslvania Press, 1996), 26-68, at 47. The joints do not appear in Bonaventure, despite Bestul’s
translation, but rather the membra are stretched.
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Bestul, Texts of the Passion, 44.
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of a series of graphic imaginings of the physical torture and suffering of the passion, looms large.
What sets her use of stretching apart from these passion accounts is the way in which she depicts
that pain not only as an image of Christ’s suffering for meditation, but as something she suffers.
Furthermore, Angela’s body speaks in a particularly legible form, that is, in an imitation of the
passion, just where she claims that speech fails her.
One can think of the scene in three acts: the invocation of God as “unknown,” the trailing
off of her invocation into unintelligible screaming, and the disjointing. In the first act, Angela calls
God “unknown,” and the appellation recalls Paul’s preaching to the Athenians on the statue
dedicated to an unknown God in the book of Acts.493 In the second act, her speech becomes choked
and unintelligible, as she performs the ineffability that she has just claimed. This is apophasis in its
most literal sense; the unsaying or exhaustion of speech. A third act moves Angela back into
discourse, though not into speech, when her joints are dislocated. This transition from speech into
action places Angela in an exceptional kind of mimesis with Christ; her body, here her joints, display
the miraculous pain proving her performed, embodied connection to Christ. Furthermore, Angela’s
description of her joint pain goes beyond medical lovesickness, widening its symptomatology to
include the sufferings of the passion. Although joint pain is generally not considered an aspect of
lovesickness, Angela makes it so because of her interpretation of the crucifixion as an act of love.494
Her body reflects that suffering because she is in love with the crucified Christ. Thus Angela’s
barrage of symptoms indicates that her suffering aligns with, but also expands on, medieval models
of lovesickness.
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Acts 17:22-34, at v. 23
Angela of Foligno, Complete Works, Memorial, 2nd supplementary step, p. 153: “God himself
showed me living proof that he loves the soul and he himself is the love of the soul, by his coming
into the world and his suffering on the cross, although he is so great.” Translation slightly modified.
Memoriale, caput 4, p. 62, secundus passus supplens, ll. 182-184: “Quod Deus diligit animam, quod
ipse est amor anime, ipse ostendit michi viva ratione per adventum et per crucem, cum ipse esset ita
magnus.”
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The previous episode is only one of several instances of disjointedness that appear in
Angela’s Book. This unusual image expounds upon medieval lovesickness by widening it to include
symptoms of crucifixion. Two other examples occur in the Memorial. The first is from the second
supplementary step, during the elevation of the host at mass. Angela feels “the fire of sweet and
gentle love” in her soul, which causes a disjointing of her members. She describes in painstaking
detail the sensory aspect of this disjointing:
Furthermore, I hear the bones cracking when they are thus disjointed. I hear this disjointing more
when the body of Christ is elevated. It is especially then that my hands suffer this disjointing and are
opened.495

Angela is furthermore clear that she desires this disjointing, and feels such pleasure in it that she
wishes she could remain in that state forever. This mixture of pain and pleasure is rooted in the
connection to Christ, as evidenced by the relation to the elevation of the host. The context of the
mass imbues the episode with Eucharistic overtones, suggesting that her disjointing here has
everything to do with Christ’s on the cross. The location of the disjointing in her hands furthers this
connection by relating the pain to one of the points of penetration for crucifixion, as it was imagined
in the Middle Ages.496
The aforementioned evidence of disjointing comes from portions of the Memorial written in
Angela’s first-person voice. A kind of narrative interlude by Brother A. also describes joint pain as
part of a more general characterization of Angela’s bodily symptoms:
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Angela of Foligno, Complete Works, Memorial, 2nd supplementary step, p. 158; Memoriale, caput 4,
p. 70, secundus passus supplens, section 52, ll. 316-318: “Et etiam sonant membra quando
disiunguntur; et hanc disiunctionem magis sentio quando elevator corpus Christi et disiunguntur
manus et aperiuntur.”
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Although medieval textual and visual sources indicate that most people imagined Jesus was
hammered to the cross through his hands, modern medical re-imaginings of the crucifixion, based
on gospel accounts, surmise that Jesus was likely attached to the cross by the wrists rather than the
hands. William D. Edwards, Wesley J. Gabel, and Floyd E. Hosmer, “On the Physical Death of
Jesus Christ,” JAMA 255, no. 11 (1986): 1455–1463.
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Though she was always very ill and could eat only very little, she was quite plump and rosy-cheeked.
But she was also so full of pain, and all the limbs and joints of her body were so swollen that it was
only with great difficulty that she could move, walk, or even sit.497

Here Angela’s joint pain is construed as a feature of more general invisible pain and its dramatic
contrast to her outwardly healthy appearance. It is curious that Brother A. mixes symptoms of
health and illness in his description of her. The typical lovesick patient cannot eat much, and so
becomes pale and thin rather than rosy-cheeked and plump, as Angela seems to have been.498
Despite her inedia, Angela retains the outward signs of health, while suffering an invisible illness.
While her disjointing still references crucifixion in the manner of the previous example, Brother A.’s
treatment of the symptom here serves more obviously hagiographic ends, pointing to the symptom
as evidence of miraculous holiness, and at the same time marking the difference between secular and
divine lovesickness. In the previous examples, Angela’s disjointedness is more easily discernible as
relating to Christ’s crucified body, whereas Brother A weaves it into a narrative about a woman’s
body that conceals rather than reveals its miraculous holiness. The difference between Brother A.’s
treatment of her disjointedness and the previous examples that Angela appears to have dictated is
subtle, but important because it appears possible to tease out Brother A.’s hagiographic tendencies
from Angela’s theological concerns. Namely, Angela is more interested in communicating the ways
in which Christ’s suffering violence and his expression of love through that suffering ought to be
expressed in the Christian’s body and soul.
Another dislocation takes place in the fifth supplementary step of the Memorial. In it, Angela
receives a vision of love that alternately withdraws and approaches toward her, like a swinging sickle.
This alternation causes her desire to increase, so that she is filled with love beyond words. She
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Angela of Foligno, Complete Works, Memorial, 6th supplementary step, p. 200; Memoriale, caput 8, p.
146, sextus passus supplens, section 105, ll. 106-110: “Et quamvis semper esset infirmissima et valde
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experiences “a hunger so unspeakably great that all her members dislocated.”499 Here Angela is clear
that the intensity of her love and desire for God causes the dislocation. It is as if her body cannot
contain her desire, and that excess is expressed by dislocation of her members. In that sense,
Angela’s body speaks after she is no longer able to speak in words, and testifies to her desire for
Christ, while at the same time imitating the agony of his passion.
Instruction 4, written by someone whose literary and argumentative style contrasts starkly
with that of the Memorial, and who appears to have only contributed this single Instruction to
Angela’s Book,500 makes an even more explicit connection between Angela’s experience and Christ
crucified:
Then she saw how the joints and tendons of his blessed body were torn and distended by the cruel
stretching and pulling of his virginal limbs at the hands of those who had set upon him to kill him on
the gibbet of the cross. The bones and sinews of his most holy body seemed completely torn out of
their natural position; and yet his skin was not broken.
At this heartrending (liquefactivum) sight she was transfixed to the marrow with such compassion (tanta
compassione) and in truth it seemed to her that she was totally transformed in spirit and body into the
pain of the cross. At the sight of the dislocated limbs and the painful distension of the sinews, she felt
herself pierced through even more than she had been at the sight of the open wounds…The sight of
the crucified body of the good and beloved Jesus stirred her to such compassion that when she saw it,
all her own joints seemed to cry out with fresh laments, and her whole body and soul felt pierced
anew from the painful impact of this divine vision.501
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, fifth supplementary step, p. 183; Memoriale, caput 7, p. 114,
passus quintus supplens, section 78, ll. 121-123: “…generat tamen maximam famem tantum
inestimabilem, quod omnia membra tunc disiungebantur.”
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Note that the word “liquefactivum” bears some relation to the Vulgate’s Psalm 21: 15,502 (KJV
Psalm 22:14), which I mentioned above because of its reference to disjointing. The verse also
describes a melting heart: “cor meum tamquam cera liquescens in medio ventris mei,” which the
author of the Instruction likely had in mind, since he or she mentions both a melting heart and
disjointed bones. The emphasis in this passage is on how the sight of Christ’s crucifixion fills her
with “ such compassion,” that is, co-suffering, that she felt the pain of the crucifixion. Her gaze and
its effects constitute a visual mimesis in perfect agreement with the strand of medieval lovesickness
based on the Platonic notion of love as caused by the sight of the beloved. But the passage moves
well beyond ordinary lovesickness by showing a visual contagion moving from Christ to Angela in
which the symptoms not of lovesickness, but of wounding and crucifixion, appear on Angela’s body.
The scene takes place, like that in the second supplementary step discussed above, at the elevation of
the host in the mass. This setting performs or literalizes both the symbolism of the Eucharistic
sacrifice by connecting Christ’s passion to the elevation of the host, and by connecting Angela to
both the passion and the elevation of the host. So Angela’s body and Christ’s undergo similar
symptoms of a peculiar kind of religious lovesickness, one characterized by agonies of crucifixion:
wounding and stretching out of the joints. Although the episode occurs in the Instructions, it accords
perfectly with the Memorial’s representations of Angela and Christ in their mutual violent
lovesickness.
Violent Lovesickness Enacted: Angela’s Encounters with the Cross
At certain moments in the Memorial, then, Angela has dramatic encounters with the crucified
Christ in which Christ’s body and Angela’s interact in her visions. These bodily relations, mediated
lamentum et novum vere faciebant in ea doloris transfixivi tam mentis quam corporis
sentimentum…”
502
“Sicut aqua effusus sum et dispersa sunt universa ossa mea factum est cor meum tamquam cera
liquescens in medio ventris mei.”
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through her visions, express the lovesickness whose symptoms I have examined above. In later
encounters, as I have shown, Angela does not display symptoms of lovesickness, but rather
expresses her love through a bodily encounter with the crucified Christ.
Earlier in this chapter, I discussed Angela’s dramatic vision in which she drinks from the side
wound of Christ.503 There, I interpreted it in relation to penitence. Here I wish only to add that
Angela also enacts her desire for intimacy and union with Christ in her action, literalizing the
Eucharist as she ingests Christ’s blood directly from the source. The wounded body of Christ
cleanses her, as I mentioned, but does so as an act of love, which she reciprocates in the placing of
her lips on his side in a kiss.
The fourth supplemental step provides a window into how Angela interacted with the
crucified Christ through affect and through her own body. Angela tells a pair of related stories, one
immediately after the other, about having miraculous experiences relating to the cross. In the first,
she says that while gazing at the cross at Vespers, she has an overwhelming feeling of joy. She writes,
“I saw and felt that Christ was within me, embracing my soul with the very arm with which he was
crucified.”504 Angela’s testimony reveals a Christ whose crucifixion is grounded firmly in love.
Angela centers love in dealing with the crucified Christ, just as she does in the fourteenth step
discussed above. Once penitence is satisfied, the soul can experience a relation to Jesus not in guilt
caused by sin, but in a love that reflects his own self-sacrificing love. Angela underscores this
affective movement from despair to joy, writing: “And in no way whatever can I be sad concerning
the passion; on the contrary, my joy is in seeing this man, and to come to him. All my joy now is in
503
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this suffering God-man.”505 Angela has no need to wait for Easter, since for her, the joy of salvation
comes on Good Friday. The joy of salvation is in the suffering and crucifixion.
The story that immediately follows the embrace by the crucified arm is also characterized by
this affective shift from sorrow to gladness. In this anecdote, Angela watches a dramatic
reenactment of the passion in the piazza of her hometown. She describes the affective shift that
takes place while watching the passion play: “Hence, when the passion of Christ was presented on
the Piazza Santa Maria, the moment when it seemed to me one should weep was transformed for
me into a very joyful one.”506 Angela illustrates this joy by describing a remarkable spiritual
consolation: “At times it seems to my soul that it enters into Christ’s side.”507 One episode of this
remarkable consolation takes place at the public performance of the passion. Apophatic bliss follows
this remarkable public spiritual experience: “And I was miraculously drawn into a state of such
delight that when I began to feel the impact of this indescribable experience of God, I lost the
power of speech and feel flat on the ground…I lay there on the ground, my power of speech and
use of my members was gone.”508 Here apophasis grows out of the joy brought about by Christ’s
suffering body. Angela’s erotic entry into the side wound enacts the full promise that the crucifixion
offers; a salvation of love brought about by violent death, culminating in a woman’s body
penetrating the salvific wound. This encounter answers the Angela’s lovesickness and her deep
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desire for God. Her access to God, her entry into God’s body, is constituted by the passion and the
violence that he suffered in the crucifixion.
In the fifth supplemental step, Angela recounts a vision that takes place on Holy Saturday
and that, rather appropriately, takes as its subject matter Christ in the tomb.
Among other things, she related to me, brother scribe, that on that very day, in a state of ecstasy, she
found herself in the sepulcher with Christ. She said she had first of all kissed Christ’s breast—and saw
that he lay dead, with his eyes closed—then she kissed his mouth, from which, she added, a delightful
fragrance emanated, one impossible to describe. This moment lasted only a short while. Afterward,
she placed her cheek on Christ’s own and he, in turn placed his hand on her other cheek, pressing her
closely to him.509

Here again Angela’s vision figures her body in erotic contact with Christ’s. Their love is indeed
strong as death,510 as the yet un-resurrected body of Christ reanimates in order to return her
embrace.
These four memorable visions, in which Angela drinks from the side wound, is embraced by
the crucified arm, enters the side wound, and embraces his body in the sepulcher, do more than
mark Angela as a saint; they express the culmination of Angela’s desire to be with Christ and display
how his suffering violence on the cross and her suffering of bodily symptoms and psychic longing
are reciprocal acts of love. They grow out of the mutual lovesickness that Christ and Angela suffer
for one another, and demonstrate how visions of erotic bodily union underscore Angela’s
understanding of love as a form of suffering, and of the shared suffering that the Christian is meant
to undertake alongside Christ.
Crucifixion and Mercy
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To appreciate the meaning of the cross as love in Angela’s itinerary and theology, one must
explicate how Angela understands the cross as an expression of God’s mercy. Angela explains to
Christ that she cannot conceive of why he grants her such love:
“Why do you have such love for me who am such a sinner, and why do you take such delight in me
when I am so ugly and despicable, and throughout my life I have offended you?” I became aware,
then, that I had never done anything good that was not also filled with many defects. To this he
replied: “Such is the love that I have deposited in you that I am totally unable to remember your
faults; my eyes do not see them. In you I have deposited a great treasure.”511

This passage reveals that Christ’s mercy on Angela as a sinner, the fact that he cannot see her faults,
is an expression of his love. Indeed Christ hides some of his love for Angela because if he fully
revealed his love to her, she would be unable to bear the extent of his love. Angela retorts that, since
he is God, he could make her capable of bearing it. Christ responds, “But if here on earth you were
granted everything you desired, you would no longer hunger for me; for precisely this reason, I do
not want to grant your wish; for in this life, I want you to hunger for me, desire me, and languish for
me.”512 As remarkable as his merciful love for Angela is, this love is only partially revealed so that
Angela’s desire will continue to grow for as long as she is on earth.
Elsewhere in the Memorial, Angela demonstrates that she finds the biblical exemplar of
divine mercy in the person of Mary Magdalene, who was interpreted in the Middle Ages to be the
model penitent woman.513 In the second supplementary step, Brother A. reports a teaching Angela
has recently gleaned from her divine colloquies, in which she compares seeking salvation to visiting
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the doctor and following the doctor’s orders. She then responded to Christ’s teaching by confessing
the sins of each of her body’s members, and described those sins as illnesses (infirmitates). Christ then
healed each infirmity, explaining, “Mary Magdalene suffered pain as you did from her illnesses, and
desired to be freed from them. Whoever desires to recover their health can do so, just as she did.”514
Sinfulness is associated with the body, as Angela enumerates each of the sins of her body parts. And
the model of redemption that Angela provides in this narrative is one of healing; Christ joyfully heals
each of her sinful parts. So if Angela conceives of the cross as the source and proof of God’s love,
here that love takes the form of mercy and forgiveness for sin.
Apophatic union: a re-stripping of the self
Earlier in this chapter, I offered some discussion of that apophatic moment in the first
supplemental step, when Angela’s frustrated desire for God is at the fore as she screams
unintelligibly at the church in Assisi. I interpreted this moment as indicative of Angela’s lovesickness
for God. But Angela’s use of apophatic language, which occurs throughout the Memorial and the
Instructions, takes on other roles as well. Here I wish to address those places, in the seventh and
final supplemental step at the end of the Memorial, where Angela’s apophatic language constitutes a
response to the stripping language found at the beginning of the Memorial. That is to say, that
penitential stripping of worldly things and the self marks the beginning of Angela’s journey toward
another kind of stripping, the stripping off of cataphasis, of the claims that theological and spiritual
language makes to naming God.
Apophasis and seeing God in darkness
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, p. 155; Memoriale, caput 4, p. 64, secundus passus supplens,
section 49, ll. 230-232: “‘Istud habuit Maria Magdalena, scilicet dolorem, quia erat infirmata, et
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In the first section of the seventh supplemental step, Angela immediately signals that the
new experience she describes is superior to her previous ones: “Once my soul was elevated, and I
saw the light, the beauty, and the fullness that is in God in a way that I had never seen before in so
great a manner. I did not see love there. I then lost the love which was mine and was made
nonlove.” This passage serves as a preamble to the opening section, whose main theme is seeing
God in darkness, and is characterized by ample use of several kinds of apophatic gestures. Angela
explains, “But when God is seen in darkness…the body sleeps and speech is cut off.” Later in the
same vision, Angela describes the manner in which God draws her to himself:
For in this state, it seems to me that I am standing or lying in the midst of the Trinity, and that is what I see with such
darkness. This draws me more than anything else I have experienced so far, more than any good I have ever spoken of
before. So much more so that there is nothing to compare to it. Everything I say now about it seems to say nothing or
to be badly said. Afterward she added: It seems that whatever I say about it is blasphemy. And when you asked me if this
darkness drew me more than everything I had ever experienced, what I answered seems to me to be blasphemy. That is
why I fell very sick when you asked me those questions and I answered them the way I did.515

This richly apophatic language ends in a fit of illness, though Angela has been clear in this section
that she has moved beyond the language of the erotic and into non-love. As I have noted, her
protests that language fails her recalls the symptom of lovesickness in which the patient has
difficulty speaking. Here Angela’s apophatic protestations point to a second lineage; they likely stem
not only from lovesickness, but also from Pseudo-Dionysius and the inheritors of his apophatic
theology. In this passage, Angela describes an experience of the Trinity that exceeds description, and
fears that any words she might try and muster would constitute blasphemy, a concern she repeats
throughout the Book. Although Angela expresses concerns about unintentional blasphemy elsewhere
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in her corpus,516 here her concern stems from the vision of God in darkness, the move from love to
non-love, and especially the fall into illness. It is her concern about blasphemy in responding to
Brother A.’s questions that causes her to fall ill, not only from lovesickness, but also in fear of
blasphemy that proceeds from trying to catch the experience of the Trinity, which she first casts
apophatically, in the cataphatic terms that Brother A. seeks from her in his questions.
Cataphasis and lovesickness: the God-man vision
The seventh step is not wholly taken up with apophatic description about seeing God in
darkness, however. Later in the same step, Angela describes a lesser visionary experience which she
calls being in the God-man, or the vision concerning the God-man. Angela recalls the encounter
from her vision:
He draws my soul with great gentleness and he sometimes says to me: “You are I and I am you.” I see, then, those eyes
and that face so gracious and attractive as he leans to embrace me.517

The God-man vision, which she experiences “almost continually” in the seventh supplemental step,
is cataphatic, and more specifically, replete with images of lovesickness. She displays signs of
speechlessness (“But when I remembered of whom and to whom I was speaking while I was saying
these words, I immediately became speechless”),518 depressed thoughts (“my desire to die” which
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, ch. 2, p. 135; ch. 4, p. 150, ch. 9, pp. 205, 211, 213, 214;
Instructions, Instructio 3, p. 242; Instructio 4, p. 248; Memoriale, caput 2, p. 28, l. 79; caput 4, p. 56, l.
64; caput 9, p. 156, ll. 88-90, p. 170, ll. 307-309, p. 172, l. 351, p. 174, l. 406; Instructiones, in Il libro
della Beata Angela da Foligno, Instructio 3 p. 480, ll. 410-411; Instructio 4, p. 496, ll. 131-134.
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplemental step, p. 205; Memoriale, caput 9, p. 158,
septimus passus supplens, section 112, ll. 94-96: “ ‘et trahit animam cum tanta mansuetudine, cum
tanta mansuetudine trahit animam, ut dicat aliquando: ‘Tu es ego et ego sum tu.’”
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplemental step, p. 206; Memoriale, caput 9, pp. 158,
160, septimus passus supplens, section 112, ll. 127-129: “Sed ista dicendo, quando recordabar illum
de quo dicebam vel cui dicebam, statim non poteram plus loqui sed detruncabatur lingua.”
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continues, although it becomes “not as tormenting”)519 and a lack of interest in eating (“sometimes
she forgot to eat and often she could only eat a very little”).520
The vision of the God-man also inspires Angela to sing:
I praise you God my beloved;
I have made your cross my bed.
For a pillow or cushion,
I have found poverty,
And for other parts of the bed,
Suffering and contempt to rest on.521

Paul Lachance notes that the interpretation that Angela offers to Brother A. has notes of eroticism:
“I cannot describe the joy which I expect from those hands and feet and the marks from the nails
which pierced them on that bed.”522 Here Angela’s erotic language of violence connects her to the
suffering Christ as she pines for union with God.
In describing the embrace with Christ, followed by symptoms of lovesickness, Angela
indicates that the apophatically described vision of God in darkness is interspersed with a lesser but
nonetheless still advanced spiritual state of love and desire for God.523 The primacy Angela gives to
the vision in darkness over the lovesick vision of the God-man suggests that as the soul ascends, its
519

Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplemental step, p. 206. Memoriale, caput 9, p. 160,
septimus passus supplens, section 113, ll. 136-137: “desiderium moriendi…non inde illo modo
cruciabatur.”
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplemental step, p. 206. Memoriale, caput 9, p. 160,
septimus passus supplens, section 113, ll. 143-145: “Unde et social sua erat sollicita ad adiuvandum
eam quando comedebat, pro eo quod obliviscebatur aliquando multotiens, et valde parum comedere
poterat.”
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplemental step, p. 205; Memoriale, caput 9, p. 158,
septimus passus supplens, section 112, ll. 108-111: “Laudo te Deum dilectum, in tua cruce habeo
factum meum lectum; pro capitali vel pro plumacio inveni paupertatem. Aliam partem lecti ad
pausandum inveni dolorem cum despectu.”
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplemental step, p. 206; Memoriale, caput 9, p. 158,
septimus passus supplens, section 112, ll. 123-124: “Et letitia quam expect de illis minibus et
pedibus, et de illis signis clavorum que traxerunt ille manus et pedes de isto lecto, non potest
narrari.” For notes on the relation of this passage to the Song of Songs and the tradition of the cross
as bed, see Angela, Complete Works, p. 386, note 135.
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“The vision with darkness, however, draws me so much more that there is no comparison.”
Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplemental step, p. 205; Memoriale, caput 9, p. 158,
septimus passus supplens, section 112, ll. 1-2-103: “…sed illud de tenebra adhuc trahit animam
multo plus quam istud de Deo homine sine comparatione.”
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need for the imagery and the bodily elements of the God-man fade, and apophatic darkness takes
the place of those elements.
The abyss
Later in the seventh supplementary step, Angela describes a new state of awareness of God’s
presence characterized by a deep, ineffable abyss.524 This image is a thoroughly apophatic one, not
only because she calls it an “ineffable” abyss, but also because the image describes both an empty,
negative space, and an infinitely deep one. The rest of this section is replete with apophatic language
lamenting the impossibility of describing or containing the state in the bounds of language. This
level of union surpasses the one she describes earlier in this step as seeing God in darkness: “I was
also drawn out of the vision of God in the darkness in which I used to take such delight. Every
previous state was put to sleep so tenderly and sweetly that I could not tell it was happening.”525
Despite the fact that Angela uses apophatic language to describe seeing God in darkness, here she
makes it clear that this new step of the abyss, also characterized by apophatic description, is higher
than all previous states. As Angela’s journey progresses, the movement between apophasis and
cataphasis is characterized by ever deepening bouts of apophatic unsayability. Angela adds that
immediately after God grants her this new awareness of his presence, God expands the soul and
grants it indescribable gifts and consolations. She writes:
I was and am now drawn out of everything I had previously experienced and had taken such delight
in: the life and humanity of Christ; the consideration of that very deep companionship which the
Father from eternity in his love had bestowed on his Son (in which I had taken such deep delight),
namely, the contempt, the suffering, and the poverty experienced by the Son of God; and the cross as
bed to rest on.526
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplemental step, pp. 213; Memoriale, caput 9, p. 172,
septimus passus supplens, section 126, l. 347: “cum tanto profundo et inenerrabili abysso”
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplementary step, p. 212; Memoriale, caput 9, p. 170,
septimus passus supplens, section 124, ll. 316-319: “Et sum extracta de illo modo videndi Deum in
tenebra illa que tantum consuevit me delectare. Et sum extracta de omni illo statu priori cum tanta
unctione et dormitatione quod nullo modo percipere potui…”
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplementary step, pp. 211-212; Memoriale, caput 9, p.
170, septimus passus supplens, section 124, ll. 310-316: “Et fui extracta et sum extracta de omnibus
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Nothing that had brought Angela delight or proximity to God in previous stages continues to do so
in this new state of the abyss. Here the apophatic component of lovesickness takes over, even as
Angela rejects other components of lovesickness such as her affinity for Christ on the cross. Angela
moves into a more thoroughgoing series of denials of all her previous spiritual experiences: “For in
the cross of Christ in which I used to take such delight, so as to make it my place of rest and my
bed, I find nothing; in the poverty of the Son of God, I find nothing; and in everything that could be
named, I find nothing.”527 This series of denials of her previous spiritual states and assertions of
nothingness qualifies the state of the abyss as Angela’s highest state. The section on Angela’s state of
the abyss continues for some pages, and contains Angela’s strongest language in the Memorial about
the ineffability of God and of this new and highest state of union with him:
Therefore, there is absolutely nothing that can be said about this experience, for no words can be
found or invented to express or explain it; no expansion of thought or mind can possibly reach to
those things, they are so far beyond everything—for there is nothing which can explain God. I repeat
there is absolutely nothing which can explain God. [Angela] affirmed with utmost certitude and
wanted it understood that there is absolutely nothing which can explain God.528

In this passage, Angela’s assertions that her experience of the state of the abyss cannot be contained
in words lead naturally into her assertions of God’s complete ineffability. Her emphatic repetitions
of God’s ineffability call into question the entirety of her project, and find an echo in the evident
que prius habueram et in quibus prijs consueveram delectari, scilicet de vita et de humanitate Christi
et de consideratione illius profundissime societatis quam Deus Pater tantum dilexit ab eterno quod
dedit eam Filio suo, in quibus ego consueveram profundissime delectari, videlicet in despectu et in
dolore et in paupertate Filii Dei, et in cruce que consuevit esse mea repausatio et meus lectus.”
527
Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplementary step, p. 212; Memoriale, caput 9, p. 170,
septimus passus supplens, section 124, ll. 319-322: “…quia in cruce in qua tantum delectabar, quod
erat mea repausatio et meus lectus, nichil invenio; in paupertate Filii Dei nichil invenio, et in
omnibus que nominari possunt nichil invenio.”
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, seventh supplementary step, p. 213; Memoriale, caput 9, p. 172,
septimus passus supplens, section 127, ll. 363-369: “‘Et ideo non potest de illo aliquid dicere
omnino, quia nullum verbum reperiri potest per quod id dicat vel sonnet; et etiam nec cogitatio nec
aliquis intellectus potest se extendere ad illa, tantum omnia superat, sicut Deus non potest per
aliquid commendari. Deus enim omnino non potest per aliquid commendari.’ Et dicebat predicta
Christi fidelis cum maxima certitudine et dabat intelligere quod Deus omnino non potest per aliquid
commendari.”
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communication struggles between Angela and Brother A.529 If God is completely ineffable, then the
premise of the book as a record, even a partial or flawed one, of Angela’s encounters with God is
undercut. However, Brother A. and Angela attributed worth to the writing of their book, as have the
readers who preserved it. Apophasis in the Dionysian tradition always pairs with cataphasis, which
gives it specificity and meaning, and this is certainly borne out in Angela’s Book. Angela expresses
one of the strongest accounts of union with the divine in the history of Christian mysticism, but the
dizzying heights of apophasis to which Angela ascends ought not to be extracted from their
Christological, embodied moorings.530 Rather, Angela’s accounts of entering the wound of Christ,
drinking from the side wound, as well as her anguish at her own sinfulness, are the source and
ground of the abyss and darkness she describes in the later stages of her itinerary.
Thus far, I have described a series of spiritual states in Angela’s seventh supplemental state.
The broad sense of reading this chapter is that these states build on one another; each successive
state surpasses the last. The apophatic language generally builds as a kind of crescendo without a
clear climax. At the end of the chapter, a couple of episodes about Candlemas and Eucharistic
miracles precede an epilogue about the authenticity of the text that concludes the work. The real
conclusion of the Memorial, one might say, is actually to be found in the Instructions. There, a
hagiographic account of Angela’s death provides a kind of closure to the building apophatic rhetoric
of this last chapter of the Memorial. In it, Angela cries out on her deathbed, “O unknown
nothingness! O unknown nothingness!”531 Angela denies the ability to know God while
simultaneously naming God as a void. Not only is there no way to know God, there is nothing there
529

For more on the relation between Brother A. and Angela, see John W. Coakley, “Hagiography
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and their Male Collaborators (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006), 111-129.
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to know. Far from an atheist outburst, the Instruction points to the limitations of language Angela
expresses so clearly at the end of the Memorial.
Such apophatic gestures, I argue, constitute a continuation of the Franciscan stripping with
which she begins the Memorial. In casting aside linguistic limitations, and in casting aside the
presumption that humans can have any knowledge of God, Angela continues the movement she
began in stripping off “everything worldly, of all attachments to men and women, of my friends and
relatives, and everyone else, and, likewise, of my possessions and even my very self.”532 Angela’s
apophatic gestures at the end of the Memorial do not only continue the earlier, penitential
Franciscan stripping. The stripping of cataphatic language, which she performs, also subtly suggests
an interpretive framing for the reading of the Memorial itself. Angela’s use of apophatic gestures at
key moments in her narrative, particularly the crescendo of such language in the seventh and final
supplementary step, do not simply indicate that the vision of darkness or the state of the abyss are
higher than other steps or spiritual states. Read together with Brother A.’s frequent notes to the
reader on the inadequacy of his dictation and translation, Angela’s apophatic language in the
Memorial itself. It does not and cannot describe God—nor can it describe Angela insofar as she
becomes one with God. And thus the language serves another function; it gestures toward an
apophatic theology; not only does the language of the Memorial not capture God’s essence, no
language can. The apophatic conclusion of Angela’s itinerary circles back, then, to its roots in
lovesickness, where the stuttering lover cannot find words to describe the beloved. In Angela’s
lovesickness for God, she ends her journey at a point when the other trappings of lovesickness fall
away through apophatic denials, including her attachment to the cross, to violent love, and to love
itself. What remains of lovesickness, in this apophatically purified state, is that symptom of
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, ninth step, p. 126; Memoriale, caput 1, p. 8, nonus passus,
section 12, ll. 80-82: “…de omnibus terrenis et de omnibus hominibus et feminis et de omnibus
amicis et parentibus et de omnibus aliis et de possession mea et de meipsa…”
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lovesickness, which is the stammering tongue, the procedure of unsaying: an apophatic ending to the
cataphatic beginning of her journey.
Conclusion
Violent love in Angela of Foligno is a reflection or mimesis of the love Christ expresses for
humanity by his suffering on the cross. As I import the term “violent love” from Richard of St
Victor’s treatise, I offer the caveat that Angela rarely suffers from love in the same ways that Richard
and Hadewijch, who continually complain of Love itself injuring them, do. Instead, Angela’s violent
love is an iteration of Christ’s, born of penitence, and matured into bodily symptoms both including
and expanding on medieval models of lovesickness. Angela’s understanding of suffering violent love
for God brings sin into tight focus and the meaning of the crucifixion becomes an act of love that
centers around mercy and the forgiveness of sin. This emphasis marks a dramatic departure from
Hadewijch and Beatrice, whose understandings of suffering are rooted in the experience of loving
God; you suffer the arrows of love because loving God means suffering his absence in the
interstices between his periodic visits in blissful visionary union. For Angela, suffering the violence
of love is tied more explicitly to an act of crucifixion, which is about God’s act of love, suffering for
the sins of humanity. This southern European, Franciscan emphasis on sin as the center of the love
between the soul and Christ is foreign to both Beatrice and Hadewijch. It is here in the Memorial that
sin and redemption become the cornerstone of Christian theologies of “violent love.” The
Cistercian and beguine approaches to love as painful because of the absence of God, a notion taken
directly from literary conventions of “courtly love,” fade from prominence.
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Conclusion
This dissertation constitutes an intervention in the scholarship on varieties of Christian
mysticism, variously characterized as bridal, erotic, or affective. Previous generations of scholars
have utilized such terms to describe works by and about women, especially women in the Middle
Ages writing Christian texts. By framing a trajectory through a set of texts based on the category of
violent love, as found in Richard of St Victor’s treatise, I have attempted to provide more analytic
clarity around a subset of these texts, and to show that such themes are not solely the province of
women. At least one variety of “love mysticism,” then, includes texts by men and women. This
particular variety of love mysticism, the mysticism of violent love, engages with Song of Songs
language about the love-wound and about the violence of love more broadly, while incorporating
and transforming themes of lovesickness, drawn both from the Song of Songs tradition, but also
from medical and literary sources.
Review of chapter conclusions
In Richard’s Four Degrees of Violent Love he meditates on a verse from the Song of Songs—“I
am wounded by love”—to question how the soul should love God. Richard’s treatise chose as its
starting point a book of the bible favored by medieval exegetes for commentary: the Song of Songs.
Read as an allegory for the love between the soul and God, the book was formational for not only
for understanding how Christians were meant to love God, but also for how monks and nuns could
exercise their special vocations. In his treatise, Richard freely meditates on this verse from Song of
Songs, and ends up outlining a series of four degrees, increasing in intensity, of loving God. They
include not only images of violence, drawn from the scriptural verse, but also physical symptoms
consistent with lovesickness. Indeed, the transposition of lovesickness from inter-human relations to
humans in love with God was so novel that Richard had to be sure and distinguish how his degrees
of love had different and opposite effects when experienced in human love versus divine love:
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These four degrees of love (amoris) exist in one way with regard to godly feelings and
in another with regard to human feelings—two altogether different ways with regard
to spiritual desires and fleshly desires. With spiritual desires the extent to which the
number of the degree is higher is also the extent to which the degree itself is better;
in fleshly desires the extent to which it is higher is the extent to which it is worse. In
godly feelings the degree that is highest is likewise best. In human feelings the degree
that is highest is itself also worst. Truly, in human emotions the first degree can be
good, but the second without doubt is bad; the third is worse, while the fourth is the
worst.533
For Richard, violent love and the lovesickness are meant to be productive; the soul is to turn
outward and perform works of ordinary charity. In that sense, violent love, despite the intensity of
the language used to describe it, represents a relatively early stage in one’s spiritual trajectory.
In the Seven Manners, Beatrice outlines seven non-sequential ways of loving God.534 Violent
love plays a recurring critical role across the short treatise. Like lovesickness, which cuts across
conceptual divisions between body and soul, violent love erupts across boundaries, wounding body
and soul in the tumultuous struggle that desire for God entails, necessitates, and ushers in. While the
details of Beatrice’s articulations of lovesickness and violent love overlap largely with those of
Hadewijch, she is unique in the way she articulates the other side of violent love; in opposition to
the embodied and en-souled chaos of divine lovesickness and violence, she posits the image of a
housewife, whose orderly control of her household illustrates the control that Minne has over the
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Feiss, pp. 282-283. Dumeige, p. 145, section 18, ll. 12-20:

Hi quatuor amoris gradus aliter se habent in affectibus divinis, atque aliter se habent in affectibus
humanis, omnino aliter atque aliter se habent in desideriis spiritalibus et in desideriis carnalibus. In
desideriis spiritalibus quanto major tanto et melior; in desideriis carnalibus quanto est major tanto et
pejor. In affectibus divinis ipse qui summus idem et precipuus. In affectibus humanis ille qui summus
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malus, pejor tamen est tertius, quartus autem est pessimus.

Amy Hollywood notes in Acute Melancholia, p. 351, n. 41: “There is an implicit hierarchy among
the manners, and Beatrice uses the metaphor of ascent, but the dialectic of presence and absence
running through and between the seven manners disrupts any easily identified pattern.”
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soul. It is just this union, in which love rules the soul, which “sweetens all pain.”535 Such
transformation anticipates heavenly existence:
This is freedom of conscience, sweetness of heart, goodness of the senses, nobility of the soul,
exaltedness of spirit, and the beginning of everlasting life. This is an angelic life in the flesh, and
hereafter follows the eternal—may God give this to all of us. Amen.536

It is important that suffering is not erased, but still a critical part of the unstable economy of
salvation, which will ricochet back into chaotic and violent lovesickness in the seventh manner.
While Beatrice suggests that heaven will indeed be a place of rest, the thrust of her treatise is
certainly about the chaos of earthly existence, the pain of desire caused by violent love, and
especially Minne’s abandonment of the soul. Even in the higher stages of her ascent, violent desire
returns. Violent love never recedes into peace or tranquility in this life, according to Beatrice, but
continually returns in the cycles of these manners of loving God, because the desire for God,
predicated by separation, cannot be quenched by anything other that Minne, and on Beatrice’s
account, death is required to bring about that fullest union.
Hadewijch’s Songs offer the reader a way into the affective space they are meant to inspire;
through singing the songs, one can inhabit the range of affects necessary to approach God. These
affects, which range from joy to despair, can be understood as part of a pedagogy of lovesickness, an
illness but also a position in relation to God, that affects both the soul and the body, in which one
learns to fall in love and to fall sick with love for the divine. Hadewijch often casts the affects in
terms of violent love, in which the soul is battered and wounded by Minne, and especially by
Minne’s abandonment of the soul. Learning to be a student in the school of love, the soul,
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instantiated by the singer of Hadewijch’s Songs, sings herself into the position of the sufferer or
victim of the violence of Minne’s absence, as she longs for closer union, which seems never to
come. In the place of a lovers’ union, Hadewijch offers instead a turning point in which the soul, fed
up with suffering violent love, chooses through the desperation of unfaith or ontrouwe, to turn back
and fight or wrestle with Minne, after the example of Jacob. It is in the struggle of reflecting violent
love back to God that the soul moves from victim to stand on radically co-equal terms with a God
who is, paradoxically, infinitely superior to her.
Hadewijch’s prose works, her visions and letters, reveal that the suffering Hadewijch
describes in her Songs, brought about by Minne’s abandonment of the soul, is intimately tied to
ghebruken or pleasure. Hadewijch articulates the relation between suffering and pleasure in five ways:
1. 1. The soul, with God’s help, reinterprets suffering as pleasurable.
2. Hadewijch warns against the pleasure of spiritual consolations as illusory, and points to
suffering as the proper path to divine love.
3. Hadewijch presents pleasure within a vision as an interruption and an enlightening moment
in which the meaning of earthly suffering is revealed.
4. Hadewijch describes pleasure as epektatic, stretching endlessly toward God, which entails
suffering the violence of God’s absence.
5. Hadewijch interprets the vision of Christ crucified, and especially his embrace of the soul
from the cross, as uniting suffering and pleasure.
Only through the proper orientation of these affective states can the Christian come to full
knowledge and communion with the divine. The prose works, as I have demonstrated, accord with
the teaching found in the Songs, whereby the soul must suffer forever. They provide, furthermore,
Hadewijch’s theological arguments for this doctrine: namely, that she understands the structure of
desire as entailing an absence, without which desire cannot properly continue. That is to say, if the
soul and Minne found perfect union in heaven, it would undo the structure that holds them in
relation to one another. Thus the prose works demonstrate the reason for the pedagogical structure
of the Songs: the Christian must inculcate desire for Minne through song because relation to the
divine, salvation, or union, is predicated on and conditioned by the proper orientation of desire.
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Angela’s text, unlike the others, is the production of a partnership with a male cleric, Brother
A., whose attempts to record, translate, and organize Angela’s material, as well as the failure of these
attempts, form the text of the Memorial. The transparency of these failures serves to undermine any
strong sense of textual authority, and creates a kind of structural apophasis whereby the inadequacy
of the text mirrors the apophasis of Angela’s theology. The Memorial constitutes reconstructed stages
in Angela’s torturous itinerary to God, in which the reciprocal love between Angela and the crucified
Christ plays out its drama.
Angela’s story is a story of violent love; her fantastic visions of drinking from the side
wound of Christ and of entering that side wound are undergirded by her understanding that she is
the one who crucified him, especially through her sinfulness. Thus her sinful actions generate the
terrible grief she suffers, but that grief becomes penitence as she learns to love Christ; the sins that
crucified Christ are both the beginning of her journey into the pain and suffering she feels because
of her sin and her participation in the crucifixion itself. The wounds of Christ’s Passion become,
moreover, the entry point for Angela in her vision of entering the side wound, and thereby also
entering into visionary union with God. Angela also engages in an apophatic program of stripping,
which she begins early in her itinerary when she, in imitation of Francis, strips off her clothing to go
naked to the naked Christ. The apophatic nature of this stripping becomes apparent as she continues
if I wished to go the cross, I would strip myself so as to be lighter, and would go to the cross, that is,
refrain from all things that offend me and strip myself of all earthly things and of all men and women,
and of all friends and relatives, and of all things and possessions, and even of myself. Then I would
give my heart to Christ, from whom I had received all these good and useful things, and would go on
537
the thorny path, that is, the path of tribulation.
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Angela, Complete Works, Memorial, 9th step, p. 126; Memoriale, caput 1, p. 8, nones passus, section
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et de omnibus hominibus et feminis et de omnibus amicis et parentibus et de omnibus aliis et de
possession mea et de meipsa, et cor meum dare Christo qui michi beneficia predicta fecerat, et irem
per viam spinosam scilicet tribulationis.”
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As Angela strips off her very self, she performs a version of kenosis, the self-emptying act Paul
attributes to Christ in Philippians 2:7-8. I have argued that the heavily apophatic final stages of
Angela’s itinerary, outlined in the seventh supplementary step, continue this stripping of the self that
she begins as early as the 9th step, but which is connected conceptually to the penitence that begins
her journey. Thus penitence consittutes the affective component of the stripping away of a sinful
self. The apophatic episodes that end Angela’s journey, while seemingly an undoing of the embodied
engagement with the crucified Christ’s body and the violent love they share for one another, in fact
comprise a return to that very body of Christ. As she turns to the vision of God “in darkness,” the
abyss, and her most concentrated forays into the ineffability of God in the seventh supplementary
step, she seems on the surface to be denying that bodily spirituality that had been so central to her
journey. However, these apophatic moves are an answer or continuation of the act of kenotic and
appophatic stripping from the early stages of her journey. In that sense, her apophasis is both an
escape from and a return to the cross.
A History of Difference
The purpose of this dissertation is not to trace influence or make claims for direct causal
connections between text, but instead to chart a path through four authors and their divergent uses
of the theme of violent love first clearly deployed by Richard. The theme that unites the texts in this
dissertation, namely violent love, can also be taken to represent the method with which I have
approached the texts. In particular, the disjunctive force of violent love, its power to puncture,
damage, or wound the soul, finds an echo in how I mean not to unite the four authors’ texts under a
single unifying theme, but to chart how such similar language in fact accomplishes differing ends in
each of the authors’ works. The goal of this short history is to shift the conceptual ground that has
to date served to contextualize these texts, and specifically, to complicate a narrative proposing that
erotic or affective mysticism is only the province of female authors. Instead, I have employed the
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more specific language of violent love to question whether and how new configurations or
constellations of texts can illuminate the different, rather than similar, ways of figuring love as
violent in medieval theology. Because of the work of previous generations of scholars, I have also
avoided having to make an argument for including women’s writings in this history, and can write
this piece of the history of Christian thought without having to argue that writings by women,
unofficial, unsanctioned though they may be, are part of the past worthy to be studied in the context
of Christian history. What I hope the exploration of violent love has revealed is a history of
difference instead of a confirmation of what others have noted or suspected about commonalities of
language between these texts.
While noting various differences along the way, the dissertation also marks a more radical
break between Richard, Beatrice, and Hadewijch on one side, and Angela on the other. I do not
offer a theory of causation here, but gesture towards an area of future research to begin to answer
the question: why is Angela’s invocation of violent love, centered on the cross, so much more
invested in human sin? Why does Christian suffering, which in the other authors was rooted
primarily in the position of the human soul in the throes of painful desire for God, become
articulated in terms of sinful human nature? While all these authors ground the soul’s suffering love
in the suffering love of Christ, why does Angela’s become more explicitly mimetic? Why is the cross
named so often? It is a question of emphasis; similar themes and source material appear in each of
the authors. While each author traces a relation to Christ’s suffering love on the cross, Angela does
this with clarity and insistence in a way that Richard, Beatrice, and Hadewijch do not. Moreover, the
direct line Angela draws from sin to penitence to Christ’s crucifixion is wholly absent in the other
authors. However, Angela ought to be considered here because of her attention to the cluster of
themes that fall under Richard’s category of violent love. She simply takes this category, which had
been focused on how the soul’s loving God is or is like suffering violence, and sets it on a new
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foundation centered around penitence. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to contextualize
Angela’s work more fully in the spiritual movements of late 13th and early 14th century Italy, though I
will indicate a few thoughts on the directions such an endeavor might take. One would have to
consider both the emerging tradition of Italian penitent women, especially those associated with the
mendicant orders, such as Umiliana dei Cerchi (1219-1246), Margherita of Cortona (1247 – 1297),
Clare of Montefalco (c. 1268-1308), and Catherine of Siena (1347-1380). Another factor would be
the flagellanti, active in that region. One might also consider the influence of the Spiritual
Franciscans, though perhaps not so much in relation to their feelings on Francis and poverty as to
their treatments of sin. Such an exploration would make some effort at explaining the context in
which Angela turned toward a robust theology of sin.
However I am much more interested in why, on Angela’s own terms, such a turn is
necessary. What makes Angela combine the emphasis on love and in particular of violent love and
lovesickness with this deeply pessimistic view of human nature? My preliminary answer to the
question has to do with the sequence of Angela’s itinerary. In other words, it is improper to start
with violent love and ask why Angela grounds it in sin. It is clear from the order of her steps that her
deep awareness and grief over her own sinfulness is what begins her journey to God, her
extraordinary encounters with the crucified Christ, her longing for union with him, and her
apophatic theology. Once Angela renounces her former life as a married mother of children, fond of
worldly things, and pursues a spiritual path grounded in penitence, she then uses the language of
violent love. While I do not want to read too much into sequence, I would add that the persistence
of Angela’s concern about whether or not she is truly forgiven throughout her itinerary speaks for
the centrality of penitence in her thought, and the visions of the crucified Christ as growing from
that more primary spiritual foundation. Angela’s orientation is one of a penitent, even if she
ultimately ascends the lofty heights of visions and apophasis.
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Future Research
As I have suggested above, more historical contextualization, particularly of Angela as an
Italian Franciscan woman, would permit a better understanding of how and why Angela differs so
starkly from Richard, Beatrice, and Hadewijch. Additionally, to complete a history of violent love in
medieval theology, one might profitably delve further into William of St Thierry and perhaps
Mechthild of Magdeburg. Although I have ended my study with Angela of Foligno, in large part
because of the great differences I found between her use of violent love and that of the other writers
featured in this dissertation, further research could attempt to trace the offshoots of this way of
thinking and writing about God’s love in later writers in the Low Countries as well as in southern
Europe. Theologians might fruitfully consider this strand of medieval theology and what it could
bring to bear on theorizing desire in a historically informed, non-repressive, and not especially
Freudian vein. While such work is beyond my ken, I hope that historians of Christian thought might
see this project as both clarifying the history of the period by including and centering the writings of
women, as well as adding more depth to the suggestions put forth by Mary Wack and taken up by
scholars such as Jessica Boon that lovesickness is a salient category for understanding the relation
between body and soul in the soul’s desire for God in these and other medieval Christian texts.
Ramifications
This dissertation has charted a new path through some fairly well known texts among those
who read the greatest hits of medieval mystical theology. What new ground has been broken by
examining these works with regard to violent love and lovesickness? Rather than arguing for
continuity, influence, citation, or causality, this dissertation has attempted to account for disjunctions
and breaks, particularly, in how such themes, which appear to arise from similar biblical and literary
sources, counter-intuitively act in disparate ways. The differentiation of these meanings matters, first,
because it renders visible the following conclusions, appropriate to each of the authors discussed.
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For Richard, violent love ultimately prepares the Christian to practice ordinary love of
neighbor. Because of Richard’s historicization as a mystical author, the modern reader expects the
heights of Richard’s treatise to be about the individual’s journey to union with the divine, and while
that element is certainly present, Richard considers it a preparation for what is at once the most
basic of Christian virtues as well as its most challenging: charity, or love of neighbor. By considering
violent love as the organizing theme of this study, I was able to isolate this most extraordinary turn
in Richard’s work, as well as to note its immediate fade from prominence in the authors who wrote
after him.
For Beatrice, the soul oscillates between violent love and the order exemplified by a
housewife’s management of a home. Beatrice’s conception of housewife challenges gender
hierarchies by placing the housewife not as subservient to a husband, but as manager of a
household. Her understanding of the soul as vacillating between order and chaos in its pursuit of the
divine uniquely brings together two distinct models for understanding the soul’s route to God.
For Hadewijch, violent love never ends, in spite of visionary glimpses of stasis and rest.
Hadewijch stands alone in the medieval Christian tradition in the extent to which she insists on the
eternal suffering of violent love, even after death. Although pleasure, sweetness, and rest find their
place in her itinerary, they do not constitute the ultimate end because, like Gregory of Nyssa, she
understands desire to never end. What makes her unique, however, is that desire is structured not
only on absence, but on an absence constituted by suffering the violence of hell.
For Angela, violent love appears as mimetic suffering in answer to humanity’s sinful nature.
By placing her in relation to other authors writing on violent love, I have shown how Angela’s
insistent worry about her own sinfulness finds a measure of solace in her conception of the cross as
a manifestation of divine love, and inspires her to mirror that love in her own bodily and psychic
suffering. The insistence on the body of Christ crucified, rather than on more extended
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representations of divine violent love filtered through the person of Minne, as in Hadewijch’s and
Beatrice’s writings, demonstrates Angela’s innovation in this history of violent love.
The project as a whole matters because it clarifies what at first glance might seem to be a
coherent tradition, that is, violent love, but what is instead a splintering or branching out of different
understandings of how and why loving God hurts. As such it constitutes a project in the history of
Christian thought: namely, the tracing out of these branches of these texts and the communities they
represent. Furthermore, the project identifies a time and place in which Christian authors identified
violence as intrinsic to loving God properly, and meditated on the multiple meanings of that
violence. This in itself is significant because of the relatively separate spheres in which Christian love
and Christian suffering to which these topics have since been relegated.
The dissertation also forms part of a larger history of affect, as it answers questions not only
about thinking and reasoning, but also about feeling God. In particular, I have delineated various
kinds of suffering, both physical and spiritual, that belong to lovesickness, a complicated medical
and theological category describing the states of suffering the soul undergoes as part (or perhaps the
entirety?) of the act of loving someone. It is a state in which God can appear as either subject or
object. My engagement with lovesickness is meant to inspire thinking across disciplinary boundaries
of the history of science and religious studies, to discover the meanings of these physical and psychic
symptoms that spread from medical and literary texts into theological treatises. By taking seriously
the way medieval people conceptualized love as illness, my project brings to bear the category of
lovesickness, already readily available to the authors and audiences in question, to theological texts
that otherwise baffle modern sensibilities and our tendency to separate the physical from the
spiritual and the body from the soul. Much room is left, however, for future research, which could
usefully read across textual genres to give clearer and more specific accounts of how conceptions
like lovesickness were diffused across geographic and genre boundaries. By doing so, scholars might
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illuminate categories beyond lovesickness, and particularly, other transgressive categories of affect,
which would broaden our understanding of how medieval thinkers alternately reified and challenged
their own dichotomy of body and soul.
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